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The oshore wind industry has progressed from traditional xed bottom platforms for
the wind turbines to be installed on, to having oating platforms. This allows access
to wind resources further oshore that were previously unavailable due to the greater
water depth. Floating wind platforms introduce new challenges for oshore cables, par-
ticularly the array cables which will be required to hang from the base of the platform
through the water column to the seabed. This arrangement exposes the cable to the
dynamics of the marine environment it is installed in, creating concern for the failures
of these dynamic cables. One particular failure mechanism of subsea cables is the degra-
dation of the insulation layers by water treeing.
Water trees propagate due to mechanical and electrical loadings, and the move to having
more dynamic installations for the cables is expected to increase the number of cables
failing oshore. A primary concern with water treeing is that with current technologies
they remain undetectable until they cause an unexpected failure of a cable, which may
have been previously deemed healthy. This work presents a methodology which can
model the propagation of a water tree to predict the time taken for it to propagate to a
length which would cause failure of the dynamic cable. This ability to predict when a
dynamic cable is at risk of failure allows for better planning of maintenance, as opposed
to an unexpected failure. This results in the overall prediction of when the modelled
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to wind resources further oshore that were previously unavailable due to the greater
water depth. Floating wind platforms introduce new challenges for oshore cables, par-
ticularly the array cables which will be required to hang from the base of the platform
through the water column to the seabed. This arrangement exposes the cable to the
dynamics of the marine environment it is installed in, creating concern for the failures
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dation of the insulation layers by water treeing.
Water trees propagate due to mechanical and electrical loadings, and the move to having
more dynamic installations for the cables is expected to increase the number of cables
failing oshore. A primary concern with water treeing is that with current technologies
they remain undetectable until they cause an unexpected failure of a cable, which may
have been previously deemed healthy. This work presents a methodology which can
model the propagation of a water tree to predict the time taken for it to propagate to a
length which would cause failure of the dynamic cable. This ability to predict when a
dynamic cable is at risk of failure allows for better planning of maintenance, as opposed
to an unexpected failure.
To achieve this, both the mechanical and electrical stresses the dynamic cable will
be exposed to have been considered. A global model of a oating wind platform has
been developed which leads to a local model of the dynamic cable's cross section to
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deduce the mechanical stresses the environmental force loadings will exert on the insu-
lation. Following this the distortions of the electric eld across a dynamic cable's cross
section in the presence of a water tree have been modelled to calculate the resulting
stresses. Finally these two stresses are combined and a series of fatigue damage and
crack propagation methods are employed, leading to the modelling of the microscale
breaking of the insulation chemical bonds to predict the propagation of a water tree.
This results in the overall prediction of when the modelled dynamic cable is at risk of
failure due to water treeing, and a new fatigue life estimate.
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In this chapter some background context is given to the research topic. The motivations
and justications for the research are given and an overview of the objective of the
project follows.
1.2 Background and motivation
There is a pressing need to reduce carbon emissions and move energy production away
from fossil fuel consumption to prevent the worst impacts of climate change. The warm-
ing of the earth's climate is of particular signicance because most of it is extremely
likely to be the result of human activity. As the world's leaders seek to develop a sus-
tainable energy policy, many are looking to renewable energy sources as a means to
reduce global carbon emissions.
The European Commission has set a target of 32% of total energy consumption to
be from renewable sources by 2030 [1]. In addition to this, the UK's Climate Change
Act commits the UK to reduce total carbon emissions by 80 percent of 1990 levels by
2050 [2]. In the second quarter of 2018, renewable energy accounted for 31.7 percent
of the UK's electricity generation [3]. This increase from the previous year reects in-
creases in capacity, particularly of wind and solar photovoltaics. Specically, oshore
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wind accounted for 6.2 percent.
Technological advancements in the oshore wind industry, coupled with economies of
scale, has resulted in continuously larger wind turbines oshore. To benet from the
greater wind resource available, these large turbines are moving further away from the
shoreline. However, moving further from shore corresponds with an increase in water
depth. Traditional xed bottom wind turbine technologies are no longer the best option
for the turbine platforms, creating the need for new oating platform wind turbines.
Much work has been completed in advancing oating wind technologies, including that
of the LIFES50+ consortium [4]. By the end of 2019 there was 32MW of oating o-
shore wind installed in UK waters [5].
Floating wind platforms will introduce new challenges for the umbilical, or array, cables
that hang from the base of the platform to the seabed. This cable installation ar-
rangement will expose the cables to the dynamic forces of the environment they would
be installed in, including the actions of the waves, current ows and movement of the
platform itself in response to wind/turbine interactions. Cables exposed to dynamic
environmental loadings will experience dynamic mechanical stresses across their cross
sections and along their length. This is a new operating consideration as traditional
xed bottom platforms have allowed cables to operate statically.
A reliable electrical infrastructure is instrumental in maximising the system availability
of assets oshore. The oshore environment is a challenging one in which to minimise
maintenance costs and ensure reliable operation. Some of the most costly interruptions
to an oshore wind farm's availability are the failure of the subsea cables, resulting in
cable failure incidents being named as one of the greatest risks to the continued lowering
of the levelised cost of energy, LCOE, for oshore wind. Further to this, over 80% of
oshore wind projects experience a cable related incident [6]. The average repair cost of
a subsea export cable is estimated as ¿12.5 million, with the average repair time taking
between three to ve months [7]. [7] continued further and performed calculations ac-
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counting for lost revenue due to the wind farm down time and arrived at a total cost of
a cable failure to be ¿22.8 million, split approximately equally between repair costs and
lost revenue. The move to oating oshore wind turbines will have the greatest impact
on the array cables in an oshore wind farm, as these are the ones which will hang in the
water column below the oating platform. Array cables are typically replaced rather
than repaired, and if an array cable fails it results in only one turbine being oine and
not the whole wind farm. To deduce the cost of an array cable failure, the cost of lost
revenue can be ignored and the time taken to replace the cable can be compared to the
time to repair an export cable. In April 2017 extraction and replacement of two array
cables at the London Array wind farm was completed within one month [8], giving an
average time on each cable of two weeks.
Oshore subsea cables fail during normal operation, and excluding third party inter-
ference, due to three main causes, all of which lead to the eventual breakdown of the




Mechanical damage occurs most frequently when the cable is at its most vulnerable
during its installation, here over tension when paying the cable out from the oshore
vessel during installation or breaking the minimum bend radius can result in damage.
Mechanical damage during the manufacturing process, transport and handling is also
possible. GCUBE, a renewable energy insurance provider, generated a breakdown of
the cause of cable related insurance claims, shown in Figure 1.1 [10].
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Figure 1.1: Breakdown of cable related incidents by cause
Figure 1.1 shows that cable failures are approximately evenly split between those
that happen during installation and those that happen during operation. An oshore
cable has an expected lifetime of twenty-ve years, however insurers are already seeing
a trend where cables are failing after ten years, sometimes between two and ve years
service unexpectedly [11]. It is thought that a reason for these unexpected faults is an
insulation degradation mechanism known as water treeing.
Water trees propagate due to mechanical and electrical loads. As the industry moves
to oating oshore wind and installing cables in more dynamic environments, it is ex-
pected that there will be an increase in the number of subsea cables failing. Therefore
to reduce the number of unexpected cable failures oshore, this work aims to develop a
model which can predict the growth of water trees within the cable's insulation layers.
Predicting the growth of water trees will allow for preventative maintenance on subsea
cables before a fault will occur and will give more representative fatigue lifetimes of
subsea cables.
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1.3 Aims, objectives and limitations
1.3.1 Aim
The aim of this project is to address the industrial research question regarding the
unexpected failure of subsea cables which were otherwise deemed healthy from current
cable testing methods. As this is a research project based within industry the research
project must address a need of the industrial partner, ORE Catapult. ORE Catapult
has completed previous testing of subsea cables focusing on water ingress and water
trees within cable insulation layers under various conditions and has interests in bet-
ter understanding the unexpected failures of subsea cables. As stated previously, the
insulation degradation mechanism known as water treeing is thought of as a reason
for these unexpected failures. This thought is due to water trees currently being un-
detectable by current cable monitoring and testing technologies. Therefore the aim of
this research project is to develop an electrical - mechanical coupled model which can
model the growth of water trees within the insulation layers of a dynamic cable, which
can be then used as a tool to predict when ultimate failure of a dynamic cable will occur.
This model will account for the mechanical stresses imposed on the dynamic cable
from the environment it is installed in, and the electrical stresses imposed by being en-
ergised with 66kV. The purpose of this coupled model is to provide a fatigue lifetime of
dynamic cables installed for oating oshore wind. Modelling the growth of water trees,
and predicting when their failure will occur, will allow for preventative maintenance on
subsea cables before a fault occurs and give more representative fatigue lifetimes of sub-
sea cables. A series of objectives to achieve this aim and address the industrial research
question are listed in section 1.3.2. The limitations and constraints to the scope of the
project are provided in section 1.3.3.
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1.3.2 Objectives
To account for the mechanical stresses the dynamic cable would be exposed to, a number
of steps and objectives are completed:
• Complete a resource assessment at site chosen for installation of oating oshore
wind platform.
• Develop load cases from the resource assessment.
• Build a global model of the oating oshore wind platform with attached dynamic
cable, and apply the developed loadcases.
• Build a local model of the dynamic cable and apply global model outputs.
• Generate stress time histories from the local model of the dynamic cable.
To account for the electric stresses the dynamic cable would experience, the following
objectives are listed:
• Generate a 2D cross section model of a dynamic cable's insulation layer.
• Apply 66kV across the insulation thickness for varying water tree length.
• Record electric eld distortions and concentration magnitudes.
Finally, to deduce the fatigue life of the cable with respect to its insulation layers, the
following are completed:
• Using the mechanical stress time histories only, complete a Palmgren Miner dam-
age accumulate method to deduce fatigue life of the insulation.
• Complete a fatigue crack growth analysis using the combined mechanical and
electrical eld distortion stresses.
• Complete a water tree propagation analysis by means of energy accumulation and
monomer chemical bond breaking.
• Calculate and compare results and estimated fatigue lives.
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1.3.3 Limitations of work
To complete this work a number of simplications and assumptions were made which
limit the results. This work aims to predict the failure of subsea cables by water tree
degradation, and therefore only the stresses experienced by the insulation layer of the
cable are considered. This work assumes that the oating turbine is operational 100%
of its life and is never switched o, ensuring the dynamic cable is always energised.
Further to this it assumes the cable is always energised to its 66kV rated value. This
would not be applicable in practice as there will be occasions where the turbine will be
turned o to allow for maintenance work or repairs. The cable modelled in this work
specically is a 66kV dynamic cable that has been updated and edited from a historic
oil and gas project. It is a quad layer galvanised steel armoured cable with outer and
inner polyethylene sheaths. The three cores have an outer PVC sheath, cross-linked
polyethylene insulation layer, an inner polyethylene sheath and copper cores.
The modelling of the armour wire layers has been simplied to thin walled tubes based
on work completed by [12], which is based on the assumption that the cable armouring
wires remain within stick state and do not slide over one another. The stinesses of
the dynamic cable are a key property which determine much of the dynamics of the ca-
ble when installed to the oating oshore platform. For this work the cable stinesses
have been assumed as a property solely of the armouring layers, and the stinesses are
calculated based on work completed by Rao [13] and Chen [14] for bending and axial
stiness respectively. These stiness calculations account for the helical structure of
the armouring wire, which for this work the helical angle has been assumed to be 18◦.
Ideally, stiness would be provided from the cable manufacturer based on experimental
work, which accounts for the helical structure and movements of the armouring layers.
These assumptions based on numerical work and assuming the cable remains within
stick state, and simplifying the armouring layers to thin walled tubes are limitations of
the work.
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The cable modelled is assumed to be a dry type cable, therefore there is no water
tree retardant material within the XLPE, it is assumed pure uniform XLPE. This de-
cision was taken as it simplies the water tree propagation due to monomer chemical
bond breaking process as the impact of the water tree retarding material on this process
can be neglected. In future dynamic cables may not be dry type and will have water
tree retarding material within the XLPE, impacting water tree propagation.
Vortex induced vibration of the cable has not been considered as it has been assumed
that the cable damping would prevent vortex induced vibration. Furthermore, as the
cable is quad armoured it would be torque balanced.
The cable modelled is based on a historical oil and gas dynamic cable. The oat-
ing oshore wind platform chosen is therefore a tension leg platform due to it being
akin to oil and gas operations and being installed in similar water depths. Therefore
the MIT/NREL reference 5MW tension leg platform has been included in this work.
Thermal eects are not considered in this work; the cold water site chosen coupled with
a constant ow of water due to the dynamic arrangement of the cable was assumed
an appropriate cooling mechanism. Micro jetting of water molecules in an electric eld
within the water trees was not considered, the water trees are considered to propagate
only as a mechanism of the Maxwell stress generated by the electric eld distortions and
the mechanical stress induced by the marine environment. To this eect, the chemical
impacts of free radicals released during polymer rupture is not considered, nor is the
hydrophilic actions of the exposed carbonyl groups.
1.4 Methodology
The methodology to achieve the listed objectives and overall aim is described accord-
ingly and presented as a work ow in Figure 1.2. To complete a resource assessment at
the proposed installation site and develop the corresponding environmental load cases,
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the tidal current, wind and wave conditions at the site need to be recorded. Data from
an Acoustic Doppler Current Proler (ADCP) deployed at the site is analysed to de-
termine the water depth, current velocity, current prole and direction. A wave buoy is
deployed at the same site, or one an appropriately short distance away from the AWAC.
Data collected from the wave buoy is binned according to its signicant wave height and
wave period, and analysed to develop a spectrum of wave conditions at the installation
site. Wind velocity and direction data at the site are traditionally recorded using an
anemometer and wind vane respectively, however if this information is unavailable, ap-
propriate hindcast data will suce. From this assessment of the oshore environment,
the load cases to simulate in the global model of the oating oshore wind turbine are
developed. For this work, the load cases developed have been based upon the DNVGL
standard DNVGL-ST-0019 for oating wind turbine structures.
The global model of the oating oshore wind turbine is constructed using OrcaFlex
to model the hydrodynamics of the platform and cable, coupled with FAST (with tur-
bulent wind input les generated from TurbSim) to model the global loading on the
turbine. For this work the oating platform and turbine are based on the NREL 5MW
reference turbine and tension leg platform. Inputs into this model, including the refer-
ence turbine, are the developed environmental load cases, the mechanical properties of
the dynamic cable to be assessed and the appropriate hydrodynamic coecients. The
outputs from this global model which are then used as input to the local model are the
force and bend moment responses of the dynamic cable at various points along its length.
To generate the stress time histories on the cable's insulation layers, a local model
of the dynamic cables cross section is built. This local model is an ANSYS nite ele-
ment model of the cable's cross section, which discretises the cross section into elements
with their own set degrees of freedom. The global load histories generated from the
global model are applied and the stress time histories of the insulation layer's elements
are extracted. Within this work, to reduce the computational expense, a linear super-
position of the global loads onto dynamic cable is completed in a quasi dynamic analysis
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as opposed to a complete transient dynamic analysis.
To calculate the stresses on the insulation layer caused by the electric eld, another
nite element model of the cable's cross section is built with ANSYS Maxwell, however
diering lengths of water tree are included in the cross section. The presence of the
water tree is used to model the distortion of the electric eld at the tip of the water
tree. This process is repeated iteratively, and the electric eld concentrations calcu-
lated. These electric eld concentrations are then converted to Maxwell stresses, and a
stress time history related to the frequency of the applied voltage is generated.
To calculate the fatigue life of the insulation layer of a dynamic cable, a traditional
damage accumulation assessment by Palmgren-Miners rule is completed. The stres-
life method by rainow counting and linear damage accumulation is well accepted for
analysing high cycle fatigue loadings. To model the water tree as a fatigue crack prop-
agation mechanism, Paris Law is employed which assumes linear crack propagation
within the Paris regime for diering stress intensity factors and has been demonstrated
to be an appropriate method for modelling cracks within XLPE. The local model and
electric eld model stresses can be combined into an eective stress intensity factor and
the propagation calculated. Finally the water tree propagation is considered in terms of
microscopic fracture of chemical bonds within the insulation monomers to rupture the
overall polymer chain. The breaking of bonds is considered by accumulation of energy
imparted on the water tree tip. Using this rupture of the polymer chains as a propa-
gation mechanism, the time taken to propagate the water tree to a point of insulation
failure is modelled, producing a new fatigue life estimate of the dynamic cable due to
water treeing.
Figure 1.2 shows a work ow of the methodology for this thesis, grouped into the
respective chapter where each section is discussed.
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Figure 1.2: Overview of the methodology developed, grouped by thesis chapter.
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1.5 Original Contribution
Fatigue analysis of dynamic cables is a complex problem. The nature of the loading, the
complicated behaviour of the cable materials and the diering component interactions
means there is considerable uncertainty in the results obtained from fatigue analyses.
When considering cable testing, a cable's mechanical performance is tested indepen-
dently of its electrical performance, rarely are the two tested simultaneously.
This work addresses this mechanical and electrical independence by developing a method-
ology that combines them both in a fatigue analysis to model water tree propagation.
Prior to this work, there had been analysis on the factors that impact water tree prop-
agation and their potential shapes, but prediction of their propagation by combined
electrical and mechanical factors was lacking. The microscopic failure of the insulation
monomers has been shown to be a key propagation prediction mechanism, these have
been addressed and suggestions have been made on how to further improve this predic-
tion in future.
In summary, this thesis makes a novel contribution to the prediction of failure by water
treeing of dynamic subsea cables installed for oating oshore wind has been made.
1.6 Thesis structure
In this section an overview of the structure of the thesis to follow is given. The purpose
of which is to give a guideline to the work presented to demonstrate the methodology
laid out in Section 1.4 and Figure 1.2. Chapter 2 reviews the literature on the subject of
water treeing within subsea cable's insulation and the work already completed. It serves
to give relevant background to the work to provide a context of where this research ts.
Chapter 3 presents the work completed for the global model, highlighted in green in
Figure 1.2. This chapter discusses the work undertaken to produce the force loadings on
the dynamic cable, by completing a resource assessment of the oshore site, building of
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the global model within OrcaFlex, the dynamic cable properties and the hydrodynamic
calculation coecients.
Chapter 4 presents the work completed for the local model of the dyanmic cable's
cross section, highlighted in blue in Figure 1.2. This chapter discusses the work under-
taken to produce the time history of von Mises stress the dynamic cable's cross section
will experience by building a nite element model of the cross section and completing
a linear superposition of the global force loadings.
Chapter 5 presents the work completed for the electric eld model, highlighted in yellow
in Figure 1.2. This chapter discusses the work undertaken to produce the time history
of Maxwell stress at the tip of the water tree, by nite element analysis modelling of
the electric eld concentrations at the tip of water trees of diering lengths.
Chapter 6 presents the work completed to combine the von Mises and Maxwell stresses
to calculate the corresponding fatigue lifetime of the dynamic cable's insulation by wa-
ter tree propagation, highlighted in red in Figure 1.2. This chapter discusses the steps
undertaken to complete a linear damage accumulation assessment of the insulation, a
crack propagation technique by Paris Law to model the water tree propagation and a
technique involving bond breaking of the monomer bonds of the insulation to propagate
the water tree.
Finally chapter 7 gives some discussion to the results including their academic and
industrial relevance. From this, chapter 8 draws conclusions from the work presented
and oers a proposed series of future works.




2.1 Oshore wind turbines
The rst oshore wind farm in the UK was the Blyth Oshore Wind Farm, commis-
sioned in December 2000 [15]. Like most oshore wind farms the Blyth Oshore Wind
Farm's foundation structure is xed bottom, in Blyth's case the oshore turbines sat
upon grounded monopiles. Foundations for oshore wind turbines can be divided into
two groups: xed or oating [16]. Limited by water depth further oshore where xed
bottom foundations are too costly, the wind resource remained unexploited, driving
research into and development of oating oshore wind platforms. Resulting from this
eort the world's rst oating wind farm Hywind Scotland was commissioned in 2017
[17]. An introduction to these two main congurations of oshore wind turbines is
provided.
2.1.1 Fixed bottom oshore wind turbines
At oshore locations where the water depth is relatively shallow (<50-60m) and the
bathymetry seabed allows, the use of traditional xed bottom foundations to install
oshore wind farms is commonplace. Fixed bottom foundations consist of monopiles or
jackets which are directly embedded into the seabed to provide a stable base on which
the wind turbine is installed. Figure 2.1 [16] provides an overview of the dierent xed
bottom foundations available.
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Figure 2.1: Dierent types of xed bottom foundation [16]
2.1.2 Floating oshore wind turbines
Floating oshore wind turbines provide the opportunity to exploit the wind resource
in deep water sites, where the installation of a xed bottom foundation is not feasible.
It's not true to think that deep water sites are always further oshore, locations such
as Japan, Norway and the West coast of the US all have waters deeper than 60m a
few kilometres from the shoreline. The main congurations for oating oshore wind
platforms are the spar buoy, barge, semi-submersible and tension leg platform (TLP).
Table 2.1 lists some of the more developed projects according to their dierent typology
and country of origin. It can be seen that the majority of the listed typologies are
semi-submersibles (Ideol's being the only barge).
Semi-submersible/Barge Tension leg platform Spar buoy
Windoat (USA) Gicon* /PelaStar (Germany/USA) Hywind (Norway)
Fukushima (Japan) SBM Oshore (Netherlands) TetraSpar (Denmark)
Ideol *(France) TLPWIND (Spain) Fukushima Advanced Spar (Japan)






Table 2.1: Developed oating wind turbine systems (*Uses concrete) [18]
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2.1.2.1 Spar buoy
The spar buoy typology consists of a single upright oating cylindrical spar buoy moored
by chains or cables to the sea bed. The buoy is characterised by its thin shape and
large draft. In the Hywind example the substructure is a steel cylinder ballasted with
water, rock and iron ore so that the entire structure oats upright. It is moored by
a conventional three line catenary mooring system. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of a
spar buoy system.
2.1.2.2 Barge
The barge typology consists of a at bottomed platform with a small draft and large
water plane area. It is moored with catenary lines. Ideol is developing a barge typology
based on the damping pool concept. In this case the centre of the barge is hollow to
damp the motions of the platform. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of a barge system,
however it should be noted that the gure shows a generalised barge and lacks the cen-
tral opening of Ideol's design. Figure 2.2 shows Ideol's damping pool design specically.
Figure 2.2: Ideol's damping pool barge conguration [19]
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2.1.2.3 Semi-submersible
The semi-submersible typology consists of an upper deck above the water level that
the turbine sits on, supported by vertical columns which are connected below the water
surface. They have a medium draft and are moored by catenary lines. WindFloat is
a semi-submersible typology that utilises "water entrapment plates" tted to the base
of the three vertical columns, with a static and dynamic ballast system for stability.
Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of a semi-submersible system, however it should be noted
that for WindFloat specically the turbine sits upon one of the vertical columns, and
not in the centre as depicted in the image.
2.1.2.4 Tension leg platform
The TLP typology consists of an overly buoyant platform held in position by a ver-
tically tensioned mooring system. TLP's are characterised by their high stiness in
heave, roll and pitch and are adapted from original TLP concepts from the oil and gas
industry. The tendons act as both a stabilising and a station keeping system, and they
are particularly suited to water depths ranging from 250m to 1000m. Figure 2.3 shows
a schematic of a TLP system.
Figure 2.3: Floating wind typologies (left to right: barge, spar buoy, TLP, semi-submersible)
[18]
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2.1.3 Design standards of oshore wind turbines
There are a number of standards for oshore wind turbines, delivered from the Interna-
tional Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and certication bodies. Standards establish
best practice engineering design methods and support wind farm owners, insurers and
nanciers to assess their risk. As this work was not a design project of an oshore wind
turbine, the standards are included in this literature review for completeness and refer-
ence. DNV-GL standards however were used to produce the load cases of the oshore
environment, as well as Germanischer Lloyd regulations for wind velocity calculations.
IEC 61400 was published as an international standard regarding wind turbines with IEC
61400-3 [20] specically referring to the design requirements of oshore wind turbines.
DNVGL-ST-0126 [21] standard provides guidance for the design of support structures
for oshore wind turbines. DNVGL-ST-0119 [22] - Design of oating wind turbine
structures (which superseded the previous DNV-OS-J103) was used for the design of
the environmental load cases, supplementary to DNVGL-ST-0437 - Loads and site con-
ditions for on and oshore wind turbines [23]. Germanischer Llyod's "Guideline for
the Certication of Wind Turbines, 2005" [24] provides guidance on calculation of wind
velocities at diering turbine heights.
2.2 Oshore infrastructure
The electrical infrastructure for an oshore wind farm includes the array cables arranged
in strings that connect the turbines to one another, the oshore substation, and the ex-
port cable to shore. The substation typically houses the transformers, switch gears and
auxiliary equipment such as back up power systems.
A reliable electrical infrastructure is essential in maximising the system availability
of assets oshore. If a failure of this infrastructure was to occur, not only are the costs
associated with repair incurred but also the costs of lost revenue by losing availability
of the asset. The oshore environment is a challenging one to minimise maintenance
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costs and deliver reliable operation. Despite subsea cables costing approximately 5-10%
of the initial investment cost of an oshore wind farm [6], they account for most of the
unavailability of oshore wind farms. These subsea cables can be grouped as either the
inter array cables or the much larger export cable. Figure 2.4 shows a typical oshore
electrical infrastructure for a xed bottom wind farm.
Figure 2.4: Oshore electrical infrastructure for a typical xed bottom wind farm [25]
With the advent of oating oshore wind, the oshore electrical infrastructure has
been adapted and updated accordingly, the key dierence being the new conguration
of the subsea cable installation. Without the xed foundations of the turbines and
substations for the cables to run through, they are instead installed exposed to the
water column and the dynamics of the marine environment. This new cable is dierent
to a static cable and is designed for its dynamic operation, and is hence known as a
dynamic cable. Further to these dynamic array cables, there is ongoing work to develop
up to 250kV export cables [26]. The dynamic cable installation for the Fukushima
Floating Wind Farm Demonstration Project is shown in Figure 2.5 for the purpose of
visualising these dierences.
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Figure 2.5: Oshore electrical infrastructure for Fukushima Floating Oshore Wind Farm
Demonstration Project [27]
2.2.1 Subsea cables
Subsea cables for oshore wind can have varying degrees of complexity in their design.
While no two cables are identical, they follow a general structure of a metallic copper
(or aluminium) core, metallic screens, an insulation layer, protective armouring layers
and an outer PVC sheath. Figure 2.6 shows a labelled picture of a 36kV inter array
cable for oshore wind.
Figure 2.6: Labelled picture of a 36kV oshore array cable used in static applications.
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While the general make up of a dynamic cable may appear similar to that of a static
cable as presented in Figure 2.6, there are key dierences in their design. Dynamic cables
can be designed to have more than one steel wire armouring layer, depending upon their
operation conditions, to protect them them from external inuences. Materials with low
fatigue lives such as lead screens are removed and replaced with polyethylene screens.
For static cables their weight is designed for seabed stability, however for dynamic
cables their weight and stiness may need to be engineered to suit dynamic application.
Dynamic cables must be able to withstand extreme loading, and the oating section
must not kink or come into contact with the seabed.
2.3 Oshore wind industry overview
Aukland et al. as part of 4C Oshore [28] have analysed the oshore wind market
as having a global total of 26.1GW installed with an additional 16.9GW of capacity
under construction but yet to be fully installed. The UK remains the global leader with
9GW currently installed. However this is soon expected to be superseded by China
as the country is experiencing a surge in oshore wind expansion. In fact, by 2029
China is predicted to have 99.4GW of oshore wind installed, almost half of the then
predicted global total of 223.5GW. This prediction is based upon 4C Oshore's project
opportunity pipeline, and Figure 2.7 illustrates this prediction by country.
Figure 2.7: Oshore wind industry market prediction by 2029 [28]
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Markatselis et al. [5] predict that by 2030 the global capacity of oating oshore
wind will lie between 7GW-13GW, based upon a low or high uptake case scenario.
It is not made clear if this 13GW is additional or incorporated within the 223.5GW
predicted by [28], regardless it is clear that the market is predicting growth in both
xed and oating oshore wind farms. Figure 2.8 illustrates by country the market
share of the high case scenario of oating oshore wind capacity by 2030.
Figure 2.8: Floating oshore wind installed capacity prediction by 2030
2.3.1 Subsea cable industry overview
Aukland and Langdon [29] estimate that there are 17,000km of oshore wind array
and export cables installed globally. With the predicted expansion of the oshore wind
market, so too must the subsea cable market expand to meet this global demand with
predictions of 53,000km of oshore wind array and export cables by 2027.
Tugçe [30] predicts between 2019-2024 within Europe 28,730km of subsea cable is to be
installed where in 2024, annual demand reaches 11,400km of subsea cable in Europe.
It should be noted that this number accounts for interconnector type cables which are
excluded for oshore wind. If array and export cables for oshore wind are considered
individually, daily installation rates of 0.96km/day and 1.19km/day respectively are
predicted.
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Looking at UK subsea cables specically, data for installed oshore wind farm ex-
port and array cables was collected for 31 UK wind farms. This information came from
a collection of 4C Oshore cable reports [31], Ofgem [32], national grid annual national
electricity transmission system performance reports [33], and ORE Catapults in-house
subsea cable trend tool [34]. This historic data is plotted in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 for
export and array cables from 2003-2017 respectively.
Figure 2.9: Export cable length (km) installed in the UK 2003-2017
Figure 2.10: Array cable length (km) installed in the UK 2003-2017
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Both Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show that there has been an increase in the length of the
array and export cables installed in UK waters from 2003-2017. Furthermore [29] states
that while there are greater lengths of cable being installed oshore, they are being
installed in deeper waters and further from the shoreline, illustrated in Figure 2.11.
With oating oshore wind moving to deeper waters, it is expected that subsea cables
will continue this trend towards having more cables oshore and in deeper waters.
Figure 2.11: Subsea cable installation water depth trend (a), and subsea cable instllation dis-
tance from shore (b) [29]
2.3.1.1 Subsea cable failure
To understand the need to predict a failure mechanism of subsea cables, it is rst neces-
sary to gain an understanding of the frequency of subsea cable failures and the associated
costs. As stated previously within Chapter 1, subsea cables fail due to mechanical dam-
age, water ingress or overheating, all of which lead to the eventual breakdown of the
insulation. Gcube [10] estimates that cable failure is split approximately 50/50 between
installation and operational cable failures (shown in Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1). Data for
the previous decade has been collated on export cable failures. Export cable failures are
recorded in more detail due to the loss of availability of the oshore wind farm, and their
time of repair therefore having greater pressures. Array cable failures however result in
a small number of the turbines of the wind farm losing availability so their impact is
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less signicant, and they are typically replaced rather than repaired. A timeline of the
number of cable faults per year is presented in Figure 2.12 where the number of failures
per year can be seen. In total there have been 43 cable failures by the end of 2017 in
UK waters. Its important to emphasise that this presents on export cable failures only
and does not include array cables.
Figure 2.12: UK Export cable failures from 2007-2017
To understand the cost of a subsea cable failure, the Oshore Wind Programme
Board [7] presented the publicly disclosed costs listed in Table 2.2. This shows the
average cable repair cost of ¿12.5m and an average export cable repair time of 3-5
months. Furthermore if lost revenue due to unavailability is accounted for, and based
on the assumption of 40% load factor, ¿140/MWhr sell price, the total cost of the seven
failures listed in Table 2.2 is estimated as ¿160m, approximately equal between repair
and lost revenue [7].
Table 2.2: Publicly disclosed cable repair costs [7]
Repair Cost Source
Guernsey-Jersey (2012) ¿8m BBC News
Guernsey Jersey (2015, pre-emptive) ¿5.3m Owners' annual report
Moyle (2011-2012), 2 repairs ¿15.5m (average) Owners' annual report
Gwynt y Mor (2015) ¿10.2 Ofgem (income adjustment claim)
Gywnt y Mor (2015-2016) ¿14.2m Ofgem (income adjustment claim)
Thanet (2015) ¿11.7m Ofgem (income adjustment claim)
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It should be noted that if a cable failure can be predicted before hand and planned
for accordingly, the cost of the repair approximately halves, as shown in Table 2.2.
Using the total number of export cable failures of 43 in Figure 2.12, and total cu-
mulative length of 1400km in Figure 2.9 over the ten year period gives an average cable
failure rate of 0.003 failures/km/year. This failure rate is in accordance with Warnock
et al [35] who calculated an average cable failure rate of AC systems currently operta-
tional in Europe as 0.003 failure/km/year. Furthermore [35] illustrated failure rates for
particular wind farms, Figure 2.13.
Figure 2.13: Failure rate of alternating current (AC) European oshore wind farm transmission
connections until March 2018
In both [35] and [36] Warnock argues that previous cable failure rates published by
CIGRE [37], [38] should be treated with caution, as they underestimate subsea cable
failure rate. In particular the failure rates published for cross linked polyethylene cables,
XLPE, are signicantly lower than their ndings. This is particularly important to note
as XLPE insulation cables are vulnerable to water treeing.
To determine if this cable failure rate holds for the estimated oshore wind expan-
sion, the classic bathtub curve can be examined. The bathtub curve shows that at the
beginning of a project's life there can be an expected high rate of failures to reect its
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infancy, known as infant mortalities, where lessons are being learned. After this the
curve plateaus as the lessons have been learned and a relatively constant and lower fail-
ure rate is observed during the project lifetime, impacted by random failures. Finally
towards the end of the project lifetime a higher failure rate can be expected due to
component wear out. This is shown in Figure 2.14.
Figure 2.14: Bathtub curve representing failure rate evolution in a components lifetime
Steisdal and Madsen [39] investigated the reliability of oshore wind components and
determined that the classic bathtub curve may not always be applicable. Figure 2.15
shows this adapted failure rate curve, accounting for infant mortality, random failure,
wear out failure and premature mortality failure to determine the overall failure curve
for oshore wind components. Warnock [36] suggests that this adapted failure curve
may hold for subsea cable failure rates.
Figure 2.15: Adapted failure rate curve [39]
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2.4 Cable insulation materials
It has been stated that the failure modes of subsea cables lead to the eventual break-
down of the cable insulation layer, leading to ultimate failure of the subsea cable. For
oshore wind subsea cables, the insulation tends to be either XLPE or ethylene propy-
lene rubber, EPR. XLPE was rst introduced as a cable dielectric in the 1960's, serving
as a catalyst to replace existing oil lled paper insulated cables and to be the insulation
material of choice for future subsea cable installations. The move to replace the oil lled
paper insulation was, while a reliable technology, because of concerns regarding the en-
vironmental suitability of it due to possible leaks of the cable uid [40]. Further to this,
oil impregnated paper cables suered from high dielectric losses and high operational
costs [41].
Ethylene propylene rubber is a generic term that refers to a range of polymers con-
sisting of a blend of ethylene and propylene copolymers. EPR is a suitable insulation
material for subsea cables due to its high dielectric strength properties, exibility, su-
perior thermal expansion properties and low sensitivity to water treeing. However the
loss factor of EPR insulated cables is twenty times higher than XLPE cables, further-
more XLPE cables exhibit a 70% higher impulse strength than EPR cables [41]. While
failure rates of comparing EPR cable to XLPE cables was not found for subsea cables
connecting to wind farms, [41] did compare the two for 20kV underground cables, Fig-
ure 2.16 which clearly shows XLPE insulation cables having a much lower failure rate
than EPR insulation cables. Therefore XLPE has since gained wide acceptance as the
cable insulation material of choice. For example, Chen [42] notes that more than 90%
of Japans underground cables are XLPE insulated [43].
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Figure 2.16: Failure rate of 20kV XLPE and EPR cables [41]
Thermoset compounds are fabricated from polymer resins that are irreversibly cured
to a plastic or polymer. XLPE is a form of thermoset polymer, where the polyethy-
lene chains are linked together by a process known as cross-linking. This cross linking
prevents the polymer from separating or melting at high temperatures. XLPE has less
dielectric losses than EPR, is resistant to heat deformation and the cross-linking within
the polymer increases its mechanical strength. This increase in mechanical strength in-
creases XLPE's resistance to abrasion, increases its impact and ultimate tensile strength
and stress crack resistance. In general, the greater the level of cross-linking the greater
the mechanical strength. However Pruitt [44] and Gencur [45] claim that very high
levels of cross-linking in XLPE used for hip and knee replacement surgeries actually
decreases the mechanical strength of the XLPE including its ductility, elastic modulus,
fracture toughness and crack propagation resistance. For traditional static installations
of subsea cables, the mechanical properties remained secondary to its superior dielectric
properties making it a desirable dielectric to have, with approximately 50% of cables in
service today in some countries having been installed in the 1970s [46]. When these new
XLPE subsea cables were intially installed it was envisioned they would have a service
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life of 25 years. Unfortunately after approximately 5 years [11], water trees began to
appear leading to cable faults [47]. This highlighted the concerning weakness of XLPE
with its susceptibility to water treeing.
2.4.1 Chemistry of XLPE
A thermoplastic polymer, like polyethylene, refers to a material that softens upon heat-
ing, and re-stiens by cooling. Conversely, a thermoset, or thermosetting plastic, mate-
rial like XLPE is one that is irreversibly hardened by the curing of the of the polymer
resin. Curing here refers to the chemical process where a polymer is hardened by the
cross-linking of the polymer chains. In short, the thermoplastic polyethylene is cured
to produce the thermoset XLPE.
Ethylene is a gaseous hydrocarbon of two carbons and four hydrogens, where the two
carbons are held with a sigma and pi double bond between the two carbon atoms. Va-
lence shell electron pair repulsion theory predicts the bond angles and spatial positions
of the carbon and hydrogen atoms as shown in Figure 2.17.
(a) Bond structure of ethylene (b) Monomer unit of polyethylene
Figure 2.17: Bond angle and length of ethylene molecule, [48] and 3D monomer structure [49]
Using Figure 2.17 the atomic diameter of ethylene is approximately 2.12Å, assuming
the carbon and hydrogen atoms remain co planar, typically the covalent radius of the
C=C bond is used instead which in this case is 1.34Å. By contrast the atomic diameter
of ethane, which only has the sigma (which is free to rotate) C-C bond which has a
covalent radius of 1.54Å, giving atomic radius of 2.2Å. The C-C bond is longer than the
C=C bond due to the bond electrons attracting the positive nuclei more strongly and
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pulling the atoms closer together. When producing the polyethylene from the gaseous
ethylene monomers, the pi bond is broken and enables an ethylene molecule to join with
others to form a chain where all the carbon atoms are linked. These chains are three
dimensional with the hydrogens bonded and arranged along a central zig-zag spine of
carbon atoms. Furthermore these chains of polyethylene are all of varying length.
Figure 2.18: Chain of polyethylene with highlighted repeating monomer unit. There can be n
number of monomers within a single chain.
Cross-linking of polyethylene leads to the production of insoluble polymers, where
the chains are joined together to form a three-dimensional structure [50]. Polyethylene
can be crosslinked by addition of a peroxide under heat and pressure, or by irradiation
with electrons or gamma rays, both of which are free radical processes [51] [50]. In the
cross-linking process carbon atoms of the same or a dierent polymer chain are joined
together. The bonds can be between two carbon atoms or a chemical bridge linking
more than two carbon atoms.
(a) Simplied non cross-linked polyethylene (b) Simplied cross-linked polyethylene
Figure 2.19: Non cross-linked and cross-linked polyethylene
The kinetic diameter of a monomer of ethylene is 3.9Å. The kinetic diameter of a
molecule gives an indication of its size, as a measure of the likelihood that the gaseous
ethylene molecule will collide with another ethylene molecule in the polymerisation pro-
cess. Kinetic diameter is not the same as the atomic diameter, as this denes the size of
the ethylene's electron shell and is typically much smaller. Therefore during the cross-
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linking process the carbons in the ethylene monomers of the polyethylene chains with the
free radicals will have this "sphere of inuence" to form the cross linking. Therefore the
estimate of a monomers size for polyethylene is taken as the kinetic diameter of ethylene.
2.5 Water trees
Water treeing in subsea cables is a fault phenomenon that is dicult to detect. Water
trees grow very slowly within a cables insulation, leading to unexpected faults years
later. They cause permanent damage and their presence drastically reduces the service
life of a subsea cable; sometimes reducing a cables expected lifespan of 25-30 years to
ve. They have a minute electrical signature, making them extremely dicult to detect.
It is understood that there are two main classications of water trees, distinguished by
their initiation and propagation. They are known as "Vented Trees" and "Bow-Tie
Trees" [47] [52].
Vented water trees are dened as those which initiate due to a defect at the inter-
face between two mediums. These can occur on the outer surface of the XLPE, growing
inwards across the cross section of the XLPE insulation towards the inner core. Like-
wise they can initiate at the inner conductor screen side of the insulation and propagate
towards the outer surface of the XLPE. Water trees which originate from the inner sur-
faces are often caused by defects in the manufacturing of the conductor, whereas water
trees which originate on the outer surfaces are more typically caused by external damage
and age [47]. Vented water trees propagate across the cross section of the insulation in
a humid environment to a length (<60% of insulation thickness[47]) that can cause a
cable fault. It should be noted that XLPE cables at higher voltages can break down
without the water tree crossing the entire insulation thickness [53]. [54] goes further
and reveals that the length of the longest water tree is more closely related to electrical
breakdown, than the density of water treeing or degree of ageing.
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Bow-Tie trees are those which originate within the dieletric XLPE thickness itself, due
to the presence of impurities or defects during the manufacturing process. They grow
within the insulation in two opposite directions. Figure 2.20 illustrates a schematic of
vented and bow-tie trees.
Figure 2.20: Schematic of Vented and Bow-Tie Trees [52]
Eventually the electric eld built up at the tip of the water tree can increase to a
point that it evolves to becomes an electrical tree. Once initiated electrical trees grow
rapidly, weakening the XLPE insulation to the point where it can no longer withstand
the applied voltage [55]. Electrical trees are bigger and more distinct than water trees,
being visible to the naked eye. They propagate through the mechanism of partial dis-
charge (PD). PD can occur across the insulation where the strength of the electric eld
exceeds the break down strength of that section of the insulation. Due to a concentra-
tion of an electric eld at the tip of the water trees, if the voltage stress increases above
the corona inception voltage for the moisture within the tree, PD can start. This PD
activity generates heat and allows the newly evolved electrical tree to "bore" through
the insulation quickly. It should be noted however that a water tree is not required to
evolve to an electrical tree to cause failure of a cable's insulation.
2.5.1 Water tree propagation
Water trees propagate by the build up of an electric eld at the tips of the water tree
branches. This concentration of electric eld generates a frequency dependent Maxwell
stress along a xed direction [47] [54] [56] [57]. Furthermore, micro-jetting of the water
can occur where water is exposed to time varying electric elds, propelling droplets of
water in a xed direction [47]. This is a phenomenon that is taken advantage of in
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electrospraying for DNA characterization purposes [58]. As outer vented water trees
grow towards the cable core they will experience increasing build up of electric eld
concentration at their tips, further encouraging propagation. Vented trees that grow
from the inner interfaces of the cable will experience a lessening electric eld as they
propagate further from the core causing their growth to slow and sometimes ultimately
stop. This is why vented trees which grow from the outer surfaces are most damaging
and lead to the most faults. Bow-tie trees grow along electric eld lines and rarely lead
to insulation breakdown. They only grow to a comparatively small size, due to a lack
of free moisture. This is supported by water trees not developing in laboratory tests of
insucient moisture (< 60%) [59].
2.5.1.1 Factors Aecting Water Tree Propagation
There are a number of factors which inuence the propagation of water trees. Moisture
content, voltage stress, voltage polarity, frequency, ageing time and temperature all
play a role. [60] investigated the possible inuence of salinity and acidic level eects on
XLPE. They found that a lower pH did increase propagation of water trees, however the
applicability of these ndings are questionable to subsea power cables as this scenario
was for acid rain prone areas of Malaysia on underground XLPE cables. Further to this
[61] found that inorganic ions dissolved in water will diused into XLPE. Not all ions
diuse at the same rate, but as salt concentration increases, so will the intake of water
by the XLPE. This is of importance to subsea cables, as in practice these cables will be
in a higher salinty than what they have been tested in within laboratories. Crucially, it
was found that increasing the level of cross-linking of the XLPE decreases the diusion
of ions.
[62] showed that increasing temperature increases water tree propagation. A number
of reasons are given such as that increasing temperature increases the kinetic energy of
the water molecules, while also decreasing the crystallinity of XLPE. Cable service time
also increases the likelihood of failure by water treeing [63]. [64] found that in general
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water trees did not form in accelerated ageing of cables with DC voltages and tended
to form more readily with AC voltages.
Electric eld strength is the primary factor leading to water tree growth, i.e. a stronger
electrical eld results in longer tree branches. It should be noted that when a water sur-
face is subjected to a time-varying electric eld it propels water droplets in micro-jets.
It is thought that these micro jets can potentially propagate the water tree.
Figure 2.21: Water surface ejecting micro-jets under AC eld [47]
2.5.2 Water tree shape
The geometric structure of water trees is found to be dependent on several factors such
as magnitude of electric stress, caused by higher voltages, frequency and water content.
[54] envisioned water trees to consist of several ellipsoidal cavities connected by a series
of collapsible channels as shown in Figure 2.22.
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Figure 2.22: A simplied sketch of a water tree showing ellipsoidal shaped cavities intercon-
nected by small channels. [54]
When a voltage above a certain threshold is applied the water droplets align with
the electric eld and are driven into the channels, opening them and allowing water to
penetrate deeper into the insulation. When the voltage is disconnected the channels
collapse and force water out, causing the channels in the water trees to become invisible.
2.5.2.1 Factors Aecting Water Tree Shape
Water trees have a small cross sectional area with a rather arbitrary structure. It is due
to this very small cross sectional area that water tree branches have a high resistance.
Likewise this small cross section in the overall cable area gives a very low capacitance
value for water trees. Laboratory testing has conrmed the variability of water tree
branches as they still grow in a wide range of branch numbers and length in identical
conditions [65]. Discussed previously is that a higher applied voltage creates a stronger
electrical eld at the tip of the water tree branch.
Previously it was thought that the frequency of the electric eld was a dominant factor
in determining water tree shape, however [47] has found that the number of zero-crossing
of the eld is the dominant factor. This is in agreement with [66] which went further
still in that it is the number of consecutive voltage zero-crossings that impacts the shape
of water trees growth. If there are many zero crossings the water tree cross section will
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branch out to a greater extent and become more "hand-shaped". In contrast, if there
are less zero-crossings the tree will become more "ball-shaped". This is true even if
the applied voltage is combined of two dierent waves of dierent frequencies. Figure
2.23 illustrates an overall schematic of these two shapes, while Figure 2.24 shows the
diering shapes a water tree can have.
Figure 2.23: Specic Shape of Water Tree [47]
Figure 2.24: General types of water tree [47]
2.5.2.2 Water Tree Diagnosis and Detection
Water trees can be thought of as a single line to ground fault (SLGF), however they have
a considerably higher impedance than these faults. Furthermore if the service voltage
is low, a water tree fault might not occur regardless if it has crossed the entire length of
the insulation. As discussed before water trees exist as a network of branches; strings of
ellipsoidal shapes or "pearls". Maxwell forces can open and close these channels, cutting
o conductive pathways. Therefore, this generates a challenge with the detection and
identication of high impedance faults. Due to their small cross section water trees are
also low current faults. These type of faults do not draw enough current to be detected
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by traditional overcurrent means [67]. Although the currents are small, in the 0-50 am-
pere range [68], the voltages can be high. These high voltages mean that during cable
testing, the test voltage is limited to a lower voltage to avoid corona eects phenomena
[69]. Normally a corona discharge can happen spontaneously in high voltage systems
unless the maximum voltage is reduced to limit the electric eld. It happens when the
uid surrounding an electrical charged conductor, like a subsea cable, ionizes.
A method to assess water tree degraded XLPE is loss factor measurements in the fre-
quency domain, known as Frequency Domain Spectroscopy (FDS). FDS measurements
are conducted by producing an AC voltage across the insulation which has a varying
frequency. One should then record the current response and measure the phase angle
dierence between the voltage and current waveforms. From this the tan δ, known as
the loss factor, can be calculated in addition to the real and imaginary components of
the capacitance [70].
Figure 2.25: Loss Factor Phase Angle Diagram [71]
Figure 2.25 shows the current lagging the voltage with the current split into its
resistive and capacitive components. In a perfect capacitor the voltage and current are
phase shifted 90 degrees with the current being entirely capacitive. Impurities or water
trees increase the resistance in the cable, and thus a resistive current occurs in the cable.
Therefore the phase shift angle will no longer be exactly 90 degrees. Therefore the more
resistance the larger the tan δ will be. Tan δ can be related to the real and imaginary
parts of the capacitance and permittivity (the ability of the XLPE to resist the applied
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Where IR and IC are the resistive and capacitive currents, C” and ε” are the imagi-
nary components of the capacitance and the permittivity respectively. C
′
and ε′ are the
real components of the capacitance and permittivity respectively. Tan δ is measured in
radians.
Once tanδ is calculated, it's magnitude can be used to give an indication of the levels of
degradation of the XLPE, it cannot indicate where the water trees are along the length
of the cable nor what length they are. Tan δ values will increase in proportion to the
ageing time of cables as well as intensifying with the increment in applied voltage or
stress voltage [69]. An advantage of this type of system is that it can reveal the level of
degradation, so it could be utilised as a spot check condition monitoring method to see
if the cable remains in the same health. This might be useful to determine what other
tests are needed in the future. Furthermore the lower voltage does not encourage water
trees propagation during testing to accelerate. However, this method does not provide
information on where a fault is should one occur.
Partial discharge (PD) tests are a common tool for the investigation of cable insu-
lations. PD works under the premise of time domain reectometry (TDR). TDR allows
for the identication of partial discharges along the cable, indicating a potential fault
at that point. It is based on the time dierence arrival of an electrical pulse and its
reection at the opposite end of the cable [72]. Figure 2.26 is a schematic of the pulse
reections in PD testing.
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Figure 2.26: a) shows a TDR of a near-end PD pulse. b) shows a TDR of a far-end PD pulse.
c) shows a TDR of a pulse originated at a distance "x" from near-end. [72]
A TDR system sends a very short pulse down the cable. When the pulse reaches a
change in impedance such as at a fault or joint a portion of the pulse is reected back
at that point [73]. The distance from the sending end is then calculated from the time
dierence between the sent and the reected pulses and the velocity of propagation of
the cable. PD testing is therefore better suited for short cable lengths, as there is su-
cient energy in the input pulse for the reected pulse to be detected over the full length
of the cable. In longer cables there may be insucient energy in the pulse to allow the
reection to overcome the attenuation of the full length of the cable. To have a pulse
with large enough energy for longer cables one would need to increase the voltage of the
applied pulse, however as found before this larger voltage will further damage the cable
and encourage water trees to grow in other sections of the cable which may not have
faulted until many years later. The magnitude of the reection is a function of both
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the magnitude of the change of impedance and the distance to the feature [73]. Due
to this attenuation of the pulse magnitude and on-line background noise, the accuracy
of this method is reduced [74]. It should be noted that when a PD pulse travels a
distance greater than approximately 50m the high frequency components are ltered.
This results in the wave becoming more symmetrical, but also looses that information.
PD testing may not detect water trees as they do not partially discharge, instead it may
force a water tree to partially discharge by accelerating its propagation to a length that
can evolve into an electrical tree which does PD. Obviously this testing is not ideal as
it further damages the cable.
A newer variation of the PD pulse TDR is to use a two-sensor method. Two sensors
are installed at dierent points along the length of the cable and pulses are analysed to
determine which one is faster and stronger. This work is currently under investigation
as previous work has shown a large number of errors in the location reported due to
attenuation of the pulses in long cables [74].
It is becoming increasingly evident that the attenuation of the pulse for PD detec-
tion in long cables is a considerable limitation of this method. This therefore reduces
its applicability in on-line cable testing and noisy environments. [75] recognised this
shortcoming and deduced that PD testing should also provide information about the
type of fault in addition to accurate locations. To this end phase resolved partial dis-
charge (PRPD) was analysed to give more information about the type of fault. Using
this same technique, noise patterns can be identied by recognising their characteristic
pattern. However during on-line testing PRPD proves very dicult to apply appropri-
ate lter techniques to remove the background noise and classify pulses according to
the sources involved. [76] attempted to discriminate between noise and PD by grouping
the discharges into dierent clusters based on the comparison of signal energies associ-
ated with particular wavelet-decomposition levels, and applying specic noise rejection
lters. Each pulse is characterised by frequency and time of the signal and classication
is based on the comparison of the two pulses. An advantage of this dual sensor method
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is that it gives information to locate the position of the fault, however the work is cur-
rently in its infancy.
A dierent way of detecting water trees in XLPE is by means of the residual charge
method. This is based on the polarisation and depolarisation processess. DC voltage
is applied to water tree damaged XLPE cables which allows a build up of charge in
the spaces of the water trees. Following this an AC voltage is applied to release these
trapped charges, known as residual charges [53]. There is a rapid charging and depo-
larisation of the water trees, meaning that a pulse voltage may be used in place of a
DC then AC voltage. Having a pulse charge is expected to increase reliability of this
method due to being able to conduct many pulses in the same time period as conven-
tional testing, but allowing then for the averaging out of the response signals. [53] used
this method of sequence pulse signal's to detect current signals related to water tree
degradation.
Figure 2.27: Sequence of applied pulses [53]
The initial negative pulse is applied for charge accumulation in water trees. A
shorter width positive pulse is applied to depolarise the residual charges. A third pulse
of the same size as the initial pulse but of opposite polarity is applied. Finally, a
reference pulse is applied with the same pulse voltage and pulse width as the second
depolarising pulse. This paper found that bow-tie trees charge relatively easily, and the
charge remains within them, however depolarisation is more dicult to achieve with
pulse voltages. Furthermore their results suggest that the eect of charge accumulation
with pulse voltage is not the main factor aecting small current signals. They did how-
ever nd that the residual charge magnitude increases with an increase in pulse voltage
for charge accumulation and the depolarising pulse voltages. Again this method gives
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information of the level of degradation of XLPE cables by water trees, but does not
provide much information on their location.
With High Impedance Faults (HIF) a fault current typically ows in an arc, an arc
fault being when a high power discharge of electricity occurs between two conductors.
This translates as heat and can melt or burn the XLPE insulation. An arc fault is what
typically leads to the ultimate failure of the cable. The gap between the two conductors
will not conduct until the applied voltage is above a certain breakdown point. In a
water tree failure, the two conductors are the cable core and the water lled tip of the
water tree. Arc faults are low current faults but can have very large voltage.
Figure 2.28: Electrical Arc Voltage and Current Shape [77]
Currents due to HIFs are lower than over current thresholds so phase or residual over
current devices do not activate. A solution to this is to try and detect the harmonics in
time-frequency domain of changes in phase current waveforms caused by faults. A di-
culty with this method is that it can be very dicult to distinguish between two critical
harmonic components that can discriminate between one disturbance and another. So
far [78] have used this method for fault classication purposes but not location detection.
A hybrid high frequency pulse and pattern recognition method for water tree detection
and estimation in long cables was proposed by [56]. By using nite element analysis
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on the physical structure of the water tree in the XLPE, [56] estimates the capacitance
of a water tree to range from 10pF to 50nF. This was conrmed using a COMSOL
numerical model. It was proposed that for long cables high radio frequency pulses are
a reliable method instead of traditional low frequency pulses. This is an unusual tech-
nique as a subsea cable can in one mind be thought of as a very large capacitor, with
the high frequency components of a voltage being ltered out along the length of the
cable. However they have argued that a high frequency pulse is a benet in that it
lowers the impedance of the water tree fault, making it easier to detect and locate using
the same principles as TDR. The authors comment that this technique will compliment
traditional partial discharge and low frequency travelling wave methods. This is because
these methods excel in diagnosing short cable lengths whereas this new high frequency
method is limited to longer cable lengths and lower water tree capacitances.
2.5.3 Water Trees in cables under mechanical stress
A key topic of interest in this research project is whether mechanical stress will inuence
the likelihood of a cable experiencing an electrical fault at that same location, both in
the immediate and longer term. It has been found that static tensile strains do accelerate
the formation of water trees [79], thought to be because tensile strains can increase the
quantity of elongated microvoids in the XLPE insulation, whereas compressive static
strains have the opposite eect. Water can condense in these elongated microvoids,
resulting in eld enhancement at the tip of the voids, resulting in Maxwell forces, and
thus water trees initiate and propagate.
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Figure 2.29: Cable Cross Section Showing Division into Tension and Compression Sectors [79]
During the installation process, and for array cables suspended in the water column
during operation, the cables are subject to dynamic loading. The dynamic loading is
due to wave and current action while also being impacted by the heave and yaw of the
oshore wind turbine platforms. This is a factor of particular interest as oshore wind
moves closer to the next generation of oating oshore wind turbines. How the cables
have been installed will also determine potential "hot spots" for strain and therefore
what impact this might have on future electrical faults. It is known that crazing of
polymers can lead to cracks at stresses below what is necessary to cause bulk shear
yield [80]. Crazes are plastically deformed regions of polymer with voids and polymer
brils. They initiate when stress causes mircovoids at points of high mechanical stress
concentration. The primary mechanical loads on the cable are axial tension and bending
of the cable.
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Figure 2.30: Typical Cable Installation Congurations for the Dynamic parts of the Cable.
a)Lazy Wave Installation b) Catenary Installation [81]
[81] dynamically bent cables to induce a maximum strain of 1%. The cables were
accelerated aged for three months in a wet environment. In all experimental results,
interestingly only bow-tie trees were observed. A possible reason for this is that vented
trees require a longer initiation time than bow-tie trees [80] so perhaps in this scenario
the cables were not aged long enough. A signicantly higher number of bow tie trees
were found in the strained cable, compared to a unstrained reference cable. Some bow
tie trees did form in the compressive sections and these were approximately the same
length as those formed in the tensile sections. However, the results did show that there
was a greater density of bow tie trees in the tensile strained sectors than the compressive
sections.
[79] subjected XLPE cables to a range of static tensile and compressive stresses by
bending the cable around cylinders of diering diameters. Both vented and bow-tie
water trees occurred during the accelerated ageing tests.
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Figure 2.31: a) Vented Tree at Insulation Screen b) Vented tree at Condustor Screen c)Several
Smaller Vented Trees Initiated Clsoe Together at Conductor Screen d)Bow-tie Tree [79]
It should be noted that during bending the side of the cable experiencing tensile
strain will still experience compression. This is because the insulation is pressed against
the incompressible copper conductor, opposing the eect caused by the axial strain. This
would therefore result in tensile strain being greatest at the insulation screen side. One
could therefore expect the majority of the observed trees to initiate from this screen,
however the opposite is true. An explanation to this was provided in that the electric
eld at the conductor screen is approximately 60% higher than the electric eld at the
insulator screen. As previously established electric eld strength is a key factor in water
tree initiation and propagation. Crucially those vented trees which did originate at the
insulator screen were roughly double the length of those originated at the conductor
screen. Bow-tie trees formed in the most sharply bent sections of the cable with 75%
located in tension sectors. [80] conducted a similar cable ageing investigation and found
that 88% of all observed vented water trees initiated in mechanically stressed zones,
and that not only did the number of trees increase in this region, but also their length,
agreeing with what was found in previous studies. These results seem to suggest that
mechanical stress is crucial in the initiation or water trees, but it is the electric eld
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which dominates their propagation.
2.6 Fully dynamic simulation
2.6.1 OrcaFlex
For this work the proprietary marine dynamics software OrcaFlex by Orcina Ltd was
used. This software is a three dimensional non-linear time domain nite element pro-
gram. It splits the length of the cable into user dened lengths and employs a lumped
mass approach to solve the cable's dynamic behaviour.
Shown in Figure 2.32 the cable is represented as a series of lines, or elements, connected
by a node at each end. The line elements hold the axial and torsional characteristics
while other properties such as mass, buoyancy, weight etc. are held by the nodes. Forces
and moments are applied to the cable at the nodes, and line segments are weightless
and straight with the axial and torsional spring damping characteristics. The segment
ends hold a rotational damping term that is used to model the cable bending.
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Figure 2.32: Orcina's lumped mass model, showing how lines are discretised into nodes and
elements [82]
.
2.6.2 Marine condition calculations
The waves within OrcaFlex can be applied using linear Airy wave theory, in a JON-
SWAP spectrum [83]. To conrm if the waves are deep water waves, the following
condition needs to be met:
Z > 0.5λ (2.2)
Where Z is the water depth, and λ is the wavelength.
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Where g is gravity and T is wave period.





Where k is the wavenumber.
2.6.3 FASTLink
FASTlink is a FAST-OrcaFlex interface package that was used for this work [84]. All
hydrodynamics and mooring loads on the cable are solved using OrcaFlex, while the
NREL 5MW reference turbine, tower, oating platform structural dynamics, aerody-
namics control and electrical drive dynamics are computed using FAST; the fatigue,
aerodynamics, structures and turbulence code.
FAST is an aeroelastic simulator which is used to predict fatigue and extreme load-
ings on three blade horizontal axis wind turbines.
2.6.4 NREL tension leg platform model
This work incorporated the MIT/NREL reference 5MW turbine installed on a tension
leg platform [84]. This model was used to simulate the motions of the platform and
the cable when exposed to the marine environment, and to investigate their impact on
the dynamic cable stresses. This is a platform of 18m waterline diameter with a draft
of 47.89m. It has four 27m long pontoons with two mooring lines attached to each
pontoon end. The turbine hub sits at a height of 90m asl, with a hub radius of 1.499m.
The rotor radius is 62.94m and there are three blades.
2.6.5 Hydrodynamic structural response of the dynamic cable
Within OrcaFlex the hydrodynamic loadings on the cable and the oating platform,
with its associated mooring tendons, are calculated using an extended version of the
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Morison's equation. Morison's equation takes into account the inertia force of the wave
water particle accelerations and the drag force relative to the water particle velocity.
For moving objects in a dynamic analysis, the same is applied but adapted to account
for the movement of the body. This extended version of Morison's equation is:




Where Ff is the uid force, M is the mass of uid displaced by the body, af is
uid acceleration relative to Earth, Ca is the added mass coecient, ar is the uid
acceleration relative to the body, ρ is water density, υr is uid velocity relative to the
body, Cd is the body drag coecient and Ad is the drag area. The term in brackets at
the beginning is the inertia force, while the later term is the drag force. The rst part of
the inertia term is known as the Froude-Krylov term while the second is the added mass.
The Froude-Krylov term is the force on the moving body caused by the water moving
in to ll the empty space left when the body moves. The water will have an associated
mass and an acceleration and will therefore generate a force. The added mass term is
the result of the distortion of the water by the presence of the moving body.
2.7 Polymer fatigue
The fatigue of polymer materials, similar to metallic materials, is commonly charac-
terised by the stress-life (SN) behaviour or the SN curve [85]. The mechanisms of fatigue
and fatigue crack growth are applied from generic approaches established for metals,
and the stress-life curves and fatigue data for polymers appear remarkably similar to
that found for metals. This suggests that there is a common macroscopic mechanism
of crack initiation and growth for polymers and metals.
Sauer and Richardson [86] state that true mechanical fatigue failure of a polymer,
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involving initiation and growth of a fatigue crack under continued cyclic loading oc-
curs generally between one quarter and one-half of the yield strength of the polymer.
Polymers are susceptible to thermal fatigue, however it would be unlikely that their
mechanical applications would involve high loading frequencies or high stress levels, as
at these conditions thermal increases would cause the polymer to melt after a few cycles.
Crawford and Benham [87] demonstrate this eectively by illustrating thermal failures
in polymers of low stress amplitude and high frequency, and conversely low frequency
but high stress amplitude.
The mechanism of fatigue crack initiation and propagation within polymers is reviewed
by Hertzberg and Manson [88]. Figure 2.33 shows the crack (or craze) initiation limit
for Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) as well as the failure line. Comparing the time
periods, of the crack imitation to the fracture time period, it becomes clear that the
lifetime of the polymer is determined by the duration of the crack's propagation. This
is a key assumption of the fracture mechanics method.
Figure 2.33: SN Curve for PMMA [88]
Other reviews of polymer fatigue by [89], [90] and [91] in addition to Hertzberg and
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Manson, all agree on the general macroscopic mechanism of polymer fatigue. The mech-
anism being largely similar to metals that failure of polymers begins by the initiation
of a crack at a surface craze, defect or stress concentration point.
2.7.1 Linear elastic fracture mechanics
2.7.1.1 Paris law
Paris Law is a fatigue crack growth fracture mechanic method which describes the
relationship between cyclic crack growth rate dadN and stress intensity range ∆K. The




Where C is a Paris Law constant for the material and m is the slope of the log-log plot.
The stress intensity factor, K, is dened as a function of the crack length, a, the applied
far eld stress σ, and a geometry function Y which usually approximates to 1.12:
K = Y σ
√
πa (2.7)
Combining equations 6.6 and 2.7 produces:
da
dN
= C∆Km = C(Y∆σ
√
πa)m (2.8)
Figure 2.34 shows a general Paris Law plot highlighting the three distinct regions,
with region two being where Paris Law holds. Figure 2.35 shows a Paris Law graph for
XLPE specically, taken from [44].
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Figure 2.34: Paris Law plot, showing the three distinct regions of crack initiation, linear prop-
agation and nally uncontrolled propagation.
Figure 2.35: Plot of crack propagation rate as a function of stress intensity factor for XLPE
adapted from [44]
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2.7.2 Combining dierent stresses
To combine the mechanical stress induced by the installed environment, and the Maxwell
stress from the electric eld distortions, the stress intensity factors for each individual
stress can be calculated and combined. There are three primary modes of fatigue crack
propagation:
Figure 2.36: The three general fracture modes (a) Mode I, (b) Mode II, (c) Mode III [92]
Mode I is known as the opening mode, II as the shearing mode and III as the tearing
mode. To use Equation 6.6 an eective combined stress intensity factor at the water









Where KI is the stress intensity factor calculated from the stresses acting in Mode I,
while KII is calculated from the stresses acting in Mode II. Fodil [94] completed work
comparing six alternative formulas for calculation of Keffective, and found the result to
be "virtually identical" regardless of the formula used. Due to this the most simplistic
is shown in Equation 6.7.
2.7.3 Stress counting
The stress life method estimates fatigue life of a material for a given stress level in terms
of the number of cycles to failure. This relationship between stress level and number of
cycles to failure is determined experimentally. Due to the statistical nature of fatigue a
vast number of test specimens are required. In a rotational bending test the specimen is
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subjected to constant stress amplitude cycles below that of the ultimate tensile stress,
and the number of cycles to failure is recorded. This is repeated for diering stress
levels and the results recorded in an SN curve.
SN curves show the number of cycles that a stress amplitude would need to act to
cause a material to fail. In practice stress amplitudes are not constant in a stress time
history and a complex stress loading history of diering amplitudes is commonplace.
Consequently stress cycle counting methods are employed to represent a variable am-
plitude stress time history. The rainow counting method is one of the most common
and accepted methods for this task. The outcome of the rainow count is to convert
the variable stress time history so it can be treated as a series of constant amplitude
stress cycles, dened by their range and mean value. To complete a rainow count the
algorithm requires the stress history to be ltered so that only the peaks and valleys
remain, furthermore it is required that it be reordered so that the stress history starts
and ends with the highest stress peak, or lowest stress valley.
Once the stress have been counted, the total damage accumulated by the varying stress
levels can be deduced.
2.7.4 Damage Accumulation
The most widely recognised damage accumulation rule is the Palmgren-Miner rule,
which states that the accumulated damage of a batch of stress cycles is the number of
cycles that occurred divided by the number of cycles that would cause the material the







Where for k dierent stress levels and the average number of cycles to failure at the
ith stress Si, Ni is the total number of cycles of Si to failure and ni is the number of
cycles of Si that occur. No fatigue damage limit has been included for this work, and
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therefore all fatigue ranges contribute to the damage.
Damage accumulation has been shown to be both over and under conservative [95]
when applied to spectrum loading, so large safety factors need to be considered. The
Palmgren-Miner rule can be used with a Goodmans diagram to characterise uni-axial
fatigue behaviour for any R value. R value being the ratio of stress cycles minimum
and maximum values.
Fatigue is not only a consideration of the range of the cyclic stress, but the mean
stress in that cycle also plays a role on the fatigue behaviour. The stress cycles will
vary throughout the time history in both amplitude and mean. Figure 2.37 shows how
the Goodman line balances between its boundaries of when the mean stress is equal to
that of the ultimate tensile strength (x-axis) so the stress amplitude must be zero, and
the second when the mean stress is zero, so the stress amplitude has a maximum of the
fatigue limit stress amplitude (y-axis). In between these boundaries there is an innite
number of combinations of mean and stress range. Below the Goodman line innite
life is assumed; if a stress cycle exists above the line innite life is not possible. Figure
2.37 also shows the Gerber correction parabola line, however the Goodman correction
is more conservative and so has been chosen for this work. Goodman's correction can
be written as Equation 2.11:






Where σa is the alternating stress in Pa, σfat is the fatigue limit, or endurance limit,
from the SN curve in Pa, σm is the mean stress of the stress time history cycle in Pa
and σts is the ultimate tensile strength of the material in Pa.
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Figure 2.37: Goodman and Gerber correction diagram for diering R values
The Goodman correction calculates an eective alternating stress, accounting for
this mean stress, allowing for use of an SN-curve with a xed stress ratio of -1. The








2.7.5 Kinetic theory of fracture
Regel and Leksovski [96] state that from the standpoint of the kinetic theory, fracture
is a process that develops within a body under loading and is not an event that oc-
curs when a critical stress is reached. The elementary events in a fracture process are
the breaking of interatomic bonds. For a polymer like XLPE these bonds can be both
chemical and inter-molecular. Successive breakages of these bonds lead to the eventual
macroscopic failure of the specimen; to the formation and propagation of cavities and
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cracks and eventual ultimate failure.
Mathematically the theory is most common presented as Equation 2.13 in which τ
is the time to failure, σ is the applied stress, T is the absolute temperature, k is the
Boltzmann constant, τ0 is the period of atomic vibration, U0 is the activation energy
of the fracture process, and γσ is the induced decrease in activation energy due to the
applied mechanical load. In short, fracture can be thought of as a series of successive
rupturing of bonds of the material at the atomic level.






2.7.6 New surface energy and crack propagation
Lake and Thomas [97] considered crack propagation under stress within a rubber poly-
mer as the energy per unit area required to produce new surface (T0). This energy
can be calculated approximately by considering the energy requirement to rupture a
polymer chain lying across the path of the crack propagation. This energy, similar to
the kinetic theory of fracture, is calculated from the strength of the chemical bonds of
the polymer monomers, where secondary forces are ignored.
T0 is substantially greater than the energy required simply to rupture a bond lying
across the crack plane. The polymer will consists of a number of exible long-chain
molecule crosslinked at intervals. The plane ahead of the crack tip will have multiple of
these chains, where multiple crosslinks will cross the crack propagation path. For the
crack to propagate these chains must be broken. This is illustrated in Figure 2.38.
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Figure 2.38: Schematic showing a polymer chain lying across the plane of crack propagation
In Figure 2.38 the polymer chain consists of n monomer units and has a displace-
ment length L between the points where it is crosslinked. As forces and stresses are
transmitted via the crosslinks, to break a single bond in a polymer chain it is necessary
to subject all other bonds within the chain to virtually the breaking force. Therefore
the energy required to do this, T0, is larger than the disassociation energy of a single
bond lying across the crack propagation plane. If the energy required to rupture one
monomer unit (which contains several bonds) is U, then the energy required to rupture
a polymer chain is nU, noting only one of the monomer units will in fact be ruptured.
This allows for crack propagation of one monomer length or diameter.
To calculate initial approximations of T0 a number of assumptions are made. Firstly
it is observed that separate to the rupturing chain, neighbouring chains can signi-
cantly deform without breaking. The energy losses in these deformations are ignored.
Secondly, a perfectly uniform network of polymer chains is assumed where each chain
contains the same number of monomer units (n), the same displacement length L, and










In this chapter the forces of the marine environment on the dynamic cable are consid-
ered. The cable dynamics are governed by the environment they are operating in, and
the platform they are attached to. A global model of a tension leg platform has been
built, using OrcaFlex coupled with FAST, with a dynamic cable attached to it. The
global model has been used to model the dynamics of the whole oating wind platform
system.
A resource assessment of the wind, waves and current for a site o the North East
coast of England was completed to derive the environmental load cases for the global
model. These inputs are then applied in turn to the global model of the oating wind
platform, and the force response along the dynamic cables length are investigated.
To conclude this chapter, the force response time histories along the cable are extracted
at specic points of interest along the length of the dynamic cable. These force time
histories are then used as inputs to the Local model chapter to deduce the mechanical
stress time histories across the dynamic cables cross section.
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3.2 Resource assessment
This section of the chapter discusses the work completed to derive the environmental
input load cases for the global model. The DNV standard for oating wind turbine
structures [22] has been used as guidance in formulating the environmental load cases
for this work. The environmental specications required are the signicant wave height,
zero-upcrossing period and mean wave direction, ten minute mean wind speed at a spec-
ied reference height, the wind shear, and the misalignment between wind and wave
directions. Finally current speeds and directions are included if deemed relevant.
Marine data was obtained from a site o the North East coast of England. The wave
data was collected from a wave buoy placed at a site in ninety metres water depth
for a period of one year, only stopping because the buoy broke it's mooring during
a storm event on the 26th January 2012 and was not redeployed. Current data was
collected from a nearby site in fty six metres water depth by an acoustic wave and
current proler, AWAC, for a period of six months. Table 3.1 gives some details on
these collection sites. This wave and current data was collated from a previous in-house
commercial project, however a copy can now be found online at Marine Data Exchange
[98] logged under Blyth NaREC Oshore Demonstration Site, Oceanographic Monitor-
ing, Raw Data. Wind speed data correlated to wave height was obtained from two
locations based in the central North Sea from the NEXT study, an extension of the
North European Storm Study, NESS [99]. Figure 3.1 gives some context to the site and
the data collection point locations.
Table 3.1: Marine data collection sites





























1977-1979 & 1989 - 1994
Water depth 56m 90m - -
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Figure 3.1: Locations of the AWAC,1,the wave buoy, 2, and the NEXT model locations, 3 and
4
3.2.1 Wave resource
The wave buoy data was analysed for the site and a wave rose was plotted, Figure
3.2. From the wave rose it can be seen that the vast majority of the waves come from
between 0-30 degrees, with North being 0 degrees. Therefore for the global model the
waves are assumed to be coming from 15 degrees. Furthermore, the direction of these
waves suggests that they are swell waves, beneting from the longer fetch to the North
East.
To understand the wave characteristics at the site, a spectrum of signicant wave height
and zero crossing period was plotted in Figure 3.3, with the probability of each wave
condition plotted. As an example from Figure 3.3 it can be deduced that the most
common wave condition is a wave height of 0.5-1m with a period of 3.5-4.0s.
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Figure 3.2: Wave direction and height
Figure 3.3: Binned scatter plot of signicant wave height and period
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3.2.2 Current resource
Similar to Figure 3.2, a rose of current directions from the AWAC was plotted in Fig-
ure 3.4. From this it can be quickly deduced that the tidal current at the site is
bi-directional, travelling up and down the coast of North East England. The two di-
rections assumed for these works of the current resource are 165◦ and 345◦. The tidal
cycle around the British Isles is semidiurnal. Pheonix [100] demonstrates that in a tidal
cycle in the British Isles, the current velocity accelerates to its maximum, decelerates
to zero and then changes direction, Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.4: Current velocity and direction
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Figure 3.5: Variation in speed and direction over a tidal cycle [100]
The AWAC was placed in fty six metre water depth, and this data was extrap-
olated to a depth more appropriate for a oating oshore wind turbine. The "deep
oshore" environment begins at water depths greater than fty metres. Phase 2 of the
Fukushima oating oshore wind farm demonstration project is in water depths of one
hundred and fty metres. The dynamic cable modelled in this work, however, is based
upon a historic oil and gas project in depths typically greater than that of Fukushima.
Furthermore, this dynamic cable is much more complicated than would be anticipated
for oating oshore wind applications, with such complexity unlikely to be cost eective
for oshore wind. Due to this, a compromise was made with the water depth, making
it applicable to oating oshore wind but also more appropriate for the design of the
dynamic cable. For this a water depth of two hundred metres was chosen, and the
current data from the AWAC tted and extrapolated.
In Figure 3.6 the current data was plotted, tted to a curve, and extrapolated. Us-
ing the power law Equation 3.1 two power factors were compared. Many researchers
advocate for the seventh power law equation, however others have claimed a ninth power
law ts more closely for current shear proles [101]. When comparing the two, the ninth
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Where U0 is the current velocity in ms−1 at the surface, Z in m is the distance above
the seabed, D is the water depth to the nth power.
Figure 3.6: Current velocity with water depth
3.2.3 Wind resource
A disadvantage of the site data was that no specic wind measurements were taken on
the same dates the wave buoy and AWAC were deployed. However wind speed data
correlated to wave height was obtained from locations based in the central North Sea
from the NEXT study, an extension of the North European Storm Study, NESS [99].
NESS was initiated to produce a hind cast database of winds, waves and currents for
the North European continental shelf. Figure 3.7 illustrates the locations of the NEXT
grid points and sub-regions. From this it can be seen that the wave buoy and AWAC
were deployed in the central North Sea grid area, marked within the pale blue boxed
region. The wind data collection site closest to the wave buoy and AWAC within the
central North Sea region is the site numbered 15138 and so the wind data from this
location has been chosen for this work. Figure 3.8 shows the signicant wave height to
mean wind speed spectrum for the site labelled 15138.
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The NEXT model collected data from January through December in 1977-1979 and
again 1989-1994, totalling seven years of data collection.
Figure 3.7: Chart showing location of NEXT grid points and sub-regions
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Figure 3.8: Binned signication wave height to mean wind speed from site 15138 [99]
To use wind data near the wave data site it was necessary to assume that the wind
and wave resources at the wave buoy and the NESS model site were the same, and that
there was a correlation between the wave height and the wind speed. The NEXT data
sites present wave height binned with a corresponding wind speed 10m above sea level.
When this spectrum of wave height by wind speed is replotted with a line graph tted
to the data, Figure 3.9 is obtained. This line was then used to estimate the wind speed
for the wave heights recorded by the wave buoy. Table 3.2 shows the wind velocities
ten metres above sea level, asl, calculated for the signicant wave heights captured by
the wave buoy.
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Figure 3.9: Binned scatter plot of probability of wave height and wind speed
Table 3.2: Signicant wave height and corresponding wind velocity
Signicant wave height Hs
(m)
Wind velocity 10m asl
(ms−1)












This model includes a tension legged oating wind platform incorporating the NREL
5MW turbine. This turbine has a hub height of 90m, therefore by using the equations
laid out in the guidelines for the certication of oshore wind turbines [24] the wind
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speed at the hub height was calculated using Equation 3.2. These calculated wind





Where Vz is the wind velocity at height h in ms−1, h is the height above the still
water line in m, hhub is the hub height above the still water line in m, and γ is the
power law exponent, where [24] assumed γ is equal to 0.14 for all wind velocities, i.e
calculating the wind shear prole using the seventh power law.
Mean wind directions were also obtained from the NESS model and shown below.
Figure 3.10: Mean wind directions [99]
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3.2.3.1 Wind ow eld modelling
Using the mean wind velocities calculated in Table 3.2, TurbSim was used to gener-
ate the turbulent wind proles, for use in the global FAST-OrcaFlex coupled model.
TurbSim is a turbulence simulator which provides numerical simulations of the wind
containing coherent turbulent structures.
Figures 3.9 and 3.8 show the wind data collected for seven years, however actual wind
proles are complex with turbulent eddies. Flow eld simulators enable these eects
to be simulated to generate a more realistic wind prole, while maintaing the average
wind speed calculated from Equation 3.2 for use in the global model.
In this work the IEC Kaimal spectral model dened in [102] (edition 2), [103] (edition
3) and explained in the TurbSim user guide [104], which assumes neutral atmospheric
stability (no temperature inversions) is used. The IEC Kaimal model was chosen as this
is typically used for oshore conditions. The spectra of the three wind components, K







Where f is the cyclic frequency and Lk is an integral scale parameter. The IEC
61400-1 standard denes Lk as:
Lk =

8.10Λu, K = u
2.70λu, K = v
0.66Λu, K = w
(3.4)
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Where the turbulence scale parameter Λu is:
Λu =

0.7.min(30m,Hub height), Edition 2
0.7.min(60m,Hub height), Edition 3
(3.5)
In Equation 3.5 the function "min(x1, x2)", indicates the minimum value of x1 and
x2. The turbulence scale parameter Λu is dened as the wavelength where the non-
dimensional, longitudinal power spectral density is equal to 0.05. Thus wavelength is
dened as Λu =
Vhub
f0
where f0S1(f0)/σ21 = 0.05 [102]. The relationship between the




This is used to produce a turbulent air ow eld as shown in Figure 3.11 and Figure
3.12.
Figure 3.11: Axial variation of wind velocity when the wind velocity at 10m asl is 7.4ms−1
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Figure 3.12: Lateral variation of wind velocity when the wind velocity at 10m asl is 7.4ms−1
Figure 3.11 shows the rst ten seconds of the wind eld through a plane at the
centre of the rotor. Figure 3.12 shows a snapshot in time of the wind prole to either
side of the rotor.
Typically wind speed will be greater at increased heights above the sea level, roughly
following a shear prole. However, while Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show this to be the gen-
eral case, there are instances where the wind speed is greater at lower heights. This is
reective of the random nature of turbulence, creating instances where the wind speed
variation diers from what would typically be expected.
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3.3 Environmental load cases
In DNVGL-ST-0019 [22] some proposed design load cases are given that have been
used as a template for this work. Table 3.3 gives details on design load case 2.6 from
DNVGL-ST-0019, supplementary to DNVGL-ST-0437 [23], which provides a number of
proposed design load cases by combining various environmental conditions.


























Using the standard load cases laid out in Table 3.3, and the assessment of the wind,
wave and current resource at the site, a table of load cases was derived. Figure 3.13 gives
some clarity on the directions of each environmental load case for quick assimilation.
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Figure 3.13: Top view of the tension leg platform with wave, current and wave/wind misalign-
ment directions indicated
3.3.1 Current considerations
According to DNVGL-ST-0019, a normal current model is included in the global model
if deemed necessary. The wind and waves are named as the dominate environmental
loadings. For this work an initial bi-directional current model was included for Load
Case 1 in Table 3.4, ramping from 0.3ms−1 towards 345◦, to 0.3ms−1 towards 165◦ with
a Hs of 0.75m and a period of 3.75s. In Load Case 1 the wind and waves are aligned
with one another so as to have a control with only the current directions varying.
To see the impact of the current on the displacement of the platform, and therefore
the tension in the dynamic cable at the hang o point, the surge and sway of the plat-
form for the maximum current velocity in each direction was compared, illustrated in
Figure 3.14. The tensions of the dynamic cable are then compared to the platform
displacements, shown in Figure 3.15, with the ultimate goal of determining the impact
of the current and if it is necessary to be included in the model. It should be noted here
that positive surge is in the South direction in Figure 3.13 while positive sway is in the
East direction. Table 3.5 shows the tensions for each Load Case and current direction.
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(a) Platform surge (b) Platform sway
Figure 3.14: The surge and sway of the oating platform when Load case 1 conditions are
applied with a Hs of 0.75m and a period of 3.75s for each current direction
(a) Cable tension with surge for 345 current (b) Cable tension with sway for 345 current
(c) Cable tension with surge for 165 current (d) Cable tension with sway for 165 current
(e) Cable tension with surge for no current (f) Cable tension with sway for no current
Figure 3.15: The cable tension vs. the surge and sway of the oating platform when Load case
1 conditions are applied with a Hs of 0.75m and a period of 3.75s for each current direction
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345 10.328 10.144 473.84
165 10.128 9.984 316.93
No current 10.212 10.025 370.44
Load Case 2
345 10.248 10.159 292.87
165 10.097 10.035 123.98
No current 10.115 10.048 147.44
Load Case 3
345 10.252 10.169 266.19
165 10.116 10.057 119.67
No current 10.127 10.060 132.57
Load Case 4
345 10.321 10.189 319.45
165 10.215 10.098 224.68
No current 10.211 10.084 257.06
From Figure 3.14 it can be seen that a current from 345◦ and 165◦ produces a similar
shape prole of the surge and sway of the platform. When the current is from 345◦ the
sway and surge are larger than from 165◦. This corresponds to when the current is more
aligned with the wind and wave directions. There is some instances at the beginning of
the simulation when the surge is negative, as in the platform moves to the North. This
is unexpected and is contributed to some run up errors in the simulation. The initial 30
seconds of the simulation were discarded to avoid these transients however this suggests
that more time would need to be discarded.
Considering Figure 3.15 it can be quickly deduced that cable tension increases with
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negative surge, when the platform moves North. This is to be expected as the cable
trajectory illustrated in Figure 3.13 would result in the cable being pulled in this direc-
tion, however when the platform surges South (positive surge) this moves the platform
more inline with the cable's trajectory, and as such the tension does not increase as
much. The greatest cable tensions are observed when the current comes from 345◦.
The smallest tensions are observed when the current is from 165◦. In fact when there
is no applied current there are greater recorded cable tensions than the 165◦ case, this
suggests the current counteracts the actions of the wind and waves somewhat, to reduce
their positive surge, however not enough to have a great enough impact that results in
more movement North. In short it stabilises the platforms displacements somewhat,
and the tensions in the cable are reduced.
When considering the sway, the gradients of the plot are more at, showing not a
huge dierence in positive or negative sway. However looking at Figure 3.13 it would
be expected that a Westerly movement of the platform (negative sway) would result in
greater tensions in the cable due to its trajectory towards the South East. Furthermore
the magnitudes of the sway in either direction is less that 30cm, so not much impact on
the tension would be reasonable. In short the platform is most surging in the direction
of the waves and wind.
Looking at Table 3.5 it can be consistently seen that the greatest maximum and mean
eective tension on the cable is found when the current is applied from 345◦ for all
Load Cases. Furthermore the greatest range in tension is found when the current is
applied from 345◦. The overall greatest mean tension is found when Load Case 4 is
applied, when the current and wind are acting towards the North. This matches earlier
explanations that surging to the North would increase cable tension the most. It can be
seen from Table 3.5 that having a current from 345◦ increases cable tension, whereas a
current from 165◦ decreases the cable tension when compared to a case with no applied
current. The impact of this is not enormous, for all Load Cases a current from 345◦
increases mean cable tension by 1% when compared to the no current case. The ranges
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however in cable tension when a current is applied from 345◦ is much larger than that
with no current, for instance in Load Case 3 it is doubled. This is of interest as the
tension ranges are a concern when considering fatigue.
This small percentage dierence is in agreement with DNVGL-ST-0019, that current
may not be deemed necessary. However the large dierences in range are of concern
and as such for the most conservative result a constant maximum current is assumed
from the 345◦ direction. Table 3.4 is updated accordingly with this information and
presented in Table 3.6.
3.3.2 Installation conguration
As evidenced in Section 3.3.1, the installation conguration of the oating wind platform
and the dynamic cable plays a fundamental role in the tensions, and therefore the
stresses, which the dynamic cable experiences. This is shown when the platform moves
over the cable trajectory, it decreases the tensions at the cable hang o point. The
impact of this conguration, and a subsequent optimisation, however is not the focus
of this work, and therefore the conguration laid out in Figure 3.13 is the nal chosen








































3 - 90◦ 345◦
4 180◦ 345◦
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3.4 The dynamic cable
The dynamic cable modelled in this work is based on a cable manufactured by JDR Ca-
ble System [105], from a historical oil and gas application. Figure 3.16 shows a schematic
of the cable. Table 3.7 gives some of the cables mechanical parameters used in the model.
Figure 3.16: Schematic overview of the dynamic cable [105]
Table 3.7: Mechanical parameters of the dynamic cable
Mechanical property
Outer diameter 164mm
Outer sheath material Extruded polyethylene
Cable armouring Galvanised steel wire
Minimum bend radius 2000mm
Safe working load 250kN
Diameter to weight ratio 4.27m/Te
In an eort to save oshore cabling costs, there has been a move in the oshore
wind industry towards having 66kV inter array cables and away from the traditional
33kV cables. This is to allow for a greater power to be carried in a single cable string,
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therefore allowing more and larger rated turbines to be attached to the same string,
thus reducing the length of cabling oshore. This reduction of the number of cables
oshore has a cost benet, however it is important to note that in the rst instance a
66kV cable is larger than a 33kV cable and would therefore cost more initially. Table
3.8 lists the oshore wind projects employing 66kV cables as of November 2018.
As stated previously, the cable presented in Figure 3.16 is from a lower voltage oil
and gas project. It was desired that this work would model the stresses for a 66kV cable
to align with the industry direction. OREC benets from having access to technical
specications of 66kV power cores from previous testing within the high voltage labo-
ratory. This information gives details of the XLPE insulation thickness required for a
150mm2 core cross sectional area. This information is commercially sensitive so cannot
be presented in its entirety. It is noted here due to the nal cable modelled being an
adjusted version of the schematic presented in Figure 3.16 to allow for this insulation
thickness and core cross sectional area variation. In terms of design layout the cable
has remained unchanged i.e having the same number of armouring layers and cores. It
should be noted that while this cable was designed for oil and gas and may not prove
cost eective for oating oshore wind, it serves as an available example that could be
adjusted for this work.
Finally [106] states that the allowable current rating for a 150mm2 three cored sub-
marine cable with steel wire armour and XLPE insulation is 375A.
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Borssele 1 & 2 Netherlands
3.4.1 Cable stiness
A key parameter that determines the dynamics of a cable is how sti it is. Normally the
manufacturer would supply this information, however due to the commercial sensitivities
of this work this information was not supplied. Instead axial and bending stiness were









Where AiEi is the axial stiness of the helical components, αi is the lay angle of the
helical components, n is the number of helical components, AjEj is the axial stiness
of any straight component and m is the number of straight components. The radius
reduction ratio is the relationship between the radius reduction and the axial elongation
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The Ei is the Young's modulus for each individual layer i for no slip, dened by:
E no-slipi
E full-slipi




and lies between 0.35 6 K1 6 1.0, Esteel is 210 GPa and
Efull−slipi is dened by:
E full sipi
E steel
= −0.26442− 2.004046Hi + 6.5735H2i − 3.3058H3i (3.13)




Where αi is the lay angle of the helical wires in the armouring layers, which for this
work is taken as 18◦.
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3.4.1.1 Cable stiness assumptions
A number of assumptions were made to perform the analysis of the dynamic cables.
The cable stiness was assumed to be a characteristic of the cable armouring layers.
Similar to [12] the armouring layers were simplied to thin walled tubes. This was based
on the assumption that the cable armouring layers remain in stick state and that the
individual armour wires do not slide over one another during normal operation. This
assumption of the cable armouring wires remaining in stick state results in a larger
bending stiness calculated than what would be experienced in practise. This larger
estimate is accepted, as the larger stiness would reduce the dynamics of the cable, but
would also result in a higher stress calculated across the cable cross section, allowing for a
more conservative estimate of damage than the cross section would experience. Further
to this, the magnitude of the bending stiness calculated using Equations 3.8 to 3.11
coincide with those calculated in [13]. Martindale (2017) [108] deduced experimentally
the stiness of a single armour layer dynamic cable, shown in Figure 3.17. Using Figure
3.17 for a 185mm2 cable in stick state, the EI value can be estimated as 50kNm2. This
is considerably smaller than that calculated using Equation 3.8 [13], however this could
be [108] testing results being for a cable with less than four armouring layers, such as in
this case. It is for these reasons that the larger value calculated is chosen. The bending
stiness and other parameters of the cable are presented in Table 3.9.
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Figure 3.17: Example array cable moment-curvature relations for 3x150mm2, 3x300mm2 and
3x630mm2 cables [108].
3.4.2 Cable length
A sea depth of 200m was chosen for the analysis. This depth was chosen because as the
dynamic cable being modelled is from oil and gas applications, it would have been more
likely to be installed in depths of this magnitude. Using the recommendation laid out









Where Z is the maximum water depth, w is the submerged weight of 1m length of
cable and H is the maximum expected bottom tension, taken in this case to be 15kN.
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3.5 Global model
To understand the mechanical stresses that a dynamic cable would experience, the en-
tire oating wind turbine system has been analysed. The dynamics of the cable and
therefore the stresses it experiences are dominated by the movements of the platform,
and the marine environment it is installed in. The motions of the oating platform
itself are in reaction to the marine environment and the actions of the turbine. This
work coupled the actions of the wind on the turbine, with the action of the waves and
currents on the platform, platform tendons and the dynamic cable.
Inputs into this global model are the environmental loadings and the properties of
the cable to be modelled, as explored earlier in this chapter. Table 3.6 details the envi-
ronmental load case inputs to the global model. Table 3.9 gives details on the modelled
cable.
Table 3.9: Characterisation data for modelled dynamic cable





Outside diameter mm 164 164
Bending stiness kNm2 500 500
Axial stiness MN 150 150
Torsional stiness kNm2 600 600
Minimum bend radius m 2 2
Allowable tension kN 250 250
Mass per unit length kg/m 36 10
3.5.1 Fully dynamic simulation
To estimate the force loadings on the dynamic cable in response to the wind and marine
environment's actions on the motions of the oating platform, the software OrcaFlex was
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used. An introduction to OrcaFlex and the lumped mass model it utilises is provided
in the literature review. For this work the cable was split into 0.5m length elements.
OrcaFlex was coupled with FAST via FASTLink, where FAST computes the actions of
the wind on the turbine, and OrcaFlex calculates the marine loadings on the dynamic
cable. The waves applied within OrcaFlex were linear Airy waves in a JONSWAP
spectrum. The current conditions from Table 3.6 are applied from the stated direction
for that loadcase in a shear prole according to the power law, Equation 3.1, with an
exponent of 9.
The wind directions and velocities are input into FAST. The directions applied are
as stated in Table 3.6. The wind velocities are applied using Equation 3.2 with a shear
prole according to the seventh power law. Turbidity in the wind is accounted for in
FAST using the turbulent wind proles for each applied wind velocity generated by
TurbSim according to Section 3.2.3.1. More details on FASTLink can be found within
the literature review.
This work incorporated the MIT/NREL 5MW reference turbine installed on a ten-
sion leg platform. Figure 3.18 shows a wire frame illustration of the oating platform
installation with the dynamic cable attached and installed in a "lazy-s" conguration,
modelled in OrcaFlex. If desired more details regarding the NREL tension leg platform
can be found in the literature review.
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Figure 3.18: Global model of the tension leg platform and the NREL 5MW turbine, with the
66kV cable installed in a "Lazy s" conguration.
3.5.2 Morison's equation
Within OrcaFlex the hydrodynamic loadings on the cable and the oating platform,
with its associated mooring tendons, are calculated using an extended version of the
Morison's equation. Details of the extened Morsion's equation that OrcaFlex utilises
can be found in the literature review, however for ease of reference the equation is re-
produced here:




Choosing suitable drag, Cd, and inertia coecients, Ca and Cm, is crucial when cal-
culating wave loadings using Morison's equation. The drag and inertia coecients are
dependent on time, Reynolds number, Re, relative motion of the uid, history of the
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motion, relative roughness of the cable, cable shape etc. Ca and Cd can be determined
by experimentally averaged values. However they can be approximated and plotted as
functions of Re, K, and β where K is the Keulegan-Carpenter number and β is the
Stokes parameter. The Reynolds number within OrcaFlex has been set to be calculated





Where Re is the Reynolds number, d is the cable diameter, υr is the relative uid
velocity, αf is the angle between the relative ow direction and the normal of the cable
line and Υ is the uid kinematic viscosity. OrcaFlex notes that when the relative ow





Where K is the Keulegan-Carpenter number, Uf is the uid velocity and Tflow is the





Where β is the Stokes parameter. Figure 3.19 shows how Re, K and β relate to the
Cd.
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Figure 3.19: Drag coecients from eld data and plotted in [110]
From OrcaFlex the Re along the length of the cable can be extracted. Choosing
a point in the water column as an example, 150m water depth, the average Reynolds
number over the whole simulation on the node of the cable at this depth is 37943. Us-
ing the equation for the Keulegan-Carpenter number, Equation 3.18, the K value is
calculated as approximately 12. Figure 3.20 shows the ow velocities at 150m depth to
allow for this calculation. Using Equation 3.19 the Stokes parameter value is calculated
as 3162. Finally using Figure 3.19 the Cd is found to be approximately 1.2.
Figure 3.20: Fluid velocity at 150m water depth, Load case 1 Hs 4.75, Tz 7.75s
A further approximation stated in [110] by Sarpkaya is that the inertia coecients
used for Morison's equation can be written as:
Cm = (1 + Ca) (3.20)
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Where Cm is the inertia coecient and Ca is the added mass coecient. This is the
same approximation that is set within OrcaFlex for this work. In [110] a table of added
mass coecients for nite cylinders is given, Table 3.10. Using the data presented in
this table, the cable radius given in Table 3.9, and a cable segment of 0.5m in OrcaFlex,
gives a value for l/(2c) of 3. This gives a Ca value of 1 according to strip theory. Using
Equation 3.20 this give a Cm value of 2.
Table 3.10: Added mass coecients for nite cylinders [110]
Cylinder(length = l, radius = c)
Added mass Ca / (πρlc2)





Giving further credence to these coecient assumptions is the data collected by
Zhang et al. in [111]. Here, recommended values of Cm when using linear wave theory
is also given as 2, shown in Table 3.11. Recommended values for Cd when using Airy
waves range between 1-1.4. Therefore similar to [111] a mid point value of 1.2 is accepted
for the Cd coecient as previously calculated.
Table 3.11: Recommended values of Cd and Cm [111]
Wave theory Cd Cm Note Reference
Airy linear wave 1.0-1.4 2 Recommended design values based on statistical analysis of published data [112]
Stoke 3rd Order 1.34 1.6 Mean values for oscillatory ow for 2-3 in cylinders. [113]
Stokes 5th Order 0.8-1.0 2 Recommended design values based on statistical analysis of published data [112]
3.5.2.1 Flow/Cable line angle considerations
Whenever the αf angle approaches 90◦ the Re becomes arbitrarily large according to
Equation 3.17. Figure 3.21 shows how the Reynolds number changes along the length
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of the cable. Here it can be seen that in the Lazy S conguration, when the cable is
more axially in line with the ow, there is an increase in Reynolds number as expected.
Figure 3.21: Variation of average Reynolds number along the cable arc length, Load case 1 Hs
4.75, Tz 7.75s
At 113m, where the average ow velocity is 0.28 ms−1, the peak average Re is ob-
served as approximately 12 x104. Using Equations 3.18 and 3.19 and Figure 3.19 the
Cd is estimated as 0.6. This estimation matches work conducted by [114] on the drag
coecients of inclined cylinders. Here Cd was found to vary from 0.6 to 1.2 for Reynolds
numbers in the order of magnitude x104 when the angle of inclination varied between
0 to 90◦. Within OrcaFlex the Cd can be set to vary with Reynolds number to account
for this change in the cable angle.
To generate lift, a turn of the ow is required. A rotating cylinder would generate
lift by inducing vortex-like ow around itself. For this work the cable has been assumed
to not be rotating, and vortices are not considered. It should also be noted that as
vortices are not considered here, vortex induced vibration is therefore also out of the
scope of this work. Table 3.12 shows the nal Morisons's coecients chosen for this
work.
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3.5.3 Global model force response
For a dynamic cable the structural response is considered in terms of the axial forces
and bend moments. From OrcaFlex the forces and moments in the six degrees of free-
dom are extracted. A node at a desired location along the length of the cable is chosen.
Here, as the lines are modelled as a lumped mass model, the Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My and
Mz can be extracted at a chosen node. Figure 3.22 shows the forces and moments that
the cable experiences across its length, during a ten minute simulation of Load Case 1
with a signicant wave height of 4.75 metres and a period of 7.75 seconds.
From Figure 3.22 points of interest along the length of the cable are chosen. From
the nodes at these locations on the dynamic cable line, the time histories of the Fx,
Fy, Fz, Mx, My and Mz can be extracted across the 600 second simulation. This time
history of forces and bend moments is what is then used as inputs to the local model.
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(a) Fx (b) Mx
(c) Fy (d) My
(e) Fz (f) Mz
Figure 3.22: Force and moment results for Load Case 1, Hs 4.75m, Tz 7.75s
Figure 3.23: Locations identied on dynamic cable
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In Figure 3.22 the simulated mean, minimum and maximum of each of Fx, Fy, Fz,
Mx, My and Mz are plotted along the length of the dynamic cable. Looking at Figure
3.22 (e), it can be seen that the greatest tension, or Fz, in the cable is observed at the
hang o point from the oating platform, i.e at a cable arc length of 0m. This point is
chosen as Location 1 for further analysis, denoted by the dashed line in all Figures at
cable arc length 0 and labelled as such. Continuing with (e), it can be seen that a sec-
ondary peak in cable tension is observed at 180m; this is due to the lazy s conguration
the cable is installed in, which induces a second hang o point along the cable at the
end of the buoyant section. This is chosen as Location 2. These peaks in tension on the
cable arc length match work previously completed by [115]. Moving to Figure 3.22 (b)
and (d) it can be seen that the bending moments in the Mx, My peak at 132m. This
is chosen as Location 3 as bending of the cable is thought of as a particular concern.
At 250m is where the cable touches down at the seabed, this is chosen as Location 4.
These four chosen locations and their lengths along the cable are listed in Table 3.13.
Figure 3.23 provides context on where these locations are on the cable's length.
Table 3.13: Marked locations on Figure 3.22 and length they are on the dynamic cable





At the locations listed in Table 3.22 the time history of the Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My
and Mz the cable experiences can be extracted. The minimum, mean and maximum of














Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 Location 4
Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min
Fx 8.814 0.952 0.000 1.843 1.624 1.494 0.163 0.053 0.000 1.277 0.928 0.394
Fy 2.695 0.565 0.000 0.872 0.734 0.586 0.346 0.099 0.000 2.156 1.390 1.013
Fz 10.87 9.666 4.866 5.389 5.119 4.536 0.962 0.108 0.000 0.813 0.092 0.000
Mx 31.11 11.71 0.000 9.973 8.491 4.491 46.75 43.21 38.93 7.101 5.241 0.001
My 127.0 15.76 0.000 9.462 8.294 6.392 48.79 33.25 28.30 1.613 0.514 0.000











Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 Location 4
Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min
Fx 0.7313 0.111 0.000 1.840 1.635 1.480 0.156 0.055 0.000 1.267 0.932 0.542
Fy 2.964 0.5818 0.000 0.903 0.723 0.550 0.336 0.096 0.000 2.036 1.409 0.986
Fz 11.87 10.15 8.492 5.436 5.129 4.600 0.871 0.099 0.000 0.758 0.079 0.000
Mx 33.07 12.03 0.000 10.13 8.197 4.428 46.94 42.23 37.42 7.279 4.683 0.000
My 9.753 3.756 0.000 9.279 8.040 6.189 45.00 34.02 28.96 1.596 0.534 0.000













Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 Location 4
Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min
Fx 1.006 0.117 0.000 1.782 1.637 1.530 0.139 0.055 0.000 1.364 0.946 0.623
Fy 2.706 0.594 0.000 0.855 0.723 0.587 0.330 0.093 0.000 1.860 1.414 1.008
Fz 11.20 10.17 9.197 5.468 5.151 4.820 0.5182 0.114 0.000 0.498 0.079 0.000
Mx 32.56 12.27 0.000 9.056 7.832 3.857 44.58 41.49 37.71 4.836 3.837 0.000
My 12.62 3.949 0.000 8.789 7.842 5.887 43.69 34.17 30.32 2.016 0.611 0.000











Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 Location 4
Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min
Fx 0.901 0.424 0.000 2.067 1.944 1.549 0.125 0.039 0.000 1.207 0.041 0.000
Fy 5.118 1.016 0.000 0.835 0.562 0.386 0.419 0.111 0.000 1.874 1.417 1.146
Fz 11.00 10.10 9.011 5.351 4.539 4.328 0.889 0.634 0.000 1.350 1.163 0.000
Mx 47.93 10.64 0.000 8.832 0.447 0.000 43.99 24.08 16.38 16.64 12.74 0.000
My 7.594 2.965 0.000 10.13 8.711 5.930 53.56 50.24 31.11 1.462 0.449 0.000
Mz 1.746 1.491 1.129 1.746 1.491 1.129 1.746 1.491 1.129 1.622 1.392 1.002
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3.5.3.1 Load case selection
This section aims to review each of the applied load cases to select the one that pro-
duces the greatest force and bend moment outputs for further analysis within the further
chapters.
When looking at Tables 3.14 to 3.5.3 the initial impression is that they are relatively
similar to one another for the diering environmental load cases applied. However when
the average force and moment responses are examined it becomes immediately clear that
two load cases consistently produce the greatest forces and moments on the dynamic
cable; Load Case 1 and Load Case 3.
These two load cases are the two that would move the platform furtherest from the
dynamic cable's trajectory, Figure 3.13. In fact when Load Case 1 does not have the
greater average force or moment result at any location on the cable's length, then Load
Case 3 will produce the greatest average result and vice-versa, bar six results. Figure
3.18 shows a tiled plot for quick assimilation of which load case produces the greatest
force or moment at a particular location on the cable's length.
Table 3.18: Colour tiled table showing which Load Case produces the greatest average force or
moment at the corresponding location on the cable's length
LocationForce/
moment 1 2 3 4
Fx LC1 LC4 LC2 LC3
Fy LC3 LC1 LC1 LC3
Fz LC3 LC3 LC3 LC1
Mx LC3 LC1 LC1 LC1
My LC1 LC1 LC3 LC3
Mz LC4 LC4 LC4 LC4
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From Table 3.12 Load Cases 1 and 3's dominance can be quickly deduced. However
it should be noted from Figures 3.14 to 3.5.3 the dierence between them (and indeed
all of the load cases) is minimal and either load case could be chosen. There is however
one exception to this. The largest My value is found when Load Case 1 is applied at
Location 1. The maximum value here is 127 kNm, with an average of 15.76 kNm. This
maximum value and average value are considerably larger than theMy values calculated
for any of the other load cases at Location 1. For comparison, Load case 3 produces a
maximum value of 12.62 kNm and an average of 3.949 kNm.
For the above reasoning, Load Case 1 has been chosen as the applied environmental
load condition for further analysis. Load Case 1 is where the wave and wind are aligned
with one another, and are also most aligned with the current direction, a misalignment
of 30◦ respectively. Moving forward, the force/moment response of the cable generated
from Load Case 1 will be used as the inputs to the local model of the dynamic cable's
cross section. Table 3.19 gives a further breakdown of the Load Case 1, where the mean
force/moment response at each location is shown for each of the wave height conditions













Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 Location 4
Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz
0.25 0.1015 0.5217 10.16 11.34 3.630 1.174 1.637 0.730 5.109 8.112 8.053 1.174 0.0534 0.1004 0.0767 42.34 34.11 1.174 0.908 1.453 0.090 4.650 0.461 1.036
0.75 0.0969 0.5413 10.14 11.54 3.436 1.133 1.627 0.736 5.105 8.468 8.300 1.133 0.0524 0.1020 0.104 43.18 33.44 1.113 0.911 1.408 0.098 5.228 0.471 0.997
1.25 0.0954 0.5584 10.13 11.66 3.272 1.092 1.618 0.741 5.096 8.823 8.529 1.092 0.0515 0.1043 0.108 44.07 32.87 1.092 0.911 1.388 0.099 5.970 0.464 0.957
1.75 0.1016 0.5643 10.14 11.80 3.389 1.111 1.623 0.734 5.110 8.607 8.373 1.111 0.0527 0.1001 0.111 43.49 33.16 1.111 0.919 1.389 0.094 5.490 0.485 0.976
2.25 0.1060 0.5830 10.14 12.06 3.474 1.120 1.623 0.733 5.121 8.511 8.300 1.120 0.0534 0.0972 0.104 43.24 33.21 1.120 0.929 1.387 0.083 5.289 0.509 0.986
2.75 0.1131 0.6141 10.14 12.46 3.532 1.123 1.621 0.733 5.134 8.475 8.274 1.123 0.0537 0.0948 0.113 43.15 33.08 1.123 0.942 1.371 0.082 5.157 0.550 0.991
3.25 0.1229 0.6519 10.14 12.88 3.593 1.123 1.618 0.732 5.146 8.470 8.264 1.123 0.0537 0.0932 0.124 43.13 32.93 1.123 0.958 1.351 0.084 5.072 0.596 0.992
3.75 0.1341 0.6849 10.14 13.25 3.679 1.119 1.615 0.732 5.157 8.479 8.261 1.119 0.0536 0.0920 0.134 43.12 32.78 1.119 0.972 1.331 0.088 5.018 0.640 0.991
4.25 0.1489 0.7270 10.13 13.65 3.805 1.112 1.612 0.731 5.167 8.506 8.263 1.112 0.0534 0.0923 0.147 43.12 32.64 1.112 0.988 1.309 0.093 4.959 0.691 0.985
4.75 0.1641 0.7660 10.13 13.98 3.940 1.104 1.609 0.730 5.176 8.538 8.269 1.104 0.0533 0.0928 0.157 43.15 32.52 1.104 1.002 1.289 0.099 4.933 0.733 0.979
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3.5.3.2 Load Case 1 analysis
Looking at Table 3.19, it can be seen that the greatest magnitude of forces on the cable
are experienced at Location 1 at the hango point, and the greatest bend moments at
Location 3. The average force/moment responses with diering signicant wave heights
are plotted in Figures 3.24 and 3.25 for Locations 1 and 3 respectively. From Figure
3.24 it can be seen at the hang o point that there is a general increase in Fx, Fy,
Mx and My with increasing signicant wave height. The tension in the cable at the
hang o point, Fz, remains fairly constant, suggesting that the main contributor to the
tension at Location 1 in the cable is its own weight. The Mz torque varies by generally
decreasing with increasing signicant wave height, however a sharp decrease is observed
at a signicant wave height of 1.25, coinciding with a sharp decrease in Fy at this wave
height.
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(a) Fx (b) Mx
(c) Fy (d) My
(e) Fz (f) Mz
Figure 3.24: Force/moment results for Load Case 1 with varying Hs, at Location 1 (hang o).
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(a) Fx (b) Mx
(c) Fy (d) My
(e) Fz (f) Mz
(g) Location 3 circled
Figure 3.25: Force/moment results for Load Case 1 with varying Hs, at Location 3, identied
in (g).
From Figure 3.25 it is immediately deduced that the magnitude of the forces are
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smaller than those at Location 1, whereas the bend moments are much larger. Again,
peak values are observed at a signicant wave height of 1.25m. Interestingly, at signi-
cant wave heights of 1.25m the surge of the oating platform peaks, resulting in larger
forces and moments at this wave height on the cable at Location 3. Within this global
model the wave heights were prescribed to wind velocities according to Figure 3.9 and
shown in Table 3.2. The rated wind speed of the 5MW wind turbine in the global model
is 10m/s and a wave height of 1.25m corresponds to a wind speed of 10.1m/s at the hub
height, i.e rated wind speed.
The axial force on a wind turbine is dependent on the axial induction factor of the
blade section. As this wind turbine is a pitch regulated turbine, the turbine changes the
pitching of the blades to regulate power output. From cut in wind speed to rated wind
speed the thrust force increases, however after rated wind speed the blades pitch to shed
power to avoid overloading. Therefore after rated wind speed, the thrust force on the
turbine decreases. This maximum thrust force observed at rated wind speed, and conse-
quent wave height of 1.25 metres, causes the oating platform to surge to its maximum.
It is this increase in platform surge which causes the peaks in the corresponding forces
and moments the dynamic cable is subjected to. For instance a greater surge of the
platform causes greater bending at Location 3. These peaks are not as readily observed
at Location 1, as the forces here are dominated by the tension in the cable, which is a
product of the cables weight at the hango point. Figure 3.26 compares the surge for
a wave height of 1.25m to the maximum recorded wave height of 4.75m, at the same
wave period of 7.75s and conrms this maximum surge at 1.25m signicant wave height.
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Figure 3.26: Platform surge at 1.25m wave height compared to 4.75m wave height with Tz of
7.75s
The output force and bend moment time histories of the dynamic cable's responses
at the four locations along its length are now used as inputs to the Local model to
allow for generation of stress time histories across the dynamic cable's insulation cross
section.
3.6 Chapter summary
Within this chapter a global model of a oating oshore wind turbine and platform with
its attached dynamic cable was constructed. The oating platform was that of a ten-
sion leg platform with the NREL 5W reference turbine installed on top. The dynamic
cable was based upon a dynamic cable from a historic oil and gas installation. Four
environmental Load Cases were developed based upon DNVGL-ST-0019 and applied
to the global model. The force and bend moment outputs from the global model at
four points along the dynamic cable's length were extracted. The four points being; the
hang o point at the base of the turbine platform, the beginning of the Lazy-S bend
conguration, the end of the Lazy-S bend conguration and the cable touch down point
on the seabed. These force and moment outputs at each location on the cable were
compared in Section 3.5.3 to determine which environmental load case generates the
greatest forces and moments on the dynamic cable which will be considered for further
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analysis. Load Case 1 was determined to generate the greatest force and bend moments;
Load Case 1 being when the wind and waves are aligned from the same direction, 15◦,
and the current comes from 345◦.
A peak in force and bend moment output was observed at a signicant wave height
of 1.25m. This is explained due to the wind velocity being correlated to signicant
wave height, and a wave height of 1.25m corresponds to the rated wind speed of the
NREL 5MW reference turbine. Here the thrust force on the turbine will be greatest,
causing the platform to surge to its maximum, and a corresponding peak in bend mo-
ment and force experienced by the dynamic cable.
The overall output from the global model chapter which is used moving forward, are
the ten minute time histories of forces and bend moments extracted from each location
on the cable's length during Load Case 1. The forces extracted are the tension and
shear forces the cable experiences, Fz, Fx, and Fy, while the bend moments are Mz,Mx
and My. These serve as inputs to the local model chapter to determine what stress the





This chapter discusses the steps taken to build the local model of the cable cross section
and how the stress responses of the insulation layers were derived.
The local model refers to the nite element analysis model of the cross section of the
dynamic cable. The local model uses the Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My and Mz force response
output from the global model at a chosen location and applies them to the FEA. Apply-
ing the six degrees of freedom allows for calculation of plane and shear stresses across
individual cable components, and can be combined to produce the von Mises stress. The
nal output from the local model is a stress time history of a component of a dynamic
cable's cross section conguration. For this work, the insulation layer is the component
of interest. These stress time histories are then used as inputs for the fatigue and water
tree propagation chapter.
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4.2 Cross section material properties
To complete the nite element analysis of the dynamic cable's cross section, the ma-
terial properties of the cross section need to be known. The materials that constitute
the cross section are the insulation cross linked polyethylene, XLPE, the galvanised
steel wire armouring, the copper conductor, the polyvinyl chloride, PVC, sheaths and
the polyethylene sheaths. All materials within the local model were assumed isotropic.
Table 4.1 gives an overview of the material properties used for this work, while Figure
4.1 illustrates the cross section layout of the dynamic cable modelled.









Copper 8600 1.17 x 1011 0.33 200 x 106
Polyethylene 940 8 x 108 0.46 1 x 107
PVC 1400 3 x 109 0.4 1.5 x 107
Steel 7850 2 x 1011 0.3 4.6 x 108
XLPE 924 3.5 x 109 0.4 1.7 x 107
Figure 4.1: Labelled cross section of the modelled dynamic cable
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4.3 Finite element analysis
A nite element analysis, FEA, of the cable cross section was constructed using ANSYS
Mechanical software. This proved an eective method to determine the interactions
between dierent components of the dynamic cable's cross section. Similar works on
dynamic umbilical cables [116], [117] both used an alternative FEA software called
UFlex2D. This is a custom built software for umbilical cross sections. For this work,
however, ANSYS was used for its ease of coupling with OrcaFlex.
4.3.1 3D cable FEA modelling
A 0.5 metre 3D length of the dynamic cable was built within ANSYS. A length of 0.5m
was chosen as this was the same length as the sections of the lumped mass model of
the cable within the global model. This 3D model consists of two equal lengths of 0.25
metres glued together at their centre. The purpose of this is to allow for a at sur-
face of the cable cross section exactly at its midpoint. Figure 4.2 illustrates these two
equi-length 3D sections of the cable glued together, shown by the two diering colours.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the at cross section that can be achieved using this technique at
the exact midpoint of the 0.5m length. This was done to allow for extraction of results
at the cross section at the exact mid point of the cable length. As this is a 3D model,
and therefore 3D elements are used in the model, the key benet of using the glueing
technique is that it allows for a at surface that can be further rened and modelled in
a 2D sub-model. If this technique is not used then sub modelling on at at 2D surface
at the midpoint would not be achievable.
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Figure 4.2: 3D model of 0.5m length of the
dynamic cable
Figure 4.3: Modelled cross section of the dy-
namic cable
For this 3D model, the helical armouring wire layers and the helical copper cores
have been simplied to thin walled tubes and a solid core respectively. This simpli-
cation is based on work completed by [12], which is based on the assumption that
the armour and core helical wires remain within stick state and do not slide over one
another. It should be noted that the stiness of the cable in the global model was
calculated numerically based on work by Rao [13] and Chen [14], which does account
for the helical structure of the armouring wires, where the helical lay angle was assumed
to be 18◦. For clarity, these stinesses calculated for use in the global model accounting
for the armouring helical structure assumed the cable's armour wires remain in stick
state. Therefore this same assumption of remaining in stick state is carried to the local
model.
The force and bend moment outputs from the global model are applied and solved.
A submodel of this is then created focusing on the cable's at midsection with a much
greater renement of the mesh and with an emphasis on the cable insulation layers.
4.3.2 2D cross section sub model
A 2D sub model of the at surface at the mid point of 0.5m cable length was constructed
within ANSYS. This 2D sub model is a greater rened model with a focus on the insu-
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lation layer, as this is the component of interest of the cable's cross section for this work.
Submodelling uses two separate models, the previous generated 3D model of the ca-
ble 0.5m length segment, and the 2D model of the face of the cable's cross section at its
midpoint. The initial 3D model is used to transform the applied loads from the global
model to local deformations, the sub model in turn then includes the local geometric
details with the more rened mesh density. The sub modelling algorithm then interpo-
lates deformations from the initial 3D model to the sub model's boundaries and solves
for stress states on the sub model. As the sub model includes the geometric details from
the initial 3D model, material properties including stiness are ensured.
4.3.2.1 2D sub model mesh quality
Figure 4.4 shows the mesh renement at the at 2D surface cut at the midpoint of the
FEA model. It can be seen that there is a great renement in the submodel at the
insulation layers of the dynamic cable. Figure 4.5 shows the quality of the elements
generated in the mesh. Here it can be seen that the vast majority of the elements have
a quality of 0.959, with an overall mesh element quality of 0.91395. A mesh element
quality of 0.7-0.95 is considered "very good", with 0.95-1.00 being considered "excellent.
Figure 4.4: Submodel mesh renement of
cross section at cable midpoint
Figure 4.5: Mesh element quality metric
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When Figures 4.4 and 4.5 are combined and the mesh is replotted according to
quality, as shown in Figure 4.6, it can be seen that the majority of the elements of the
insulation layers fall into the "excellent" category. As the insulation layers are the focus
of this work, this mesh and FEA is accepted to be of an appropriate quality.
Figure 4.6: Plot of submodel mesh by element quality
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4.4 Linear superposition
This section explains the work undertaken to complete a linear superposition of the
forces and moments calculated in the global model onto the local mechanical FEA
model. It was initially envisioned that the forces and moments calculated from the
global model would be applied to the FEA of the dynamic cable in a transient dynamic
analysis. This however proved excessively computationally expensive, so a linear su-
perposition of the forces from the global model to the local FEA model was completed
within Matlab.
Mechanical stresses initially modelled by the FEA created in ANSYS were superimposed
to a dynamic model within Matlab. The purpose of this was to allow for calculation
of the stress time histories much more quickly than completing a transient dynamic
analysis within ANSYS. The local model of the cable cross section was created within
ANSYS by having a 0.5m length of cable split into two equal length sections, illustrated
in Figure 4.2 and described in Section 4.3.
The boundary conditions applied were that one end of the cable length was xed in
all degrees of freedom, while the other end had uniform loads applied in six degrees
of freedom individually. Each degree of freedom was applied individually in a static
structural analysis, and the response of the cable or the stress distributions across the
cable's cross section mid point were extracted.
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Figure 4.7: Application of Table 4.2 inputs on cable free end
For each excitation applied the shear and normal stresses were extracted across
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the at 2D cross section at the midpoint. The stress tensor for each applied force
or moment was extracted for every element across the 2D cross section and the cable







Where σxx, σyy and σzz are the calculated normal stresses, and all others are shear
stresses. In some instances in the literature to denote shear stresses, σ is replaced with
τ as illustrated in Figure 4.8. It should be noted that the order of the subscript is
arbitrary and that σxy = σyx as per Equation 4.2. This results in six components of





Figure 4.8: Normal and shear stress components indicated on a single cube element
In the Fx and Fy load cases, when these shear forces are applied at the free end of
the cable as shown in Figure 4.7, they generate a moment at the beam cross section
mid point, i.e an My and Mx. As the local model was a 3D model, but it was desired
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to understand the stresses across the 2D cross section at the cable mid point, these
generated moments need to be accounted for and corrected.
To get the combined eect of the six components of the stress tensor by linear su-
perposition, the stresses induced by the unit forces and moments were added together.
The bend moments induced by the forces applied at the cable free end need to be cor-
rected according to Equation 4.3. For example, the σxx stress at the mid-point is a
function of the stress induced at the midpoint by the Fx force applied at the cable free
end plus the additional stress induced by the bend moment generated by this force.
Note that when the induced moment is clockwise, when looking from the origin to the
force arrow head in Figure 4.7, the moment is positive, whereas if anticlockwise the
moment is negative.
σxx(midpoint) = σxx(Fx)− 0.25σxx(My(Fx))
σyy(midpoint) = σyy(Fy) + 0.25σyy(Mx(Fy))
(4.3)
Where σxx(midpoint) represents the stress at the midpoint, σxx(Fx) represents the
stress generated by the Fx force applied at the cable free end and σxx(My(Fx)) repre-
sents the stress induced by the bend moment generated by this force.
With this correction applied, any of the normal or shear stresses can be investigated at
the midpoint. The von Mises stress is a representation of the eective stress produced
by a combination of the tensile, compression, bending and shear loading, such as in this
case. The von Mises stress criterion provides a viable general value of the distortional
energy stored in an isotropic material before it will begin to fail at a value known as
the yield strength, σy. The von Mises stress, σv, can be used to predict yielding of an
isotropic material which is subjected to complex loadings, such as a dynamic cable. For
this the von Mises stress across the 2D cross section at the midpoint was calculated




0.5[(σxx − σyy)2 + (σyy − σzz)2 + (σzz − σxx)2] + 3(σ2xy + σ2yz + σ2zx) (4.4)
Using Equation 4.4, the von Mises stress for each element was calculated and plotted,
illustrated in Figure 4.9. To deduce if the results of the linear superposition aligned
with what was calculated within ANSYS, a verication was completed where the loads
presented in Table 4.3 were simultaneously applied to the cable free end.








Looking at Figures 4.9 and 4.10, it can be quickly deduced that the distribution of
the von Mises stress across the cross section match.
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Figure 4.9: Matlab linear superposition von Mises stress distribution across cable's cross section
insulation layers
Figure 4.10: ANSYS von Mises stress distribution across cable's cross section insulation layers
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When comparing the calculated stresses, the maximum von Mises stress the Matlab
linear superposition calculates is 1.21MPa, whereas the ANSYS model calculates the
maximum as 1.28MPa. This is an under prediction of 5.5% with an explanation provided
in how the model in ANSYS is constructed using the Boolean operations.
4.4.1 ANSYS Boolean operations
The ANSYS local model was constructed using Boolean operations where the two cable
lengths were "glued" together at their ends to form the overall cable volume as shown in
Figure 4.2 and described in Section 4.3. The benet of this over having one continuous
cable length was that it allowed for a at 2D plane exactly at the mid point, allowing
for extraction of stress results at that face.
When using the Boolean operations within ANSYS, when volumes are glued together
they maintain their individuality, i.e they are not added, and therefore do not share
nodes. They instead are joined using constraint equations and become connected at
their intersection. Figure 4.11 illustrates this for the gluing of two cuboid volumes,
taken from the ANSYS Modeling and Meshing Guide user manual [118].
Figure 4.11: ANSYS Boolean operations glueing two volumes
From Figure 4.11 it can be seen that the two volumes share an area. This shared
area is what serves as the face at the cable length midpoint intersection from which the
stresses are extracted. This sharing of an area, while the two glued volumes maintain
their individuality, results in some interactions that would otherwise not be accounted
for within the linear superposition within Matlab. Figure 4.12 displays the percentage
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dierence between the ANSYS model and the linear superposition across the cable's
insulation layers.
Figure 4.12: % dierence distribution between ANSYS model and linear superposition
From Figure 4.12 it can be seen that there is the same general under prediction
by the linear superposition compared to the ANSYS model. The average % dierence
between the two is an under prediction of 9.6%. The greatest % dierence is a 12.8%
under prediction.
An average percentage dierence of 9.6% has been accepted as reasonable to allow
for use of the linear superposition within Matlab of the dynamic analysis to drastically
reduce computational expense. Further backing this decision is that the overall dis-
tribution spread of the stress in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 match very closely between the
two.
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4.5 Stress response
Using the previously discussed local model by linear superposition, time histories of the
shear and planar stresses experienced by any mesh element of the insulation layers cross
section can be extracted. A stress based approach to fatigue was used as the stresses
exerted upon the cross section are lower than the design yield stresses of the cable in-
sulation material, cross linked polyethylene (XLPE). These shear and planar stresses
were combined to calculate the von Mises stress across the cross section according to
Equation 4.4. The von Mises stress is used as it allows comparison between a three di-
mensional stress condition and an experimentally determined uniaxial stress yield limit.
Figure 4.13 shows example plots at every location of the stress time histories extracted
from the element of the insulation cross section that experienced the greatest von Mises
stress. From the global model the rst thirty seconds of the simulation were discarded
to remove any possible transients.
(a) Location 1 (b) Location 2
(c) Location 3 (d) Location 4
Figure 4.13: Stress time history calculated at Location's 1 to 4 on the cable's insulations cross
section during Load case 1, Hs 4.75m for diering wave periods.
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In Figure 4.13 (a) the stress time histories at the cable hang o point are plotted
for diering wave periods (constant wave height of 4.75m). It can be seen that the time
histories for each wave period follow the same general prole. This is repeated for loca-
tions 2, 3 and 4 and shown in Figure 4.13 (b),(c) and (d) respectively. In (b), (c) and
(d) it can be seen that similar to (a) the dierent wave periods follow the same general
stress prole. In addition these plots allow for the clearer visualisation of the impact
of the platform moving from its stationary position to its equilibrium position for the
applied load case. This is evidenced in the rst 200 seconds of the simulation plots
where the greatest change in stress is shown; i.e the platform moving from stationary
to equilibrium position and thus the induced stress on the cable.
These stress time histories as shown in Figure 4.13 are generated for every element
of the insulation's cross section, on every location identied, for every applied load
case. They are then used as the "mechanical stress" inputs to the fatigue and water
tree propagation chapter.
In Table 4.4 the minimum, mean, and maximum von Mises stress across the cable's
insulation cross section is shown for each of the wave heights recorded at the oshore
site. The wave periods were grouped within their respective wave heights, and the min-
imum, mean, and maximum values shown are of these collective wave periods.
In Table 4.4 it can be seen that with increasing signicant wave height, there is a
general trend of increasing von Mises stress at all of the dierent locations chosen along
the cable's length. The greatest von Mises strengths are consistently calculated at Lo-
cation 3, where the cable experiences the greatest level of bending. The second greatest
stresses are found at Location 1, at the hang o point where the cable experiences the
greatest level of tensions. This is not to suggest that bending the cable produces a
greater stress than applying tension. It is important to consider that the bend mo-
ment outputs from the global model were an order of magnitude larger than the tension
forces, shown in the force output section of Chapter 3. Furthermore, following the spike
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in force output from the global model at a wave height of 1.25m, a spike in the produced
stress is also seen at this wave height. This was due to the waves being correlated to
a wind speed that is the rated wind speed of the oating turbine at this wave height,
and thus the thrust force of the turbine was at its greatest causing the oating platform
to surge. Location 1 at the hang o point, however, does not show this spike; this is
because the surging of the platform would not cause the same level of bending in the
cable at this location, unlike the other locations. Figure 4.14 shows how stress varies
with signicant wave height at each location.





Figure 4.14: Maximum, mean and minimum calculated von Mises stress on the insulation layer
at each location for varying signicant wave heights. Maximum von Mises stress is replotted





Table 4.4: Minimum, mean and maximum calculated von Mises stress (MPa) on the insulation cross section layer at diering locations on the cable





Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 Location 4
min mean max min mean max min mean max min mean max
0.25 0.204 0.010 0.357 0.811 0.022 0.344 0.715 0.116 1.597 3.743 0.002 0.131 0.305
0.75 0.403 0.04 0.360 1.030 0.020 0.356 0.759 0.117 1.605 3.871 0.006 0.148 0.362
1.25 0.224 0.002 0.362 1.086 0.020 0.368 0.795 0.115 1.646 4.017 0.009 0.169 0.404
1.75 0.097 0.002 0.368 1.163 0.020 0.361 0.780 0.116 1.607 3.921 0.006 0.155 0.374
2.25 0.037 0.001 0.376 1.222 0.020 0.357 0.778 0.115 1.602 3.897 0.002 0.149 0.360
2.75 0.019 0.005 0.387 1.328 0.020 0.356 0.780 0.114 1.598 3.891 0.0009 0.146 0.361
3.25 0.009 0.002 0.401 1.434 0.020 0.355 0.782 0.113 1.595 3.887 0.001 0.144 0.365
3.75 0.004 0.002 0.413 1.557 0.020 0.356 0.788 0.113 1.592 3.893 0.001 0.142 0.369
4.25 0.003 0.004 0.426 1.633 0.002 0.356 0.793 0.112 1.590 3.902 0.0004 0.141 0.373
4.75 0.0004 0.005 0.439 1.749 0.002 0.357 0.803 0.113 1.588 3.917 0.0003 0.141 0.382
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4.6 Chapter summary
Within this chapter a local model of the dynamic cable's cross section was constructed.
The local model was a nite element analysis of the cable cross section built using AN-
SYS Mechanical software. This local model was used to allow application of the Fx, Fy,
Fz,Mx,My andMz force/moment response output from the global model to determine
the stress exerted on the insulation layers of the cross section.
To save on computation expense a linear superposition of the FEA local model was
completed within Matlab as opposed to completing a transient dynamic analysis with
ANSYS as described in Section 4.4. Using this model the three planar and three shear
stress time histories were calculated for every element of the insulation layer's cross
section. These six components of the stress tensor were combined to calculate the von
Mises stress time history of every element of the insulation layer's cross section. The
generated von Mises stress time history is then known as the "mechanical stress" as a
result of the marine environment impact on the dynamic cable, and serves as an input






This chapter discusses the work completed to produce a time history of stresses due to
the distortion of the electric eld within the cables XLPE insulation. The propagation of
a water tree across the insulation thickness is examined and the electric eld distortions
modelled and recorded. This distortion is used to determine how the electric eld
changes across the insulation thickness. The electric eld strength at dierent points
along the insulation thickness is converted to a mechanical stress by means of Maxwell
stress calculations. As the Maxwell stress will alternate with the electric eld in an
alternating current, AC, system a sinusoidal shape is used as the basis of the time
history. Dierent stress histories have been plotted to quantify this, depending on how
far along the insulation the water tree has propagated.
5.2 Electric eld modelling
One of the fundamental concepts within electromagnetism is the idea of charge, a physi-
cal property of matter, that can be either positive or negative, and causes that matter to
experience a force when exposed to an electromagnetic eld. Around a point of charge
exists an electric eld. The presence of this electric eld means work is needed to be ap-
plied to either move another point of charge away from, or towards, this point of charge.
This work required to move a point of charge between two points of diering electric
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potential is known as the potential dierence, i.e. the voltage. The moving point of
charge is then known as the current, and a moving current induces a magnetic eld. To
summarise, a charge produces an electric eld, which therefore also produces a poten-
tial dierence. The moving charge is the current, which produces a magnetic eld. It
is important to note these two eld types are not distinct from one another and co-exist.
When the XLPE insulation encompasses the cable core, the surrounding electric eld
distributes evenly as a function of the insulation thickness, assuming the insulation is
perfect and uniform. If the cable core, insulation and surrounding screen is considered
as a capacitor, introducing the dielectric XLPE which has its own relative permittiv-
ity will increase the capacitance. The capacitance can be written as a function of the
dielectric permittivity, the area of plates, or in this case the core outer surface and
the insulation screen surface, and the distance between them, which in this case is the





Where C is the capacitance in Farads, A is the area m2, d is the distance between
them in m, ε0 is the permittivity of a vacuum 8.85x10−12 Fm−1, and εr is the dielectric
constant or the relative permittivity. Further to this the capacitance can be written as





Where Q is the charge in Coulombs, and V is the voltage in Volts.
When considering Coulombs Law, Equation 5.3 shows how electric eld strength





Where E is the electric eld in V m−1 and r is the radius in m.
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The voltage of the core in the model has been set to 66kV. The relative permitivites
of the XLPE insulation and a water tree is shown in Table 5.2 [70, 119, 120]. ANSYS
Maxwell software has been used to create a FEA of the cable core's insulation layer.
The thickness of the insulation layers is the same as what was created during the FEA
for the local model chapter, and meshed accordingly.
5.2.1 ANSYS Maxwell FEA
Meshing of the FEA is dierent within ANSYS Maxwell compared to ANSYS Me-
chanical, previously discussed in Chapter 4. Within Maxwell, meshing is a much more
automatic process that begins with a very coarse mesh, and runs through a renement
convergence study to reach the desired % error between two consecutive convergence
passes.
In this study, a % error between convergence passes was set as 1% with a minimum
number of two passes with an 80% renement between passes. With this the user can
ascertain the mesh quality from the mesh renement study, and should in theory al-
ways be able to get a model which is mesh-independent. Table 5.1 shows that only
one pass was required, however two were completed due to the minimum set require-
ments, increasing the number of elements from 1320400 to 2376788 for a nal % error
of 0.051%.
Table 5.1: Mesh renement pass results
Pass Number of elements % error
1 1320400 0.25491
2 2376788 0.051169
Figure 5.1 shows how the electric eld strength distributes radially across the thick-
ness of the XLPE insulation layer, while Figure 5.2 illustrates graphically the magnitude
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of the electric eld moving further from the core. Figure 5.2 illustrates that the electric
eld seen at the conductor screen side of the insulation is more than double that seen
at the insulation screen side of the XLPE.
Table 5.2: Parameters for electrical eld model
XLPE Water tree Cable core (copper)
Relative permittivity (εr) 2.3 10 1
Conductivity γ (Sm−1) 1 x 10−17 1 x 10−8 9.33 x 106
Figure 5.1: Distribution of the electric eld across a uniform XLPE insulation layer
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Figure 5.2: Magnitude of the electric eld strength across a uniform XLPE insulation
5.2.2 Electric eld distortion
When a water tree grows, it can be thought of as a typical water lled crack within
the homogenous XLPE following a "pearl and chain" propagation structure, "pearl and
chain" referring to a series of ellipsoidal voids connected by a narrow channel crack. Us-
ing the Kinetic Theory of Fracture [96] as a standpoint, where fracture is a process that
a body under stress undergoes whereby interatomic or chemical bonds of the XLPE
polymer are broken causing rupture of the bonds and the polymer chain; successive
ruptures of these bonds lead to the macroscopic failure of the XLPE resulting in the
formation of cracks and micro voids or cavities [96] such as the "pearl and string" ar-
rangement [54]. A FEA model of this ellipsoidal void and string was created with the
sizing of the water tree head void taken from [120] and shown in Table 5.3. Figure 5.3
shows the FEA mesh of the water tree model. Here it can be seen that a renement of
the mesh was generated at the boundary of the water tree, with particular focus on the
tip of the ellipsoidal void. The presence of a water lled water tree within the XLPE
insulation causes distortion of the electric eld as shown in Figure 5.4.
Two dimensional models of the water tree in the XLPE cross section were used for
the simulation of the electric elds. Electric eld lines are perpendicular to equipoten-
tial lines and direct radially outwards from the core to the outer insulation screen for
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a positive core polarity. For a negative polarity the electric eld lines remain perpen-
dicular and radial but direct inwards to the core. Therefore 2D models are accepted as
appropriate for analysis of the electric eld distributions [121]. Further to this, when
modelling the electric eld distribution in the presence of water trees, the water tree is
to be in line with the electric eld. This assumption is made as water trees propagate
parallel to the direction of the electric eld.
Figure 5.3: FEA mesh of a tip of a water tree crack with ellipsoidal head
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Figure 5.4: Electric eld distortion due to presence of the water tree at 1mm length across
XLPE cross section
The presence of the water tree causes distortion of the electric eld distribution
across the cross section of the XLPE insulation. It can be seen that the electric eld
concentrates at the tip of the ellipsoidal micro void or, if considered from a macroscopic
stand point, the tip of the water tree crack, i.e the point closest to the cable core. It
is because of the tip concentration that the mesh was rened at this position in Figure
5.3, to allow for capture of this information. Figure 5.4 shows that this electric eld
concentration at the tip occurs over a distance of a few micrometres, 3µm. Figure 5.5
shows graphically the spike in electric eld strength that occurs at the tip of the water
tree that has propagated 1mm across the insulation thickness. This spike is similar to
[121] where results found a spike in electric eld strength at the tip of water trees.
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Figure 5.5: Electric eld distortion due to presence of the water tree at 1mm length across
XLPE cross section
The spike in electric eld strength is even greater than the electric eld strength
recorded at the conductor screen side closest to the core. This can be explained by
the concentration of the electric eld at this point. When water molecules are present
inside the water tree they act as a conductor within the originally uniform electric eld.
As water is a polar molecule, the charged ends of the dipole move within the ellipsoid
head of the water tree, polarising it until the electric eld lines are perpendicular to the
surface of the water tree tip. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 5.6 where two
example water molecules are shown to have their dipoles aligned with the electric eld
lines and concentrating at the tip of the ellipsoid head.
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Figure 5.6: Polarisation of water lled ellipsoid head within a uniform electric eld [122]
It should be noted that no net electric eld exists within the water tree void itself.
This is because the water molecule dipoles can move freely in response to a moving
electric eld until it is balanced. Like charged ends of the dipole repel until they are
distributed accordingly on the surface of the microvoid and the net electric eld within
the conductor decreases and becomes zero. This can be related to Equation 5.3, where
the net value of Q will be reduced to zero by the movement of the water dipoles. This is
conrmed when Figure 5.4 is replotted but this time including the electric eld within
the water tree. The exact zero cannot be seen due to the plots resolution, but the
obvious decrease is visible with the dark blue colouring, Figure 5.7. It is for this reason
that the decrease in electric eld strength is seen immediately after the spike in Figure
5.5, as this distance is measured through the ellipsoidal head of the water tree and
through its length.
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Figure 5.7: Electric eld strength within the water tree head tip is shown to be zero
5.2.3 Water molecule propulsion
When a conductor is exposed to an electric eld, charged ions within the conductor
repel each other until they are evenly distributed on the conductor's surface. For a
water tree the dipoles of the water molecules align and distribute accordingly on the
surface of the water tree/XLPE boundary, as discussed previously. When the water
molecules are exposed to the electric eld and they distribute on the surface, they are
in fact propelled in micro-jets. For an AC system the water molecules will be rotating
their dipole alignment in accordance with the frequency of the voltage. This will mean
that the water molecules will be constantly rotating and propelling against the XLPE
interface. This propulsion will have an impact force on the XLPE polymer chains. This
propulsion direction alignment may also explain why diering lengths of water trees
have been observed when testing of diering pulse polarities, as depending on the pulse
polarity, it will be the smaller hydrogen or larger oxygen atoms that will be leading
the water micro jet propulsion. Furthermore it may help explain why increasing the
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frequency of the AC system also increases the length of the water trees.
This water molecule micro-jetting and resulting impact force on the XLPE has not
been modelled for this work. It is currently unknown if the increased water tree length
with increasing frequency is a factor of the water micro-jetting or of the generated
Maxwell stress. The magnitude of the eect of the water micro jetting has yet to be
considered, however it is envisioned that it will form part of future works.
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5.3 Electric eld strength at water tree tip
The process of modelling the electric eld strength at the tip of a water tree can be
repeated iteratively for dierent lengths of propagation across the insulation thickness.
This has been repeated from an initial water tree length of 0.5mm to 9.5mm. The
results are plotted in Figure 5.8 and are compared to the electric eld strength across
the insulation where there are no water tree distortions.
Figure 5.8: Electric eld strength at the ellipsoidal tip of the water tree compared to electric
eld strength with no water tree
The peak electric eld strengths are plotted in Figure 5.8 with a power curve tted
to the data. The tted curve is of the equation y = axb + c where a, b and c are -5.42
x107, 0.45 and 1.03 x107 respectively. The R2 value of the curve tted to the data is
0.9988, indicating this t can account for 99.88% of total variation in the data about
the average.
From Figure 5.8 it can be seen that the electric eld at the tip of a water tree is
much larger than what would be experienced if no water tree was present. In fact, a
water tree ellipsoid at 9.5mm from the core would have a peak electric eld strength
already greater than what would be experienced at the conductor screen side of the
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XLPE for an undisturbed cross section of insulation. As previously explained this peak
happens over a very short distance, a few µm, before dissipating to normal undistorted
conditions, seen in Figure 5.7. It is because of this small area that the peak in electric
eld strength, and therefore the water tree itself, cannot currently be detected using
conventional methods. See literature review for current detection methods that try to
detect water trees by forcing them to partial discharge.
At the tip of the water tree the electric eld strength increases as the water tree prop-
agates towards the core, i.e a reducing r from the core. Using Figure 5.8, the electric
eld strength can be written as a function of the radius, r. Equation 5.4 shows the
electric eld strength at the tip of a water tree as a function of the radius.
E = −5.42× 107r0.45 + 1.03× 107 (5.4)
A vertical dashed line at 0.004m from the core has been included in Figure 5.8. This line
indicates when the vented water tree has propagated 60% across the insulation when
growing from the insulator screen towards the core. It is at this point of propagation
that a water tree has been recorded to cause failures of the cable by means of an arc
fault [120]. An arc fault is a high power discharge between two conductors of diering
voltages, i.e the cable core and the water tree tip. Water trees do not partial discharge
like electrical trees, so standard tan delta testing of the cable would not indicate their
presence. At this level of degradation of the cable insulation however tan delta testing
may cause the water tree to accelerate and evolve into an electrical tree, which does
partially discharge. Here corona discharges can occur unless care is taken to limit the
electric eld strength. This 60% propagation length may indicate a limit to the electric
eld strength the XLPE insulation can support.
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5.4 Generating stress time histories
When an AC electric eld is applied a Maxwell force will occur and impose a cyclic
mechanical stress on the XLPE insulation [123, 120]. Under a continually alternating
AC electric eld, and therefore a continually alternating Maxwell stress, fatigue of the
XLPE polymer chains will occur as with any alternating stress of suitable amplitude.
The alternating stress can cause rupture or fracture of a weak point within the XLPE
polymer chain. When these polymer chains rupture they expose the carbonyl and
carboxyl hydrophilic groups at the end of the chain. Therefore when a large number of
chains are broken a region of hydrophilic groups can be formed, drawing water molecules
in and propagating the water tree. It is these carbonyl and carboxyl groups that dye to
allow for the identication of water trees in cable forensic analysis. A useful schematic
of this fatigue process of the polymer chains can be found in [120] and presented in
Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9: Maxwell stress causing fatigue fracture of XLPE polymer chains [120]




(εr − 1)∇E2 (5.5)
Where F represents the Maxwell stress in Pa, ε0 is the permittivity of a vacuum in
Fm−1, εr is the relative permittivity of the dielectric material, XLPE, and E is the
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electric eld strength in Vm−1.
The electric eld strength is a function of the radius from the core r, the angle of eld

















As stated previously a 2D model of the cable cross section has been accepted as
water trees grow in line with the electric eld. Further, the core is assumed uniform
throughout the cable's length so the electric eld would remain uniform as a function
of z along the cable axis.
The direction of the electric eld θ has been shown in Figure 5.1 to be uniform in
all radial directions from the core. Finally Figure 5.1 obeys Coulombs' Law and shows
that the electric eld strength changes as a function of r, the radius distance from the













5.4.1 Maxwell stress and electric eld strength
Once the electric eld strength at the tip of the water tree ellipsoidal head is known,
the Maxwell stress at the water tree head can be calculated using Equation 5.5. For the
geometry presented Figure 5.10 shows how the Maxwell stress at the tip of water tree
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changes with distance from the core, in eect showing the Maxwell stress at the tip for
the length of the water tree ellipsoidal head.
Figure 5.10: Variation of Maxwell stress at the water tree tip across the thickness of the
insulation
From Figure 5.10 it can be seen that as the water tree propagates towards the cable
core, the Maxwell stress experienced at the tip increases. As the water tree reaches
the cable core screen side the Maxwell stress rapidly increases, however it is expected a
water tree would have already caused a cable fault by arcing before it would reach this
length.
As this is an AC system, the electric eld direction will be alternating with the fre-
quency of the system. As the electric eld direction is alternating, so too shall the
Maxwell stress. It is this alternating frequency that generates a time history of the
Maxwell stress. Assuming a frequency of 50 Hertz, and a classic sinusoidal prole for
the voltage, a time history of the alternating Maxwell stress can be calculated. Figure
5.11 shows a plot of this alternating Maxwell stress as a function of the radius distance
the water tree tip is from the cable core.
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Figure 5.11: Time history of the Maxwell stress at diering points along the insulation thickness
From Figure 5.11 it can be seen that with increasing radius distance from the ca-
ble core, the amplitude of the Maxwell stress decreases. It should be noted that the
experienced Maxwell stress at the tip of the water tree ellipsoid head would be these
stress time histories, but also all of the intermediates not plotted as it propagates across
the XLPE insulation thickness. The 50Hz frequency time history will remain constant,
but the amplitude of the Maxwell stress will increase with increasing water tree length.
These results are in agreement with similar simulations conducted by [125] and [120].
5.4.2 Maxwell stress and aspect ratio
Wang [125] showed that varying the aspect ratio of the water tree head greatly impacts
the stress concentration at the tip of the water tree head, i.e. longer and thinner water
trees or "cracks" generate much larger stresses due to greater electric eld concentration
at the tip, similar to a stress concentration factor. Similarly, Salleh [121] showed how the
concentration factor for dierent shaped water trees impacts the electric eld strength.
This result is reproduced in Figure 5.12 [125] where theoretical aspect ratios of water
trees were examined to produce unrealistically large Maxwell stresses. In Wang's work
the average background electric eld strength in the insulation was set to 2MV/m, which
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when looking at Figure 5.1 is the same average background electric eld strength used
here, or approximately the background electric eld strength at a distance of 0.004mm
from the conductor screen in a uniform insulation layer. This is a particular advantage
as it allows comparison of aspect ratio at the radius distance that water tree failure has
been assumed to occur for this work.
Figure 5.12: Increase in stress and electric eld at tips of of spheroidal defects with increasing
aspect ratio [125]
Figure 5.12 illustrates that Maxwell stresses greater than the yield strength (8MPa)
of the XLPE insulation can be generated by the electric eld. However the electric eld
strength required to generate this stress is greater than 1000 kV/mm as shown in Figure
5.12. This electric eld strength is considerably greater than the 22 kV/mm dielectric
strength of the XLPE insulation. Above its electric eld strength the insulation will
have broken down, and electric trees driven by partial discharges would have degraded
the insulation. Therefore the electric eld strength of the XLPE serves as the limiting
factor for the maximum Maxwell stress which can be generated at the tip of the water
tree. Using Figure 5.12 the electric eld strength can be written as a function of aspect
ratio:
E = 0.008R3.4a (5.8)
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Where Ra is the aspect ratio of the water tree head. Using the electric eld strength
of the XLPE as a limitation the maximum aspect ratio at the tip of a water tree, at
a length assumed to cause insulation failure, is 2.3. From the dimensions laid out in
Table 5.3, the aspect ratio of the water tree heads used to model electric eld distortions
for this work is 2. This conrms that the assumed failures at this length are due to
water treeing and not due to exceeding the break down strength of the XLPE leading
to partial discharge and electrical treeing.
This work illustrates that the cyclic Maxwell stress at the tip of the water tree is
not only a function of distance from core, i.e the water tree length, but also the head's
shape. The theoretical maximum cycling Maxwell Stress at the water tree tip, accord-
ing to Equation 5.7, at any length of water tree is plotted in Figure 5.13, where the
distorted electric eld strength is 22kV/mm.
Figure 5.13: Maximum cyclic Maxwell stress at the tip of a water tree
This theoretical maximum of 4.9kPa matches Wang's [125], who predicts a maximum
stress of 4.6kPa for an aspect ratio of 2.3 according to Figure 5.12. Figure 5.14 shows
how the Maxwell stress at the water tree head for a water tree 4mm from the cable core
varies with diering aspect ratios.
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Figure 5.14: Maximum cyclic Maxwell stress at the tip of a water tree
Figure 5.14 shows that varying the aspect ratio of the water tree head can have a
signicant impact on the resulting Maxwell stress. Furthermore this aspect ratio of the
water tree can of course change during the lifetime of the water tree as it propagates.
With this changing aspect ratio it is therefore possible that a maximum Maxwell stress
can be experienced at any length of the water tree, depending on its aspect ratio. This
most conservative case is what is shown in Figure 5.13, where the Maxwell stress is con-
stantly at its maximum, regardless of water tree length, and limited only by the XLPE
electrical breakdown strength. In contrast Figure 5.11 illustrates Maxwell stress for a
constant aspect ratio of 2, and varying by the tips distance from the cable core. Moving
forward this work will assume an aspect ratio of water tree head of 2, but will also in-
clude a case of the most conservative maximum Maxwell stress for comparison purposes.
This Maxwell stress is an additional stress that will act at the tip of the water tree
as it propagates in the direction of the electric eld. This stress time history due to
the distorted electric eld, is added to the previously calculated mechanical stresses
across the insulation cross section due to the dynamics of the cable in response to the
environment it is installed in. The next chapter discusses how these two stress types
can be combined to produce an estimate for the propagation time of water trees, and
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thus a fatigue life estimate of the dynamic cable.
5.5 Chapter summary
This chapter described the work completed to produce a time history of stresses due
to the distortion of the electric eld within the XLPE cable insulation layer. A nite
element model of the insulation layer's cross section was built using ANSYS Maxwell
software. An iterative approach was taken to calculate the distortion of the electric
eld at the tip of a water tree head for varying lengths of water tree. This electric eld
distortion was then converted to a Maxwell stress by means of Maxwell equations. The
electric eld distortion, and thus Maxwell stress, was shown to peak at the water tree
head and to increase in magnitude with increasing water tree length, i.e. when the tip
of the water tree is closer to the dynamic cable's core. This Maxwell stress was shown
to be considerably smaller than the previously calculated mechanical stress, but acts
over a much more concentrated area at the water tree head. The Maxwell stress follows
the same sinusoidal shape and frequency of the operating voltage.
The aspect ratio of the water tree head was shown to act as a stress concentrator and
can produce large electric eld distortions, limited by the dielectric breakdown strength
of the XLPE insulation, 22MV/m. The Maxwell stress was shown to vary with varying
water tree head aspect ratios and a theoretical maximum Maxwell stress based on this
is provided.
The outputs of the electric eld model are the Maxwell stress time histories at the
tip of the water tree head. Two scenarios are considered moving forward to Chapter 6;
one where the aspect ratio of the water tree head is a constant value of 2 and secondly,
the more conservative theoretical maximum Maxwell stress at the tip of the water tree
head. This Maxwell stress time history is in addition to the previously calculated me-
chanical stress time history and is used as an input to Chapter 6 to determine the water
tree propagation.
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Chapter 6
Fatigue and water tree propagation
6.1 Chapter introduction
This chapter discusses the work completed to model the propagation of a water tree
and the subsequent fatigue life of a dynamic cable. An initial assessment of the cable
insulation's fatigue life was completed using classic damage accumulation by means of
the Palmgren-Miners rule. This analysis focused solely on the mechanical stress as an
aggressor for the accumulated damage.
The mechanical stress time history generated as a result of the work completed in
Chapter 4, and the Maxwell stress time history completed in Chapter 5, were com-
bined. This combined stress time history is applied to a Paris Law crack propagation
model. Paris Law coecients have been selected from literature, and the propagation
of the water tree as a water lled crack has been modelled.
Finally, the water tree propagation was considered on a microscale, with XLPEmonomer
chemical bond breaking due to the Maxwell stress serving as the water tree propagation
mechanism. The time required for the water tree to propagate to a length of potential
failure is used as a new estimate of fatigue life of a dynamic cable.
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6.2 Damage accumulation
In Chapter 3 the load cases giving rise to the damage of the dynamic cable were anal-
ysed, with the outcome being the selection of an environmental load case for analysis,
Load Case 1. Following this in Chapter 4 the resulting dynamic mechanical stress time
histories were extracted from the cable's cross section at dierent locations along the
dynamic cable's length. The extracted stress time histories were in six degrees of free-
dom and combined to produce a time history of eective von Mises stress, σv.
A number of cycles of diering amplitudes were accounted for and included in the
overall accumulated fatigue damage of the XLPE insulation, by means of a rainow
counting procedure. Rainow counting is a technique that allows for the counting of
all stress cycles within a variable amplitude stress loading time history. For this work
an algorithm was adapted based on the work completed by [126], allowing for stress
time histories such as that displayed in Figure 6.1 to be processed, where the output is
the range of each stress cycle and its corresponding mean stress value. Having a stress
amplitude (half of the range) then allows for the use of the SN curve, shown in Figure
6.2, to deduce the number of cycles to fatigue failure. Finally the number of stress cycles
in the time history are counted and Equation 6.1 is used to deduce the accumulated
damage.
(a) von Mises stress (b) Rainow count
Figure 6.1: An example von Mises stress and corresponding rainow count for a cross sectional
element during Load Case 1, Hs 4.75m Tz 7.75s at Location 1
Accumulated fatigue damage was calculated using the Palmgren-Miner linear dam-
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Where for k dierent stress levels and the average number of cycles to failure at the
ith stress Si, Ni is the total number of cycles of Si to failure and ni is the number of
cycles of Si that occur. No fatigue damage limit has been included for this work, and
therefore all fatigue ranges contribute to the damage.
6.2.1 Goodman correction
Fatigue is not only a consideration of the amplitude of the cyclic stress, but the mean
stress in that cycle also plays a role on the fatigue behaviour. Goodman's correction
allows for incorporating the mean stress into the analysis according to Equation 6.2
as explained in the literature review. The Goodman correction calculates an eective
alternating stress, accounting for this mean stress, allowing for use of an SN-curve with
a xed stress ratio of -1. The eective stress σeff is calculated and used to read from








The extracted stress time history can be used to determine the fatigue damage on the
dynamic cable's insulation. An example of readily available information on fatigue
behaviour of XLPE in terms of the applied cyclic stress and the number of cycles to
failure is an S-N curve graph. An S-N curve for XLPE has been found from literature in
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[125] and is reproduced in Figure 6.2. This S-N curve has a stress ratio, R, of 0.1, where





Where σmax is the maximum stress in Pa and σmin is the minimum stress applied in Pa.
SN curves are commonly plotted for a constant specic R value. Using Equation 6.3
and the amplitude ratio allows converting of SN curves plotted in one form to another.





Where σa is the stress amplitude in Pa of a cycle, and σm is the mean stress applied in
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Figure 6.2: SN-curve for XLPE in air at 5Hz with R = 0.1
[125]
The SN curve shown in Figure 6.2 is converted to that of an R value of -1 using
Equations 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.2 and extended to a long number of fatigue cycles of 1x108
is replotted in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Semi log scale replotting of Figure 6.2 with extended fatigue cycles, and diering
R values shown
This SN curve and the mechanical stress time histories generated in Chapter 4,
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corrected to account for the mean stress using Goodmans, are used to deduce the
accumulated fatigue damage using Equation 6.1 on the elements of the insulation cross
section.
6.2.3 Accumulated damage cross section distribution
Using the methods described in the previous sections, the accumulated damage across
the insulation's cross section due to mechanical stress has been calculated. In Figures
6.4 to 6.7 the accumulated fatigue damage is calculated for each element of the insulation
cross section and plotted for each of the investigated locations along the cable length.
(a) Log Scale (b) Most damaged
Figure 6.4: Accumulated fatigue damage across the insulation cross section at Location 1. a)
displays the logscale damage for visualisation, while b) highlights the most damaged element
locations (non log), for a sea state of Hs 4.75m and Tz 7.75s.
(a) Log Scale (b) Most damaged
Figure 6.5: Accumulated fatigue damage across the insulation cross section at Location 2. a)
displays the logscale damage for visualisation, while b) highlights the most damaged element
locations (non log), for a sea state of Hs 4.75m and Tz 7.75s.
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(a) Log Scale (b) Most damaged
Figure 6.6: Accumulated fatigue damage across the insulation cross section at Location 3. a)
displays the logscale damage for visualisation, while b) highlights the most damaged element
locations (non log), for a sea state of Hs 4.75m and Tz 7.75s.
(a) Log Scale (b) Most damaged
Figure 6.7: Accumulated fatigue damage across the insulation cross section at Location 4. a)
displays the logscale damage for visualisation, while b) highlights the most damaged element
locations (non log), for a sea state of Hs 4.75m and Tz 7.75s.
From Figures 6.4 to 6.7 it can be seen that the accumulated fatigue damage is great-
est at Locations 1 and 3. This corresponds to the hang o point where the axial tension
is greatest, and a point of the lazy wave conguration where the cable is most bent,
see Figure 6.8. In both instances it is seen that the most damaged elements are at the
external edges of the insulation layer. These locations of most accumulated damage will
serve as initiation points of the vented water treeing. In all instances it can be seen that
the accumulated fatigue damage is very small, even after the expected life span of a
dynamic cable of 25 years. Table 6.1 shows the accumulated damage on the insulation
layers after one year at each location, accounting for the % occurrence of each wave
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condition.
From this, the locations of greatest risk of failure on the cable length are identied.
Furthermore it shows that the most damaged areas of the insulation cross section are
the outside edges. This is of importance as it allows for the assumption that water tree
growth will initiate here, i.e. vented water trees that grow towards the core. Further
analysis on the estimated fatigue lifetimes of the cable insulation layers for these two
most damaged locations, Locations 1 and 3, on the cable follows.







Figure 6.8: Accumulated damage distributions at each location on the dynamic cables length
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6.2.4 Fatigue life assessment
In this section the fatigue life, in years, of the cables insulation layers at Locations 1 and
3, due to the mechanical stress caused by the dierent environmental wave conditions
at the site, is investigated. Figure 6.9 shows the accumulated fatigue and corresponding
lifetime estimate at Location 1 for both the steady wave condition and then adjusted for
the probability of that wave condition occurring, based on Figure 3.3. This is repeated
for Location 3 in Figure 6.10.
(a) Accumulated damage (b) Fatigue lifetime estimate
(c) Adjusted accumulated damage (d) Adjusted fatigue lifetime estimate
Figure 6.9: Spectrum of accumulated fatigue damage on the cable's insulation cross section for
diering wave conditions (a), and corresponding fatigue lifetime estimates (b) at Location 1. (c)
shows the adjusted accumulated fatigue damage when the probability of each wave condition
occurring is included, while (d) shows the adjusted fatigue lifetime estimates.
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(a) Accumulated damage (b) Fatigue lifetime estimate
(c) Adjusted accumulated damage (d) Adjusted fatigue lifetime estimate
Figure 6.10: Spectrum of accumulated fatigue damage on the cable's insulation cross section for
diering wave conditions (a), and corresponding fatigue lifetime estimates (b) at Location 3. (c)
shows the adjusted accumulated fatigue damage when the probability of each wave condition
occurring is included, while (d) shows the adjusted fatigue lifetime estimates.
Looking at Figure 6.9 it can be seen that the damage on the cable's insulation at
Location 1 increases with increasing wave height and period. This is because at this
location the forces and moments the cable is subjected to are governed by the surge and
sway of the oating platform, so whether the platform moves in positive X or negative
Y, it will increase the tension on the cable at the hang o point. For clarity, positive
X is taken as South (180◦) and positive Y is East (90◦) in Figure 3.13. The damage at
Location 1 is governed by the tension in the cable, which is a factor of the cables weight.
Looking at Figure 6.10 it can be seen that the greatest damages occur with waves
having a height of 1.25m. The damage at Location 3 is dominated by the level of the
bending of the cable. As previously explained this is due to the wave heights being
related to wind speed, and at this wave height the wind speed is at the rated speed of
the wind turbine. At this wave height the platform surge is greatest, which causes the
greatest level of bending of the cable at Location 3, and therefore the greatest level of
damage.
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For both locations it's immediately apparent from the results that the insulation will
not fail within the lifetime of the cable, giving way to the extremely large fatigue life-
times.
At Location 1 on the cable length the fatigue life is calculated as 7x1011 years, whereas
Location 3 is calculated as 1x1012 years. One concern with this is that the mechanism
of water treeing can be thought of as similar to a crack propagation. The water tree, or
crack, only needs to propagate 60% of the insulation thickness to cause an arc fault and
ultimate failure of the dynamic cable. In using the Palmgren-Miners rule which utilises
an SN curve, cracks and crazes within the XLPE insulation would not be recorded as a
failure; it would only be recorded as a failure when the XLPE sample broke. Therefore
while these results show that the insulation would not fail within the operational life of
the dynamic cable, using the denition of an SN curve failure, it does not account for
cracks and crazes forming within the insulation. This suggests that typical fatigue life
estimate techniques would not suce for the measurement of a dynamic cable's insula-
tion fatigue lifetime. For this reason, a crack propagation method has been investigated
to calculate the lifetime required for a crack to propagate across the insulation thickness.
The areas of greatest accumulated damage calculated using Palmgren-Miners rule are
assumed to serve as the initiation points of the crack, or water tree. The mechanical
stress time histories extracted from these most damaged locations are used as the stress
time histories to propagate the water tree as a fracture of the XLPE insulation.
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6.3 Paris law
Paris Law is a fatigue crack growth fracture mechanic method which describes the
relationship between cyclic crack growth rate dadN and stress intensity range ∆K. Details





Where C and m are Paris Law constants for the material in question.
The Paris Law constants C and m can only be determined experimentally. For this
work the coecients are taken from the plots produced by Pruitt [44] (see literature
review) where fatigue crack propagation in hip and knee replacements made of XLPE
material are a particular issue. Pruitt also showed that an increased level of cross link-
ing in XLPE makes the material more brittle, reducing its fracture toughness, making








Table 6.2: Paris law constants reproduced from [44]
6.3.1 Contribution of mechanical and Maxwell stresses
In Chapter 4 the planar and shear mechanical stresses calculated were combined to
produce the von Mises stress across the elements of the dynamic cable's cross section.
This calculation allows for the simplication of a multi-axial fatigue problem into one
where a single stress can be used to determine if the XLPE insulation will yield or
fracture. The von Mises stress is used as it holds valid for ductile materials, which the
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XLPE insulation is, as opposed to the Maximum principal stress theory which is valid
for brittle materials. A further simplication that is necessary is to therefore assume a
directionality that the von Mises stress acts, so as the fracture mode can be determined.
This work aims to model the propagation of a water tree across the insulation thickness,
so the crack opening mode, i.e. Mode-I is assumed for the mechanical von Mises stress.
In Chapter 5 the electric eld strength distortions in the presence of a water tree across
the XLPE insulation thickness was modelled. The Electrostatic pressure was converted
to a Maxwell stress that acts at the surface tip of the water tree. This stress acts parallel
to the electric eld, so in this case would cause fracture of the XLPE by Mode-II.
6.3.2 Combining mechanical and Maxwell stresses
To combine the mechanical stress induced by the installed environment, and the Maxwell
stress from the electric eld distortions, the stress intensity factors for each individual
stress can be calculated and combined. Traditionally, to use Equation 6.6 an equivalent
combined stress intensity factor at the water tree tip is calculated. The equivalent stress








Where KI is the stress intensity factor calculated from the stress ranges imposed by
the mechanical loading and KII is the stress intensity factor calculated from the stress
ranges imposed by the Maxwell stress. With the eective stress intensity factor calcu-
lated from the combined mechanical and Maxwell stresses the fatigue crack propagation
can be deduced.
However, in Table 6.2 the value for ∆Kthreshold is taken from literature as 0.69 MPa
√
m. which only holds for Mode-I fracture. Work completed by Campbell and Ritchie
[127], on mixed Mode-I and Mode-II fracture, found that for large cracks compared to
microstructural dimensions, the pure Mode-I threshold when dened in terms of strain
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energy release rate, ∆Gthreshold, is a conservative, lower -bound estimate of the mixed








Where E′ is Young's modulus for plane stress, or for plane strain, E′ = E/(1−ν) where
ν is the Poisson's ratio.
Campbell and Ritchie conclude that for "continuum sized" cracks, i.e. large when
compared to microstructural dimensions, pure Mode I threshold, dened in terms of
∆G, is appropriate for mixed mode fatigue-crack growth threshold. Therefore using





Therefore, the ∆Kthreshold value of 0.69 MPa
√
m, is used as the equivalent stress in-
tensity factor threshold for this work. To allow for this assumption, the initial crack that
needs to be present to rstly distort the electric eld is assumed to be of an appropriate
length to ensure the crack is propagating within the Paris regime. It is assumed this
length is larger than the microstructure dimensions, so Equation 6.9 may be utilised.
Four diering lengths of initial crack length are assumed for this work; 0.5mm, 1mm,
1.5mm and 2mm.
Furthermore, the frequencies of the mechanical stresses, contributing to Mode I fracture,
and the Maxwell stresses contributing to Mode II fracture, dier. The frequency of the
mechanical stresses are related to the environment the oating oshore wind platform
is installed in, for example the wave periods. The Maxwell stresses are denoted by the
electric eld frequency. To address this, a simplication is made where a set time period
of ten minutes is selected. During this time the stresses are treated individually and
the water tree propagation for each scenario is calculated and summed together. This
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propagation with both stresses is added to update the initial crack length before the
next ten minute iteration begins. It should be noted that the stress intensity factor
threshold for both was the ∆Keq,threshold value denoted by Equation 6.9.
6.3.3 Stress intensity factor order
A key considering with crack propagation is that the stress intensity factor at the tip of
the crack is a factor of the applied stress and the length of the crack itself, meaning that
the same externally applied stress can produce a dierent intensity factor for dierent
crack lengths. The stress time history will be split into its cycle ranges and cycle means
post rainow counting, this is of concern as they will no longer be in the order that
they appear in the model. However an important property of stress intensity factors
is that they are additive, meaning that the stress intensity factor for a complex stress
time history can be derived from the addition of each cycle individually. To illustrate
this, three test examples of 5 individual stress intensity factors in dierent orders are
outlined in Table 6.3. The crack propagation for each test order is shown in Figure 6.11,
where it is conrmed that at the end of each test the crack propagates to the same nal
length.
Table 6.3: Dierent test orders of stress intensity factors
∆K(MPa
√
m) Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
∆K1 0.1 0.1 0.5
∆K2 0.3 0.2 0.4
∆K3 0.4 0.3 0.3
∆K4 0.5 0.4 0.2
∆K5 0.2 0.5 0.1
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Figure 6.11: Crack propagation for each stress intensity factor stress order
6.3.4 Water tree propagation
The most damaging wave condition at Location 1 can be identied from Figure 6.9,
which is a Hs of 4.75m and a Tz of 7.75s; for Location 3 Figure 6.10 is used to show a
Hs of 1.25m and a Tz of 7.75s is the most damaging. Using this stress time history gen-
erated by the most damaging environment, and the maximum possible Maxwell stress
time history illustrated in Figure 5.10, the rate of crack propagation dadN is calculated
by the steps laid out in Section 6.3.2 and Equation 6.6
When using Paris Law it is necessary to assume an initial crack length to ensure that
the crack is outside of the initiation phase of crack growth and is propagating within
the Paris Law regime. For this work an initial crack or "defect" length is assumed
to vary from 0.5mm to 2mm. From the stress time history extracted from the most
damaging wave conditions described above, the largest observed ∆σ is 1.6MPa. Us-
ing the equations that dadN = C∆K
m = C(Y∆σ
√
πa)m, the largest ∆K that can be
produced is 0.14 MPa
√
m, assuming a Y value of 1.12 and an initial defect length,
a, of 2mm. This ∆K value is below the assumed ∆Kthreshold value of 0.69 MPa
√
m.
This means that the maximum ∆K value that can be produced is not large enough to
propagate the water tree crack as it is below the minimum threshold value. In fact,
continuing with the 1.6MPa ∆σ value the initial defect crack length would need to be
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47mm, also known as the critical crack length. As the maximum ∆σ value obtained for
the Maxwell stresses is considerably smaller than the value obtained for the mechan-
ical stresses, only the mechanical stresses are included in the above example calculation.
This result suggests that a water tree would not propagate, even with an initial de-
fect length of 2mm. This does not match what is found both in eld lifetime of power
cables [11], and experimental analysis of the degradation of the XLPE insulation with
respect to water tree growth [81], [128]. In these examples water trees are shown to
grow parallel to electric eld lines, and to propagate in static conditions i.e when only
electrical eld distortion induced stresses are present. These results do not reect the
governance of the electric eld on water tree propagation. Possible reasoning for this is
that the Maxwell stresses are not far eld stresses as applied in Paris Law, but instead
act locally at the water tree tip. Furthermore, the magnitude of the Maxwell stresses are
not large enough to propagate a crack or fatigue the XLPE by traditional macroscale
means, indicating that the action of the water tree propagation is a microscale issue
of the Maxwell stresses acting at the molecular polymer level, and that a macroscopic
approach using Paris Law is not applicable. This presumption is explored further in the
following section.
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6.4 Energy accumulation at tip of water tree
Water tree propagation in the XLPE insulation can be thought of in terms of the ki-
netic theory of fracture, where the beginnings of the polymer fracture process is the
breaking of the chemical or the interatomic bonds. With a consequent number of bonds
breaking, a monomer within the XLPE polymer chain will break, causing rupture of
the polymer chain. This consecutive rupturing of the polymer chains is how the water
tree propagates.
Tao [120] proposed that each rupture of a polymer monomer requires the accumula-
tion of many stress cycles, where one stress cycle is considered as one accumulation of
energy. After N cycles of energy, the accumulated energy at the tip of the water tree
exceeds the yield stength of the XLPE and a molecular chain is fractured. This energy
accumulation is shown in Equation 6.10:
0.5V0ε0∇ (εr − 1)E2 > σyieldV0 (6.10)
Where V0 is the volume of XLPE the energy delivered by the cyclic Maxwell stress is
accumulating, and σyield is the yield stress of the XLPE (8MPa).
6.4.1 Polymer monomer bond breaking
To break a monomer within the polymer chain lying across the path of the crack, the
energy supplied will need to exceed the yield strength of the material, or alternatively
can be thought of as the energy needed to break the chemical bonds. This is similar to
the work completed by Lake and Thomas [97], where the energy required to propagate a
crack is the energy per unit area required to produce a new surface, similarly calculated
from the strength of the chemical bonds of the monomer, neglecting secondary forces.
This energy required for new surface, T0, remains relatively constant, suggesting it
is a property of the primary bond strength. T0 however is considerably larger than
the average disassociation energy of the C-C bonds within a polymer monomer. For
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example, T0 for the polymer isoprene is 50Jm−2, whereas the average C-C bond disas-
sociation energy is 5x10−15Jm−2, and if the average cross sectional area of a monomer
unit is 2.5x10−19 m2, calculating T0 on this basis produces a considerably smaller value
of 2Jm−2.
The reason for this discrepancy is based around the mechanical structure and cross
linking of the polymer chains. Forces the polymer is subjected to, or energy, are trans-
mitted via the cross links, so to mechanically break a particular bond all the bonds
within a particular polymer chain need to be subjected to this breaking force. If the
energy required to break one monomer unit (which contains several bonds) is taken as
Emonomer and in the polymer chain are n monomers, then the energy required to frac-
ture the chain will be approximately nEmonomer, noting that only one monomer unit
will be broken, thus propagating the crack, or water tree, one monomer length. The
kinetic diameter of an ethylene monomer is taken as 390pm. The dierences between
isoprene and ethylene coming from their diering chemical structure, isoprene having a
C=C double bond in its repeating unit shortening the C-H bonds and the C-C bond,
while also having more carbon atoms in the monomer backbone. Figure 6.12 shows the
two chemical structures for comparison.
(a) Polyethylene (b) Isoprene
Figure 6.12: Chemical structure of polyethylene compared to polyisoprene
With this information considering crack propagation in terms of bond breaking
energy requirements, Equation 6.10 can be used to estimate the energy needed to break
one monomer of the XLPE insulation. After breaking a single monomer, the crack will
propagate one monomer diameter, which for polyethylene is taken as 390pm.
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6.4.1.1 Water tree propagation and fatigue life estimation
To consider the water tree propagating with regards to the Maxwell stresses as a mi-
croscale application, some information is needed to allow for use of Equation 6.10, shown
in Table 6.4. The water tree growth is considered in ten minute lengths to match the
time length of the mechanical stresses produced from the Local model. The Maxwell
and mechanical stress time histories have dierent frequencies, so the water tree growth
per ten minutes is calculated for both, these propagations are summed, and added to
the water tree length for calculation of the next ten minutes, and repeated. The far
eld mechanical stresses propagation of the water tree remains calculated by Paris Law.
Table 6.4: Table of information for calculation of energy accumulation for a ten minute duration
by the Maxwell Stress at water tree tip.
Variable Value
Frequency 50 Hz
Stress cycles per 10 min 30000
Maxwell stress cycle amplitude 4.93 kPa
Monomer diameter 390 pm
No. monomers broke per 10 min 18
Water tree propagation per 10 min 7.02 nm
When the Maxwell stresses are considered as a microscale application of monomer
bond breaking, the water tree propagates more readily. Furthermore the increasing
crack length, a, allows for greater stress intensity factors to be calculated by the me-
chanical stresses, further accelerating the propagation. Figure 6.13 shows the water tree
propagation for the combined mechanical and electrical stress for multiple initial defect
size scenarios. As expected, a larger initial defect size results in a shorter time for a
water tree to propagate to a cable failure length.
Figure 6.14 shows water tree propagation for combined mechanical and electrical stress,
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assuming a constant water tree head aspect ratio of 2. Again it can be seen here that
a larger initial defect size results in a quicker rate of water tree propagation.
Figure 6.13: Water tree length at Location 1, after years operation in Load case 1, Hs 4.75m
and Tz 7.75s with most damaging Maxwell stress applied, for varying initial defect sizes.
Figure 6.14: Water tree length at Location 1, after years operation in Load case 1, Hs 4.75m
and Tz 7.75s with Maxwell stress applied for a constant water tree head aspect ratio of 2.
As can be seen from both Figures 6.13 and 6.14 when compared to the previous
water tree propagation results by Paris Law, the water tree propagation is dominated
by the monomer rupturing by the microscale Maxwell stress. The microscale monomer
rupturing model predicts failure of the cable in 11 years in the maximum Maxwell stress
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case, or 19 years in the constant aspect ratio case. This shows that the water tree prop-
agation is dominated by the distortion of the electric eld. This can oer an explanation
as to why water trees grow parallel to the electric eld lines, as they are driven by it.
The dynamic mechanical stresses have been shown to have minimal impact on the
propagation of vented water trees growing from the insulation screen, matching experi-
mental work conducted by Ilstad et al. [129]. It should noted however that Ilstad found
that mechanical stresses did increase the number of vented water trees growing from
the conductor screen, but had minimal impact on their length. Vented trees growing
from the conductor screen are not considered in this work as they are thought of as self
limiting as they propagate away from the core, and therefore unlikely to grow to cause
an arc fault. Finally, this work conrms that after a water tree is initiated by means
of a defect, or initial crack within the XLPE, the water tree will propagate at a rate
predominantly determined by the local electric eld at its tip.
An explanation as to why the mechanical stresses have minimal impact is oered in
how they are applied to the XLPE. Within Paris Law the mechanical stresses are ap-
plied as far eld stresses on the macroscale, and the stress intensity factor at the water
tree tip is calculated ∆K. However this far eld stress will be acting upon a much
greater number of polymer chains. As the polymer chains in XLPE are linked by the
cross linking this allows for transferring of the stress, and to accumulate the energy to
break one monomer, all the monomers in this much larger area need to be subjected
to this breaking force, therefore a much greater quantity of energy is required. The
stresses induced by the electric eld distortion are instead applied on a microscale, as
the entire area the electric eld distortion acts upon is approximately 3µm, and applied
at the water tree tip. The electric eld distortion has been shown to be a property of
the distance the water tree tip is from the dynamic cable's core, and the aspect ratio
of the water tree. To lean on the side of conservatism the maximum induced Maxwell
stress acting on the water tree tip is chosen to determine the fatigue life of the dynamic
cable's insulation, however it is likely that the true fatigue lifetime would exist above
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this limit. Further to this it has been assumed that all of the energy per Maxwell stress
cycle is accumulated at the water tree tip, for both constant aspect ratio and maximum
Maxwell stress cases. In practise this would not be the case as there would be some
dissipation of the energy, for example the semi-crystalline structure of the XLPE would
allow dissipation of the energy along its crystal edges. Therefore this assumption of
100% energy accumulation would over predict the rate of the water tree propagation.
However, this work did not include the thermal impacts on water tree propagation, nor
the impact of the force on a water droplet in an electric eld, i.e micro water jetting,
both of which would accelerate water tree propagation, so assuming no energy dissipa-
tion is thought of as a means to balance this.
While the mechanical stresses have been shown to have limited impact on the prop-
agation of water trees, this work has still assumed that the areas of highest mechanical
stress would serve as initiation point for water treeing. Furthermore the mechanical
stress calculation work can serve as a starting point for other components of the cable's
cross section where mechanical stress is of a greater concern, for example the armouring
wires and the screens.
Finally, Figure 6.15 compares the time in years for the water tree to propagate to
a length to cause failure for two scenarios; the combined mechanical and maximum
Maxwell stress driven water tree propagation, and the combined mechanical and Maxwell











Figure 6.15: Comparison of water tree length at Location 1, after years operation in Load case 1, Hs 4.75m and Tz 7.75s with most damaging Maxwell
stress applied or constant aspect ratio induced Maxwell stress applied for varying initial defect sizes.
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6.4.2 Comparison of water tree propagation model to experimental
data case study
The result of the water tree propagation model discussed has been compared to exper-
imental data previously presented within literature. As an example, Figure 6.16 shows
the experimental set up by Sun et al. [128], to determine the growth of water trees
within XLPE of diering concentrations of water tree retardant chemicals. This work
has focused on non water tree retardant XLPE, and so the results of the sample with
0% retardant shall be compared accordingly. Table 6.5 shows the testing conditions
to complete the model comparison. It should be noted there are no dynamic stresses
applied in this experiment and so water tree propagation was a product solely of the
electric eld distortion.
Figure 6.16: Experimental schematic of the water knife electrode system, reproduced from [128]
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Table 6.5: Table of experimental conditions
Variable Value
Frequency 3 kHz
Duration of test 7 days
Applied voltage 4 kV
XLPE sample thickness 2mm
Blade defect size 40mm x 0.03mm
The electric eld distortion within the XLPE has been modelled and the peak in
electric eld strength at the tip of the blade defect is shown in Figure 6.17. The aspect
ratio of the water tree, or the shape of the water tree head, will also have an impact
on the electric eld distortion [125] [121], for this the electric eld strength will vary
between the peak shown in Figure 6.17 of 1.5MV/m and the maximum of 22 MV/m.
To match the conservatism of the model the maximum value has been chosen, and thus
the corresponding maximum Maxwell stress. Table 6.6 compares the results from the
experimental and those predicted by the model.
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Figure 6.17: Electric eld strength distortion due to blade defect, peak shown at blade defect
edge face of 1.5MV/m.
Table 6.6: Comparison of experimental water tree length and model water tree length.
Source Water tree length µm Percentage dierence
Experimental [128] 316
Model assuming 100% energy accumulation 436 +38%
Model assuming 80% energy accumulation 349 +10%
As expected the model over predicts the propagation of water tree length by 38%.
This is explained due to the assuming of the maximum electric eld strength distortion
at the tip of the water tree, and by having no energy dissipation within the XLPE.
When 80% of the energy is assumed to accumulate the propagation over prediction
reduces accordingly, to 10%.
6.5 Chapter summary
Within this chapter the previously calculated mechanical and Maxwell stress time his-
tories were used to determine the damage on the dynamic cable's insulation layers and
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to model the propagation of a water tree to the point of cable failure.
Initially the mechanical damage was used with Palmgren-Miners rule to determine the
accumulated damage on each element across the cable insulation's cross section. The
calculated accumulated damage was shown to be very small, leading to excessive large
fatigue lives of 7x1011 years. Locations 1 and 3 were shown to experience the greatest
level of damage, with Location 1 experiencing the overall greatest damage. Damage
on the insulation layers was shown to increase with increasing signicant wave height
at the hang o point, however accumulated damage was shown to peak at the 1.25m
signicant wave height peak at Location 3. Finally the damage was displayed across
the cable's insulation cross section to allow visualisation of which areas experience the
greatest damaged. These areas were assumed as the points of water tree initiation, and
the stress time history of these specic elements was then used for water tree propaga-
tion by Paris Law.
Paris Law was then used to model the water tree propagation for multiple initial defect
lengths. It was shown that a water tree would not propagate using Paris Law as the
maximum calculated stress intensity factor was below the threshold required for crack
propagation. As a result it was decided that a macroscopic approach was not appli-
cable, as this did not match what is found in eld or experimentally. Therefore, the
propagation was then considered as a microscale application of the Maxwell stress in
the form of a polymer chain monomer rupture by energy accumulation model.
For multiple initial defect lengths the water tree propagation was modelled, result-
ing in the water tree reaching a length to cause arc failure within 11 years for an initial
defect of 2mm and the maximum Maxwell stress applied. When the propagation per ten
minute cycle due to monomer rupturing is added to the defect length to deduce prop-
agation by Paris Law due to the mechanical stress, it is shown that the propagation is
entirely governed by the Maxwell stress rupturing the monomers. The model result was
compared with experimental work found in the literature, and was found to over predict
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water tree propagation by 38%. Explanations provided for this over prediction were the
assumption of 100% energy accumulation at the water tree head which would not occur
in practice as some energy would dissipate. When 20% of the energy imparted by the
Maxwell stress is assumed to dissipate, the over prediction reduces accordingly to 10%.
The conclusions from each chapter are then listed in Chapter 8.





In this chapter the results from the previous chapters are summarised. These results
are interpreted, and some discussion is given to their academic and industrial relevance.
From this discussion the conclusions of this research project are drawn.
7.2 Discussion
A reliable electrical infrastructure is essential to maximise the availability of oshore
wind turbines. As the oshore wind industry continues to move towards larger turbines
oshore and into deeper waters, the possibility of oating oshore wind turbines has
become a reality. The failure of oshore cables has been identied as one of the greatest
risks to continuing the lowering of the LCOE of oshore wind. As oating oshore wind
poses new installation congurations of the cable and exposes it to the dynamics of the
marine environment, there is a need to develop a better understanding of the failure
mechanisms of these cables, in order to prevent and predict when failure will occur.
One of the failure mechanisms of subsea cables is a process known as water treeing.
The concern with water trees is that with current technologies they are unable to be
detected during the cable's lifetime, resulting in an otherwise healthy cable failing un-
expectedly. In static testing water trees have been shown to propagate due to electrical
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loading, with tensile mechanical loading increasing their propagation. The overarch-
ing aim of this research project was to develop an electrical-mechanical coupled model
which can model and predict the growth of water trees within the insulation of a dy-
namic subsea cable installed in a oating wind conguration. This in turn is then used
to predict when a dynamic cable will fail due to water treeing.
To achieve this aim, the work was divided into a series of objectives which were ad-
dressed in the individual chapters of this thesis. Chapter 3, the global model chapter,
produced a global model of the oating wind platform with attached dynamic cable
to determine the environmental forces that the marine environment would subject the
dynamic cable to for a series of diering load cases. In Chapter 4, the local model, a
nite element analysis of a dynamic cable's cross section was developed, and the force
history output from the global model was transformed to a stress time history across
the cross section of the dynamic cable's insulation layer. Within Chapter 5, the electric
eld model chapter, the distortion of the electric eld in a 66kV AC cable's insulation
in the presence of a water tree was modelled. This electric eld distortion was then
transformed to the Maxwell stress that would occur at the tip of a water tree. In Chap-
ter 6, the fatigue assessment and water tree propagation chapter, the fatigue life of the
insulation layer was investigated initially in terms of damage accumulation across the
cross section, then in terms of the time required for a water tree to propagate to a
length that would cause failure of the dynamic cable due to the applied mechanical and
electrical stresses. This water tree propagation was initially investigated as a combined
Paris law crack propagation of the mechanical and Maxwell stresses, then the water tree
propagation was instead considered on a micro scale energy accumulation to overcome
the intermolecular strength of the XLPE monomers. This model prediction of water
tree growth rate was then compared to existing experimental data of water tree lengths
from the literature.
Within Chapter 3, a global model of a oating oshore wind turbine and platform
with its attached dynamic cable was constructed. The dynamic cable modelled was
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based upon a dynamic cable from a historic oil and gas installation. The oating plat-
form was that of a tension leg platform with the NREL 5W reference turbine installed
on top. This is dierent to the majority of the oating oshore wind platforms cur-
rently installed. As listed in Table 2.1 the majority are semi-submersible designs, the
second most common is the spary buoy design and only three projects currently utilise
a TLP design. The reason why a TLP was chosen was due to it being akin to the
platforms used in the oil and gas industry, where the dynamic cable modelled originates
from. Further to this the TLP has some advantages over the other platform designs
due to its stiness, which results in less dynamics imposed on the cable. This work
however was not designing or optimising a oating oshore wind turbine, nor was it an
optimisation exercise on the installation conguration or length of the installed cable.
Equation 3.15 was used to estimate the cable length in a lazy wave conguration. The
environmental loads were applied in the global model to be perpendicular to the cable
length trajectory to give a more damaging arrangement for conservatism. However,
this was the limit of the optimisation work. This will have an impact on the results
obtained; any change to the cable installation layout will change the force responses on
the dynamic cable. For example, if the cable trajectory angle is changed to be in line
with the current tidal stream, this will reduce the forces that the cable is subjected to.
Furthermore, the choice of basing the dynamic cable on a historic oil and gas cable, due
to available information, limits the results as this cable may be over-designed and dier
to designs chosen for oating oshore wind. In future this work could be repeated,
using the methodology described, but instead including an optimisation of the cable
length and installation arrangement to reduce the forces that the cable is exposed to,
based on a cable design for oating oshore wind. The results of such an optimisation
exercise could be then used to make recommendations on dynamic cable installation
congurations for the oating oshore wind industry.
Key assumptions made with respect to the dynamic cable were the values used for
its axial and bending stinesses. Ideally these values would be determined experimen-
tally for the specic cable being modelled, and supplied by the cable manufacturer. For
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this work these values were not supplied, and were instead calculated and veried by
methods laid out in the literature. Furthermore, the stinesses were assumed a prop-
erty solely of the cable's armouring wire layers. These values could have been calculated
experimentally, however to do so would require a commercial business need from ORE
Catapult, which was absent from this work as it was deemed that calculated results
would suce for initial estimates. This is a crucial assumption of the work, and applies
some constraints to the results as the stiness values of the cable deems much of it's
dynamics. In future, an improvement of this work would be to conrm experimentally
the stiness values of the dynamic cable to be used in the global model. Another as-
sumption made for the Global model was the absence of VIV acting on the dynamic
cable. In future if the dynamic cable to be modelled is not double or quad armoured
then this assumption would no longer hold as the cable would not be torque balanced.
Four environmental Load Cases were developed based upon DNVGL-ST-0019 and ap-
plied to the global model. The force and bend moment outputs from the global model
at four points along the dynamic cable's length were extracted. The four points being;
the hang o point at the base of the turbine platform, the beginning of the Lazy-S
bend conguration, the end of the Lazy-S bend conguration and the cable touch down
point on the seabed. These four locations were chosen based on the work completed in
Section 3.5.3 showing that these locations experience the greatest magnitude of forces
and bend moments and thus accumulated damage. This section could be expanded
further in future works with a greater focus on tracking down the location of potential
cable failures along the installed cable length. This would benet industry greatly as
one of the current key challenges is not only identifying when a cable might fail, that
the research question of this work focused on, but also where a cable might fail. This
work touched lightly on addressing this "where" question, in Section 3.5.3, but there is
considerable future work that could be completed here that was out of the scope of this
research project.
The software OrcaFlex was used to construct the global model of the oating oshore
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wind turbine and its attached dynamic cable. This proved a good decision, as not only
is OrcaFlex widely used and accepted within the industry, but also for its ease of cou-
pling with FAST; to capture the aerodynamics of the turbine and couple this with the
hydrodynamics acting on the oating platform. So successful is this link, that since
completion of the work on the global model, Orcina has released a latest edition, 10.3a,
which has introduced a new turbine object that includes functionality to model the
generator, gearbox, pitch controller and rotor. Blades can be modelled as rigid bodies
or can be exible, utilising a structural model derived from that of the line object.
This allows for modelling an oshore wind turbine without the need to be coupled with
FAST. Future work can take advantage of this, as one of the main challenges of this
work was the computational resource that the OrcaFlex-FAST link demanded, which
drastically increased modelling run times. Furthermore, it oers the opportunity for a
simple verication exercise of the Global model results presented in this work.
From the Global model results, a peak in force and bend moment output was observed
at a signicant wave height of 1.25m. This was explained due to the wind velocity being
correlated to signicant wave height, and a wave height of 1.25m corresponds to the
rated wind speed of the NREL 5MW reference turbine. Here the thrust force on the tur-
bine will be greatest, causing the platform to surge to its maximum, and a corresponding
peak in bend moment and force experienced by the dynamic cable. While this result
can be explained, it does highlight the impact of one of the assumptions made during
the construction of the global model. While environmental data could be found for wave
and tidal resource at the chosen oshore site, wind data was not available. Instead wind
data was then based on a hind cast model that correlated wind speed to wave height.
Ideally in future works a site would be chosen where raw wind data can also be obtained.
The overall output from the global model chapter were the ten minute time histo-
ries of forces and bend moments extracted from each location on the cable's length.
These were then used as inputs to the local model chapter to determine what stress the
applied forces and moments induce on the cross section of the dynamic cable. While this
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was the extent of the usage of the global model for this work, it does have applications
in other industries. The methodology presented here can be used to construct a global
model of a TLP used in the oil and gas industry, to determine the dynamic mechanical
stresses on the associated umbilical cables. Further to this, any oating platform will
require dynamic cables to be suspended in the water column. Therefore this work can
be used as a starting point for modications to be made to make it applicable to wave
energy converters and oating tidal technologies, and determine the mechanical damage
to their associated dynamic cables.
With the completion of the global model, a number of objectives of this research project
are realised. Specically, a resource assessment of the site is complete and used to de-
velop a series of load cases for the global mode. A global model of a TLP was constructed
with its attached dynamic cable, the outputs of which are the time series of forces and
bend moments that the dynamic cable is subjected to. The completion of these objec-
tives allowed for progression to the next section of this work; developing the local model
of the dynamic cable's cross section.
The local model was a nite element analysis of the cable cross section built using
ANSYS Mechanical software in Chapter 4. This local model was used to allow applica-
tion of the Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My and Mz force/moment response output from the global
model to determine the stress exerted on the insulation layers of the cross section. As
this work is ultimately being used to model water tree propagation within the insula-
tion layer, this layer of the cable cross section was the focus. However, any component
of the cable's cross section can be analysed for the mechanical stresses exerted on it.
Therefore, this work has wider applications outside of its original scope. If new cable
designs are considered with dierent material choices of screens, cores or armour wires,
the methodology presented here can be used as a starting point for assessment of their
dynamic performance in future work.
Within the global model an assumption was made that the armour wires determined
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the stiness of the dynamic cable, as discussed before. Further to this, the armour
wires were assumed to always remain within stick state and not slide over one another.
The stinesses were calculated based on work completed by Rao [13] and Chen [14]
for bending and axial stiness respectively. These stiness calculations account for the
helical structure of the armouring wire, which for this work the helical angle has been
assumed to be 18◦. For the local model this assumption that the armour wires remain
within stick state was carried from the global model. The carrying of this assumption
allowed for simplication of the armour layers to thin walled tubes based on work com-
pleted by [12], which again is based on the assumption that the cable armouring wires
remain within stick state. These assumptions based on numerical work and assuming
the cable remains within stick state, and simplifying the armouring layers to thin walled
tubes limits the results obtained. In future work, the local model can be further devel-
oped to contain a level of sophistication that would also have the helical layout of the
armour wires modelled. This would allow for modelling of armouring wire slipping.
A nite element analysis, FEA, of the cable cross section was constructed using ANSYS
Mechanical software. This proved an eective method to determine the interactions
between dierent components of the dynamic cable's cross section. A 0.5 metre 3D
length of the dynamic cable was built within ANSYS. A length of 0.5m was chosen as
this was the same length as the sections of the lumped mass model of the cable within
the global model. This 3D model consisted of two equal lengths of 0.25 metres glued
together at their centre. The purpose of this was to allow for a at surface of the cable
cross section exactly at its midpoint. This was done to allow for extraction of results
at the cross section at the exact mid point of the cable length. As this is a 3D model,
and therefore 3D elements are used in the model, the key benet of using the glueing
technique is that it allows for a at surface that can be further rened and modelled in
a 2D sub-model. If this technique is not used then sub modelling on at at 2D surface
at the midpoint is not achievable. To clarify further, the ANSYS local model was con-
structed using Boolean operations where the two cable lengths were "glued" together
at their ends to form the overall cable volume. Using the Boolean operations within
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ANSYS, when volumes are glued together they maintain their individuality, i.e they are
not added, and therefore do not share nodes. They instead are joined using constraint
equations and become connected at their intersection.
Submodelling uses two separate models; the previous generated 3D model of the ca-
ble 0.5m length segment, and the 2D model of the face of the cable's cross section at its
midpoint. The initial 3D model was used to transform the applied loads from the global
model to local deformations, the sub model in turn then included the local geometric
details with the more rened mesh density. As the sub model includes the geometric
details from the initial 3D model, this was an eective way to ensure materials proper-
ties including stiness are maintained.
To save on computation expense a linear superposition of the FEA local model was
completed within Matlab as opposed to completing a transient dynamic analysis with
ANSYS as described in Section 4.4. Using this model the three planar and three shear
stress time histories were calculated for every element of the insulation layer's cross
section. These six components of the stress tensor were combined to calculate the von
Mises stress time history of every element of the insulation layer's cross section. The
von Mises stress is a representation of the eective stress produced by a combination
of the tensile, compression, bending and shear loading, such as in this case. The von
Mises stress criterion provides a viable general value of the distortional energy stored in
an isotropic material before it will begin to fail at a value known as the yield strength,
σy. The von Mises stress, σv, can be used to predict yielding of an isotropic material
which is subjected to complex loadings, such as a dynamic cable. A disadvantage found
of the linear superposition was one related to the boolean operations employed in the
original ANSYS FEA model. As the two glued faces at the cable cross section mid
point did not share nodes, and the two glued volumes maintained their individuality,
this resulted in some interactions that were not accounted for in the linear superposition
within Matlab. While it was found that the ANSYS model and the linear superposition
shared the same stress distribution across their cable cross sections, it was seen that
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there was the general under prediction by the linear superposition compared to the
ANSYS model. The average % dierence between the two was an under prediction of
9.6%. The greatest % dierence of a cross section element was 12.8% under prediction.
An average percentage dierence of 9.6% has been accepted as reasonable to allow for
use of the linear superposition within Matlab of the dynamic analysis to drastically
reduce computational expense. Further reasoning allowing for acceptation of this result
was that the additional interactions, generating the higher stress in the ANSYS model,
caused by the boolean "glueing" is not one that would appear in practice, as the cable
sample is one continuous length and not two glued together at their centre.
With the completion of the local model, and thus the generation of the mechanical
stress time histories, two more objective of the research project were complete.
Chapter 5 described the work completed to produce a time history of stresses due
to the distortion of the electric eld within the XLPE cable insulation layer. A nite
element model of the insulation layer's cross section was built using ANSYS Maxwell
software. An iterative approach was taken to calculate the distortion of the electric
eld at the tip of a water tree head for varying lengths of water tree. This electric eld
distortion was then converted to a Maxwell stress by means of Maxwell equations. The
electric eld distortion, and thus Maxwell stress, was shown to peak at the water tree
head and to increase in magnitude with increasing water tree length, i.e. when the tip
of the water tree is closer to the dynamic cable's core. This Maxwell stress was shown
to be considerably smaller than the previously calculated mechanical stress, but acts
over a much smaller area at the water tree head. The Maxwell stress followed the same
sinusoidal shape and frequency of the operating voltage.
The voltage of the cable was xed at 66kV, and assumed to be permanently ener-
gised. In practice this would not be the case as there will be times where the turbine
will be turned o for maintenance work or should a fault occur. Furthermore the 66kV
assumption was made based on where the oshore wind industry is moving towards;
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larger turbines oshore that require a higher voltage cable rating from the traditional
33kV. In fact, the Carbon Trust already has a oating wind joint industry project which
is developing dynamic cables ranging in voltage from 130kV to 250kV for future oating
wind farms with even larger wind turbines.
The aspect ratio of the water tree head was shown to act as a stress concentrator and
can produce large electric eld distortions, limited by the dielectric breakdown strength
of the XLPE insulation, 22MV/m. The Maxwell stress was shown to vary with varying
water tree head aspect ratios and a theoretical maximum Maxwell stress based on this
was calculated.
The outputs of the electric eld model were the Maxwell stress time histories at the
tip of the water tree head. Two scenarios were taken forward to Chapter 6; rstly one
where the aspect ratio of the water tree head is a constant value of 2 and secondly, the
more conservative theoretical maximum Maxwell stress at the tip of the water tree head.
This Maxwell stress time history is in addition to the previously calculated mechanical
stress time history and is used as an input to Chapter 6 to determine the water tree
propagation.
With the completion of the electric eld distortion model and the generation of the
electrical stress time histories, three more objectives of the research project were com-
pleted. This allowed for the nal chapter to bring the work together to combine the
mechanical and electrical stresses and predict their impact on the propagation of a wa-
ter tree.
Within Chapter 6 the previously calculated mechanical and Maxwell stress time histo-
ries were used to determine the damage on the dynamic cable's insulation layers and to
model the propagation of a water tree to the point of cable failure.
Initially the mechanical damage was used with Palmgren-Miners rule to determine the
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accumulated damage on each element across the cable insulation's cross section. The
calculated accumulated damage was shown to be very small, leading to excessive large
fatigue lives of 7x1011 years. Locations 1 and 3 were shown to experience the greatest
level of damage, with Location 1 experiencing the overall greatest damage. Damage
on the insulation layers was shown to increase with increasing signicant wave height
at the hang o point, however accumulated damage was shown to peak at the 1.25m
signicant wave height peak at Location 3. Finally the damage was displayed across
the cable's insulation cross section to allow visualisation of which areas experience the
greatest damage. These areas were assumed as the points of water tree initiation, and
the stress time history of these specic elements was then used for water tree propaga-
tion by Paris Law.
Paris Law was then used to model the water tree propagation for multiple initial defect
lengths. It was shown that a water tree would not propagate using Paris Law as the
maximum calculated stress intensity factor was below the threshold required for crack
propagation. As a result it was decided that a macroscopic approach was not appli-
cable, as this did not match what is found in eld or experimentally. Therefore, the
propagation was then considered as a microscale application of the Maxwell stress in
the form of a polymer chain monomer rupture by energy accumulation model.
For multiple initial defect lengths the water tree propagation was modelled, result-
ing in the water tree reaching a length to cause arc failure within 11 years for an initial
defect of 2mm and the maximum Maxwell stress applied. When the propagation per ten
minute cycle due to monomer rupturing is added to the defect length to deduce prop-
agation by Paris Law due to the mechanical stress, it is shown that the propagation is
entirely governed by the Maxwell stress rupturing the monomers. The model result was
compared with experimental work found in the literature, and was found to over predict
water tree propagation by 38%. Explanations provided for this over prediction were the
assumption of 100% energy accumulation at the water tree head which would not occur
in practice as some energy would dissipate. When 20% of the energy imparted by the
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Maxwell stress is assumed to dissipate, the over prediction reduces accordingly to 10%.




Conclusions and future work
8.1 Chapter introduction
In this chapter a short summary of the work completed for each chapter is presented
with the corresponding chapter conclusions listed. The limitations of the conclusions
are presented and from this future works are suggested.
8.2 Conclusions
8.2.1 Global model conclusions
To determine the marine environment induced force loadings on the dynamic cable, a
resource assessment of wind, wave and current data was completed from a site o the
North East coast of England and a global model of the oating oshore wind turbine
and platform developed. Four environmental load cases of the wind, waves and current
were developed based upon DNVGL-ST-0019. Within each load case there were 87
wave conditions, a xed wind direction and a xed current prole. For each load case
there were dierent misalignments between the wave and wind directions. A global
model of a tension leg oating wind platform was developed, using OrcaFlex coupled
with FAST, with the NREL 5MW reference turbine installed on top of the platform.
To determine the magnitude of the forces on the dynamic cable, Morison's coecients
were decided upon with Cd varying from 0.6-12 in accordance with Reynolds number
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to account for the angle of the dynamic cable. Cm and Ca were decided as 2 and 1
respectively. A historic dynamic cable from an oil and gas application was attached
to the global model, with axial and bending stiness calculated from methods laid out
in the literature, 150MN and 500kNm2 respectively. The magnitude of the forces and
bend moments upon the dynamic cable was assessed for each load case. Based upon
the magnitudes of the calculated forces and bend moments, four locations of interest
along the cable length were chosen for analysis.
• In general it was found that the forces the cable experiences increase with signif-
icant wave height, with a peak force observed at 1.25m signicant wave height.
The reasoning for the peak being that this wave height corresponds to a wind
speed where the axial thrust force on the turbine is at its maximum.
• Location 1 at the hang o is the point of the cable that experiences the greatest
force, specically tension. Location 3, at the beginning of the "S" in the "Lazy S"
installation conguration, is found to be the location where the cable experiences
the greatest level of bending.
8.2.2 Local model conclusions
To determine the von Mises stress time history across the cross section of the XLPE
insulation an FEA of the dynamic cable was developed. A 3D nite element analysis
of the dynamic cable was constructed within ANSYS, split into two distinct and equal
length sections to allow extraction of stress results at the cable mid point. A submodel
of the mid point cross section was constructed with an overall excellent mesh quality of
0.93. A linear superposition of the global model's force outputs onto the cross section
of the dynamic cable was completed. This allowed for visualisation of the von Mises
stress distributions across the cross section. A linear superposition of the forces was
completed instead of a transient dynamic analysis with ANSYS to save on computational
expense. Stress time histories are produced for every element of the XLPE cross section.
These stress time histories are used as inputs for the fatigue and water tree propagation
chapter.
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• In general it was seen that maximum von Mises stress across the XLPE insulation
increased with increasing signicant wave height. A stress peak is observed at
1.25m signicant wave height due to the peak in force and bend moments output
from the global model at this signicant wave height.
• The greatest von Mises stresses are recorded at Locations 1 and 3, where the cable
experiences the greatest tension and bending respectively.
8.2.3 Electric eld model conclusions
To determine the stresses on the XLPE caused by the distortion of the electric eld
in the presence of water trees, a FEA of the insulation cross section was built within
ANSYS Maxwell.
• For an undisturbed scenario in the absence of water trees the electric eld seen at
the conductor screen side of the insulation is more than double that seen at the
insulation screen side of the XLPE.
• The presence of a water lled water tree within the XLPE insulation causes dis-
tortion of the electric eld.
• The electric eld concentrates at the tip of the water tree, the point closest to the
cable core.
• The electric eld strength at the tip of the water tree is greater than the electric
eld strength recorded at the conductor screen. The water molecules within the
water tree act as a conductor within the electric eld.
• Electric eld distortion due to the presence of water trees was modelled iteratively
to show how the electric eld strength varies as a function of the radius distance
the water tree tip is from the cable core.
• Maximum Maxwell stress at the water tree tip is limited by the maximum electric
eld strength concentrated at the tip of the water tree, which in itself is limited
by the dielectric strength of the XLPE.
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• Electric eld strength at the tip of the water tree is a property of the water tree
length, but also the aspect ratio of the water tree.
• The maximum aspect ratio allowed before the XLPE dielectric strength is over-
come is found to be 2.3.
8.2.4 Fatigue and water tree propagation conclusions
The mechanical stresses and Maxwell stresses from the Local model and Electric eld
distortion modelling chapters were combined. The resulting stresses were analysed to
determine the fatigue life of the XLPE insulation by means of Palmgren-Miners damage
accumulation, Paris Law and as a microscale function of the chemical bond breaking of
the monomers by energy accumulation.
• The cable hang o point and the beginning of the "Lazy S" curve where the cable
is most bent were identied as risk areas for damage to the XLPE.
• Fatigue lives calculated by the Palmgren-Miners rule gave very large fatigue life-
times of the XLPE insulation layer of 7x1011 years.
• Areas of greatest damage on the cross section of the XLPE were identied, and
considered as initiation locations of water treeing.
• The combined far eld mechanical stresses modelled and Maxwell stresses were
not of signicant magnitude to propagate water trees as the ∆K value calculated
was below the ∆Kthreshold value for XLPE.
• Water tree propagation was shown to not be a macro scale crack propagation
mechanism.
• When Maxwell stresses at the water tree tip are considered as a microscale issue
of chemical bond breaking, this gave the much reduced fatigue lifetime of 11 years
for the dynamic cable installed in the oshore environment modelled, assuming
an initial defect of 2mm. It is thought that the mechanical stresses of dynamic
cables can exasperate or cause this initial defect.
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• After initial defect, water tree propagation was found to be governed by the energy
accumulation at the tip of a water tree caused by the distortion of the local electric
eld.
• When compared to experimental water tree propagation the 100% energy accu-
mulation model is overly conservative and over estimates water tree propagation
by 38%. When 80% of the energy is assumed to accumulate to cause monomer
rupture the model over predicts by 10%.
8.2.5 Limitations
To complete this work a number of assumptions were made which do limit the stated
conclusions. When modelling the dynamic cable the stiness of the cable was assumed
a property of the armouring layers which were assumed as thin walled tubes. Further
to this the armouring wires were always assumed to be in stick state and never slip. In
practice this would not be the case as the armouring wires would move and slip over
one another thus changing the cable stiness. To this extent the stiness of a dynamic
cable is best determined experimentally.
In the local model a linear superposition of the time history of forces on to the ca-
ble cross section was completed as opposed to a complete transient dynamic analysis.
This was done to save on computation expense, however would not be the most accurate
methodology.
The fatigue life of the dynamic cable was analysed in terms of the mechanical and
electric eld distortion stresses only. The thermal impacts of an energised cable were
not considered. It was assumed that a dynamic cable operating with a constant ow of
sea water would act as an appropriate cooling agent, and thus thermal considerations
were not a concern. However, a hotter cable could alter the bitumen layers between the
armouring wires of the cable, allowing a greater degree of armour wire slipping and a
less sti cable, thus impacting the overall dynamics of the cable. Furthermore the ther-
mal impacts would alter the breaking of the chemical bonds at the microscale monomer
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level. The chemical impact of breaking polymer chains has not been considered nor
the impact of the exposed carbonyl hydrophilic groups at the end of the polymer chain
and potential release of free radicals into the water tree. As stated the water molecules
within the water tree would experience an acceleration, however the force impact of
these water micro jets on the polymer chains has not be considered.
For conservatism a maximum Maxwell stress was considered as a consequence of the
maximum electric eld strength at the water tree tip. As shown electric eld strength
at the tip is a function of the water tree length and the aspect ratio of the water tree.
The impact of aspect ratio was acknowledged and a secondary case was considered for a
constant aspect ratio. Furthermore this conservatism was continued by assuming that
100% of the energy imparted by the Maxwell stress would accumulate at the water tree
tip. This however would not be the case due to the XLPE crystal edges providing a
route for energy dissipation. These assumptions produce an overly conservative model.
However this conservatism was deemed necessary due to the omission of the thermal
eects as listed previously.
The turbine within the model was assumed to be operating constantly for the mod-
elled fatigue lifetime of the cable. Again this would not be the case, and if the turbine
is not generating there would be no electric eld distortion and therefore no driving
force behind the water tree propagation, thus increasing the fatigue lifetime.
8.3 Future work
The future work proposed here is a series of improvements and next steps to be taken
to address the limitations identied previously:
• A level of sophistication can be added to the model to account for when the
turbine is not operating, and thus not producing any electric eld within the
dynamic cable.
• Experimental work regarding the stiness of the dynamic cable needs to be con-
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ducted to gain a more complete understanding of the dynamics of the cable, thus
impacting the mechanical stresses produced.
• A more detailed cross section FEA can be completed to model the armouring
wires as distinct to one another as opposed to a thin walled tube. Further to this
future work should include a technique to model the slipping of the armouring
wires.
• A more complete analysis can be conducted which examines all the components of
the entire dynamic cable cross section. The benet of this would be the potential
to identify cable armouring wires breaking due to the dynamics of the cable,
potentially damaging the XLPE insulation layer, serving as the initiation point
for the electric eld distortion and water tree propagation.
• In future works the aspect ratio of the water tree needs to be better understood and
investigated, as opposed to assuming worst case scenario conditions or a constant
condition at the tip of the water tree. This would therefore give a more accurate
time frame for the water tree propagation and thus time to arc fault estimate. A
molecular dynamics investigation is suggested to complete this.
• The thermal impacts need to be considered for future works, both in terms of
how a hotter operating cable would impact the stiness of the cable and also the
chemical bond breaking of the XLPE monomers.
• More work needs to be completed to better understand the energy dissipation at
the water tree tip due to thermal losses, dissipation along monomer cross linking
bonds and dissipation along crystal structure edges. This should provide a more
accurate estimation of the energy available for bond breaking and thus water tree
propagation.
• The impact force of micro jetting water molecules in an alternating electric eld
on the XLPE polymer chains needs to be included in future works and the impact
on water tree propagation.
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• Finally, more work needs to be completed to understand the sources of initial
defects within the XLPE, whether this be impurities or inclusions during the
manufacturing process, the impacts of poor installation potentially causing the
initial crack in the insulation, or other components of the dynamic cable cross
section breaking and damaging the XLPE insulation.
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Abstract. Offshore wind farms are progressing further offshore and into deeper waters, 
presenting the need for new substructures, including floating offshore wind turbines. These 
floating turbines will require dynamic cables to run through the water column, exposing them to 
the dynamic loadings of the marine environment. This paper presents a tool which models the 
stresses across a dynamic cable cross section’s insulation layers when attached to a floating wind 
platform. Differing wave, wind and current flow conditions are applied and their impact on the 
stress distributions of the dynamic cable’s insulation layers are presented. Finally from these 
stress histories, accumulated fatigue damage of the insulation is calculated and presented. The 
outcome of this can be used to estimate fatigue damage of a cable components cross section at any 
point along the cable length, and aid in cable installation configuration decisions. 
1.  Introduction 
Offshore wind farms are progressing to having larger turbines installed as a cost effective means to 
reduce the cost of energy. These larger wind farms are moving further from shore and into deeper water 
depths. This move is presenting the need for new substructures including floating platforms for offshore 
turbines. Floating platform wind turbines are envisioned to be installed in water depths ranging from 
50m to 200m, with the Carbon Trust estimating up to 90MW of floating wind farms are to be installed 
in UK waters by the end of 2018 [1].  
Floating platforms will introduce new challenges for the umbilical, or array, cables that hang from 
the base of the platform to the seabed. This cable installation arrangement will expose the cables to the 
dynamic forces of the environment they would be installed in, including the actions of the waves, current 
flows and movement of the platform itself in response to wind/turbine interactions. Cables exposed to 
dynamic environmental loadings will experience dynamic mechanical stresses across their cross sections 
and along their length. This is a new operating consideration as traditional fixed bottom platforms have 
allowed cables to operate statically.  
The causes of cable failures during normal operation, and excluding third party interference, can be 
approximately grouped into mechanical damage, water ingress and overheating which all lead to 
electrical failure or breakdown of the insulation layers [2]. A renewable energy insurance provider [3] 
highlights that most cable failure claims are related to incorrect installation, incorrect operation or  
electrical faults. As dynamic cables will be exposed to dynamic environments and the corresponding 
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force loadings, they are at higher risk of cable failure with more expected to fail during normal service 
lifetime.  
The impact of dynamic loadings on the fatigue characteristics of dynamic cables has been 
investigated by [4], [5], [6] while mechanical fatigue due to environmental loadings is shown to be a 
concern as a propagating mechanism for water treeing in the cables insulation layers [7], [8]. The impact 
of differing cable bending and axial stiffness on cable fatigue damage was investigated by [9]. The axial 
and bending stiffness of a cable affects the cables motions in response to the dynamic environment, 
where having a larger stiffness reduces the cable motion. The inter-wire friction between helically 
wound armouring layers is found to be a determining factor in cable bending stiffness [10] while [11] 
investigated the impact of armouring radius reduction effects on cable axial stiffness when under 
tension. Similar findings are reported in [12] when comparing calculated cable axial stiffness which 
account for radius reduction or not.  
This paper presents an assessment of the marine environment at a chosen site and presents a model 
which determines how the mechanical stresses across the cable cross section distribute when installed 
in this environment. A fatigue assessment of the cable insulation layers is completed and conclusions 
are drawn from the accumulated damage in differing dynamic environment loadings. 
The approach presented begins with an assessment of the environment to determine the wave, wind 
and current loadings on the cable as detailed in section 2. An introduction to the software used and the 
created model is given in section 3. Section 4 provides details on how the damage is determined from 
the created model. Results from the model and calculated damage are presented in section 5, while 
section 6 gives a discussion of these results. Section 7 draws conclusions from the work, and finally 
section 8 highlights ongoing work. 
2.  Environmental Loading Assessment 
Wave and current flow data from sites off the north east coast of England, as shown in Figure 1, was 
obtained and analysed. Wave data was obtained from a wave buoy placed at a site in 90m water depth, 
while current data was obtained from a 56m water depth site by an acoustic wave and current profiler, 
AWAC. Wind speed data correlated to wave height was obtained from two locations based in the central 
North Sea from the NEXT study, an extension of the North European Storm Study, NESS [13]. Briefly, 



















Figure 1. Locations of the AWAC, 1, the wave buoy, 2, and the 
NEXT model locations, 3 and 4. 
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The locations of the wave buoy, AWAC and NEXT study sites were determined to be within the 
same coarse grid of the central North Sea. Therefore it was assumed the environment exhibited at each 
site would be similar, meaning the wave environmental data captured at the wave buoy site would be 
the same wave data that would be captured at the AWAC site or the NEXT sites, and vice versa. The 
water depths at the sites were differing, so the captured current flow speed data was fitted to the power 
law velocity profile using equation 1 [14] , assuming a shear profile due to seabed roughness. This was 










Where Uz is the water velocity in ms-1 at point Z, Umax is the maximum water velocity in ms-1. Z is 
the vertical position from the seabed in m, H is the full tidal depth in m and n is the power law coefficient. 
To use wind data near the wave data site it was necessary to assume that the wind generated the 
waves and thus the wave height was directly related to the wind speed. The NEXT data sites present 
wave height binned with a corresponding wind speed 10m above sea level. This data was used to create 
a best fit curve that could be used to back calculate a corresponding wind speed for the wave heights 
recorded by the wave buoy. For this reason it was also assumed that the wind and waves were coming 
from the same general directions.  
This model includes a tension legged floating wind platform incorporating the NREL 5MW turbine. 
This turbine has a hub height of 90m, therefore by using the equations laid out in the guidelines for the 








Where Vz is the wind speed at height h in ms-1, h is the height about still water line in m, hhub is the 
hub height above still water line in m, and α is the power law exponent, [15] assumes that α is equal to 
0.14 for all wind speeds.  
 
3.  Dynamic Cable Model 
To understand the stresses that the loading environment would impose upon a dynamic cables cross 
section, the whole floating platform system needs to be analysed initially as a global model. The output 
from the global model can then be used to simulate the stress distributions and time history for a local 
mechanical model of the cable cross section.  
Details of this model can be found in [16] however for clarity a condensed version of the essentials 
will be provided here.  
3.1.  Global Dynamic Model 
This model was created using the proprietary marine dynamics software OrcaFlex by Orcina. OrcaFlex 
was used to estimate the loadings on the dynamic cables installation length in response to the actions of 
the waves, currents, wind and the movements of the floating platform itself. For this work the cable was 
split into 0.5m lengths and the software employs a lumped mass approach to solve the cables dynamic 
behaviour. 
Required inputs for the dynamic model include the environmental loadings and properties of the 
cable, including its geometry, length, axial and bending stiffness’s.  
The MIT/NREL reference 5MW tension leg platform [17] is included in this work and its movements 
modelled. This is a platform of 18m waterline depth and almost 50m draft. It has four 27m long 
pontoons, each having two mooring lines attached to its end. Fastlink is a FAST-OrcaFlex interface 
package that couples the software OrcaFlex with FAST. The hydrodynamics of the cable are modelled 
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using OrcaFlex. The NREL 5MW reference turbine, tower, floating platform and structural dynamics, 
aerodynamics control and electrical drive dynamics are modelled using FAST. This allows for the 
coupling of the effects of the wind on the turbine with the effects of the waves and currents on the 
platform.  
3.1.1.  Dynamic Cable. The cable modelled for this work is based on 280m length of a JDR dynamic 
cable [18] used in previous oil and gas applications. Figure 1 gives some of the cables mechanical 
parameters. The cable axial stiffness was calculated using works laid out in [11], and the bending 
stiffness using [10]. 
 












3.2.  Mechanical Model 
The mechanical model is used to determine the stress time histories and distributions across the cables 
cross section. This local model uses the outputs of the global dynamic model to allow the user to 
determine the stresses acting on individual cable components, highlighting areas of greatest mechanical 
stress. Plane and shear stresses are calculated for each of the cables six degrees of freedom as well as 
combined into a von Misses stress.  
3.2.1.  Finite Element Analysis. A finite element analysis, FEA, of the cable cross section was 
constructed using ANSYS Mechanical software. This proved an effective method to determine the 
interactions between different components of the dynamic cables cross section. Similar works on 
dynamic umbilical cables [19], [20] both used an alternative FEA software called UFlex2D. This is a 
custom built software for umbilical cross sections however ANSYS was used here for its coupling 
abilities with OrcaFlex. 
3.3.  Model Assumptions 
To balance accuracy and computational expense some assumptions were made during this analysis. The 
cable stiffness was assumed to come from the cable armouring layers. The armouring layers were 
simplified to thin walled cylinders for the mechanical model, similar to [9]. This assumption follows the 
thought that the armouring layers are always in stick mode rather than slip mode so that individual 
armouring wires do not slide over one another during operation. The cable component materials were 
assumed to be linear elastic and that they were glued together in the FEA, meaning they could not 
penetrate another components surface.  
 
4.  Fatigue Damage Calculations 
An output from the mechanical model are the stress histories of the components of the dynamic cables 
cross section. A stress based approach to fatigue was used as the stresses exerted upon the cross section 
are lower than the design yield stresses of the cable component materials.  
  
Mechanical Properties 
Outer Diameter 154mm 
Outer Sheath Material Extruded Polyethylene 
Cable Armouring Galvanised Steel Wire 
Minimum Bend Radius 
Safe Working Load 
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Accumulated fatigue damage of the dynamic cable insulation layers are calculated using the Palmgren-











Where for k different stress levels and the average number of cycles to failure at the ith stress, Si, is Ni 
and ni is the number of cycles are accumulated stress Si. No fatigue limits were set for this initial work 
as compression and tension are both assumed to contribute to fatigue. The S-N curve used for the XLPE 
insulation layers was obtained from [8]. 
 
5.  Results 
5.1.  Environmental loading Assessment 
Using the data from [13] the relationship between the significant wave height and the wind speed is 
plotted in Figure 2. This plot allows for the determining of the wind speed for the wave heights recorded 
by the buoy. Figure 3 shows a binned scatter plot of the significant heights and zero crossing period of 
the waves recorded by the buoy.  
 
 
Figure 2. Relationship of wave height to wind speed. 
 
Using the recorded wave heights from Figure 3, and equation (2), the wind speeds the turbine is exposed 
to are presented in table 2. 
  
Figure 3. Binned scatter plot of significant wave height and 
zero crossing period. 
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From these results, the largest wind speed the turbine would face 10m asl is 20.1ms-1, roughly 
corresponding to gale force winds and a Beaufort Force of 8 on the Beaufort scale.  
The wave directions were also recorded by the wave buoy and are presented in a wave direction rose 
shown in Figure 4. As the NESS model sites did not provide much information to back calculate the 
wind directions, the winds and waves are assumed to come from the same direction for this work. 
 
     From figure 4 it can be seen that the wave direction is predominantly from the North, so for the model 
the waves and therefore wind are assumed to be coming from one direction only. 
     The data recorded by the AWAC was used to determine the current magnitude and direction and is 
presented in Figure 5. From this it can be seen that the current direction is approximately bi-directional, 
traversing up and down the North East of England coastline. The average current speed for each 
recorded water depth was calculated and extrapolated to a 200m water depth with the curve plotted in 
Figure 6. This curve was compared to the theoretical current profile calculated using equation (1).  
Figure 4. Wave rose of wave directions and height Figure 5. Current rose of current direction and speed 
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Figure 7 illustrates how each wave loading scenario was subdivided by current speed and directions. 
This plot was generated based on the assumption that the current flow is bi-directional and accelerates 
and decelerates from 0.3ms-1 in one direction to 0.3ms-1 in the other, similar to results found in [21].  
From the calculated results the following environmental loading conditions were used for the model. 
 
Table 3. Environmental Loadings 
  
Environmental Loadings 
Wave height (m) 0.25 – 4.75 
Wave period (s) 0.25 – 9.75 
Wave direction (0) 15 
Wind Speed (ms-1) 
Wind Direction (0) 
Current Speed ms-1 
Current Direction (0) 
 
2.2 – 20.1 
15 
0-0.3 
165 and 335 
 
5.2.  Dynamic Cable Model Output 
Similar to works presented in [16] and [4], the hang off point of the cable is an area of concern for 
fatigue. Further investigation of the stress distributions and accumulated damage at this point 
specifically shall be given in these works, however it should be noted that any point along the length of 
the cable can be chosen. 
 
Figure 6. Current velocity profile with water depth Figure 7. Subdivisions of wave loadings by current speed and direction 
Figure 8. Stress distributions at hang off point. Figure 9. Stress time history at most damaged location. 
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Figure 8 shows the von Misses stress distributions of the cross linked polyethylene, XLPE, insulation 
layers at the cable hang off point. While any component of the cable cross section can be investigated, 
the XLPE layer shall be looked at specifically for further analysis. The stresses of the insulation layers 
are investigated due to concerns of water tree growth. It should be noted that for any cable component 
the plane or shear stresses can be deduced. Figure 8 is plotted using the outputs of the global dynamic 
model including, effective tension, x-bend moment, y-bend moment etc. and coupling them with the 
local mechanical model.  
From the distribution, the stress time history of each location can be extracted. Figure 9 shows the 
stress time history of the XLPE location that experienced the most damage. It should be noted that the 
first 30 seconds of each simulation was discarded to allow for environment ramp up avoid the large 
stress amplitudes due to the platform moving from an initial stationary position.    
5.3.  Fatigue Damage  
For each location the time history can be extracted, and the accumulated fatigue damage can be 
calculated using equation (3). This allows for the distribution of fatigue damage across the cable 
















Figure 11 shows the previously calculated wave spectrum, but with the most frequently occurring 
waves circled. Figure 12 shows the damage calculated for each of these wave conditions. It should be 
noted that these total damages incorporate the damages calculated for each of the current velocities and 
directions as depicted in Figure 7, but does not account for the occurrence of each wave type. 
  
Figure 10. Log scale distribution of fatigue damage. 
Figure 11. Wave spectrum distribution with greatest 
probability conditions highlighted. 
Figure 12. Calculated fatigue damage for the highlighted 
wave spectrum conditions. 
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6.  Discussion 
The presented work can be used to give an estimation of the fatigue damage of any component of a 
dynamic cable’s cross section. This work focused on the von Misses stress distribution, σvm, of the 
dynamic cable’s insulation layers and assumed that in these preliminary works that both compression 
and tension contributed to damage within the cable insulation layers. Work was completed to deduce 
the impact of varying wave heights, periods and current velocities on the mechanical fatigue damage of 
the insulation layers of a dynamic cable. It was found that greater wave heights resulted in a greater 
level of fatigue damage. This could be contributed to greater wave heights causing a greater heave of 
the floating platform, therefore increasing the tension on the dynamic cable.             
     It was found that a longer wave period increases the fatigue damage calculated. This is contrary to 
the thought that a greater wave frequency would inhibit the platform from returning to its undisturbed 
position, keeping the cable in a state of stress. While wave celerity does increase with wave period, the 
orbital, or horizontal velocities, of the water particles decrease with wave period. These velocities can 
determine the force of the impact of the waves on the floating platform using Morrison’s equation, where 
the force in the x-direction on a body in unsteady flow with velocity U(t) is:  
 







Where V is the body volume in m3, 𝜌 is the mass density of the fluid in kgm-3, U̇ is the flow acceleration 
in ms-2, A is the body reference area in m2, Cd and Cm are the drag and momentum coefficients 
respectively. 
Using equation 4, it can be quickly deduced that a reduction in velocity would result in a reduced 
force exerted on the platform from the waves, thus reducing the displacement of the platform. From 
figure 12 the wave periods ranging from 3.75s to 5.25s were investigated to determine the displacements 
of the floating platform, shown in table 4.  
 
Table 4. Displacement of floating platform at varying wave period and wave height 1.25m 







3.75 3.34 -0.081 -0.037 0.0013 
4.25 3.34 -0.080 -0.037 0.0013 
4.75 3.35 -0.080 -0.037 0.0019 
5.25 3.34 -0.08 -0.037 0.0024 
 
From table 4 it is seen that at varying wave periods the average platform displacement minimally 
changed, if at all, however the damage of the dynamic cable insulation layers increased. This increase 
in damage can perhaps be explained by a greater frequency of platform movement. If a closer look is 
taken at the stress time histories of the most damaged insulation locations, it can be seen that a wave 
period of 5.25s compared to a period of 3.75s, produces a stress history with more stress amplitudes, 
evident in the jagged plot for the 5.25s wave period shown in figure 13. This greater stress frequency 
can perhaps be due to the period of the waves matching the eigen period of the system, however this has 
not been investigated in any detail.  
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Figure 13. Stress time histories of the cable insulation at differing wave periods 
It is important to note that the magnitude of the fatigue damage of the insulation layers is small. This is 
to be expected as the armouring layers surrounding the insulation layers are protecting them from 
damage. However when the extreme cases were simulated for a Hs of 4.75m and a Tz of 7.75s, the 
fatigue damage calculated was much larger than 1, indicating a cable failure, even of the insulation 
layers. Unfortunately this result was omitted from figure twelve due to its fatigue value being much 
larger than the others. As figure 12 shows the fatigue damages scaled to one another, this distorts the 
plot and results in the details of the smaller fatigue differences being lost. Furthermore as this work is 
the initial steps in analysing water treeing within the insulation layers, extreme wave conditions would 
cause a cable failure outside of that of water treeing.  
When considering the impact of varying current speeds and directions it was found that when the 
current is travelling up the coast in Figure 1 (direction 1650) the damage is greater than when it is 
travelling in the opposite direction, 3350. It can be seen that when the current speeds are at their greatest 
in the tidal cycle, this also corresponds to a greater level of cable insulation fatigue damage. This output 
from the model could be used in the future to aid in cable installation layout and orientation decisions 
to reduce cable fatigue.  
     While this work presented von Misses stress distributions, the model allows the user to look at 
individual plane or shear stresses a component experiences. When these individual stresses are looked 
at for a particular environmental loading, it can be see that the largest contributing stress is σzz as seen 
in table 5. 
  
Table 5. Magnitude of insulation fatigue damage at most damaged insulation location due to corresponding stress type. 
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In this case, this highlights that it is cable bending that contributes to insulation fatigue at the hang 
off point, rather than cable tension.  
Unless in extreme storm conditions, the fatigue damage of the cable insulation calculated was very 
small. This could be a weakness in the model being under conservative. However it is important to note 
that the cable modelled was a dynamic cable used in historic oil and gas applications, and would have a 
much larger cable axial and bending stiffness than one that would be used for floating offshore wind 
applications. A further weakness of the model is that for the fatigue damage on the insulation layers, 
only one S-N curve could be found in previous works. To give a greater credibility to the results a larger 
number of S-N curves would have been desirable.  
7.  Conclusions 
This work presents a method to determine mechanical fatigue damage across a dynamic cable’s cross 
section, specifically the insulation layers, when exposed to a dynamic marine environment. It can be 
used as a tool to compare the insulation fatigue damage at differing lengths along the cables length. 
Individual components of the cable cross section can be investigated, giving way to a more 
comprehensive fatigue assessment of dynamic cables. 
     It was found that increasing wave height increases cable insulation fatigue damage in deep water 
applications. Increasing current velocities also increases cable insulation fatigue damage. Current 
direction plays a role in cable insulation fatigue damage, aiding in installation arrangement decisions. 
Finally, the works suggests that it is the stresses due to cable bending, as opposed to tension that 
contribute most to a dynamic cable’s insulation fatigue damage. 
 
8.  Future Work 
The next stages of this work is to use the most damaged cable insulation locations as initiation points of 
insulation water treeing. Using the stress cycles calculated within these works is hoped to allow for the 
modelling of cracks within the insulation as propagating mechanisms of water treeing.  
     The electrical stresses across the insulation layers are then to be modelled. It is envisioned this work 
serves at the first step in the development of a coupled mechanical and electrical fatigue model of 
the cable insulation which considers both mechanical stresses and electrical stresses due to the cable 
being energized.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The UKs Climate Change Act commits the UK to re-
duce total carbon emissions by 80% of 1990 levels by 
2050 (Climate Change Act 2008). Technological ad-
vancements in the offshore wind industry, coupled 
with economies of scale, has increased the viability of 
large scale wind turbines offshore. Wind turbines are 
moving further away from the shoreline to benefit 
from the higher wind speeds available. However 
moving further from shore corresponds with an in-
crease in water depth. Traditional fixed bottom wind 
turbine technologies are not best able to accommo-
date these greater water depths; giving rise to new 
floating platform wind turbines. Much work has been 
completed in advancing floating wind technologies, 
including that of the LIFES50+ consortium (2015), 
with the Carbon Trust (2017) estimating up to 90MW 
of floating wind farms to be installed by the end of 
2018 in the UK. 
Floating platform wind turbines will require cables 
to run through the water column, from their platform 
base at the water surface to the touchdown point on 
the seabed. This trajectory exposes the cable to the 
dynamic forces of the environmental waves and cur-
rents. The platform will move in accordance with the 
turbines response to wind. As the cable is attached at 
its hang off point to the platform, it will also be sub-
jected to these motions.  
The dynamic environmental loading on the cable in-
duces dynamic mechanical stresses across the cross 
section of the dynamic cable.  These mechanical 
stresses are a new consideration in cable fatigue as-
sessments, as traditional static cables used in fixed 
bottom platforms would not be exposed the dynamic 
environmental loadings.  
Cables fail due to a number of reasons, including me-
chanical damage, water ingress and overheating 
which all lead to electrical failure or breakdown of the 
insulation layers (Marazzato et al. 2004). An insur-
ance provider (GCube 2016) highlights cable faults 
are mostly caused by in correction installations, elec-
trical faults and incorrect operation. Cables being ex-
posed to more dynamic environments are expected to 
exasperate the number of cable failures, with more 
failing unexpectedly during service lifetime. 
Some work has been completed on the impact of dy-
namic loadings on the fatigue characteristics of dy-
namic cables (Buitrago et al. 2013), (Thies, Johan-
ning, and Smith 2011), (Thies, Johanning, and Dobral 
2017), while similar works for dynamic environments 
have also been completed for mooring lines loadings 
assessments (Martinelli et al. 2010). Silva et al. 
(2012) used a finite element method to investigate the 
cable cross section regarding its allowable bend ra-
dius.  
Yang et al. (2017) investigated the impact that var-
ying cable bending and axials stiffness has on cable 
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ABSTRACT: Advancements in the offshore wind industry have increased the viability of large floating tur-
bines. All floating structures will require cables to run through the water column, from their base at the water 
surface to the seabed. This exposes the cables to the dynamic forces produced by marine currents, waves and 
the response motions of the floating platform itself. Predicting how these cables will perform and survive off-
shore would prove beneficial to wind farm owners and operators. 
The work presented aims to give a better understanding of how the dynamic forces the cables would be exposed 
to can impact the cable cross-section at a component level. How these forces produce mechanical stress across 
the cross-section of the dynamic cable is analyzed by finite element analysis. The outcome of this can be used to 




fatigue damage for dynamic loading conditions. Ax-
ial and bending stiffness’ impact cable motion, and 
therefore the cable stress response. Having a larger 
bending stiffness may be preferable in order to reduce 
the dynamics of the cable. Raoof has researched ex-
tensively into calculating the bending stiffness’s of 
helically wound strands (M. Raoof and Davies 2004; 
M. Raoof 1990; Mohammed Raoof 1990; Moham-
med Raoof and Davies 2008) and demonstrates that 
the inter-wire friction between helically wound ar-
moring layers is a determining factor in bend stiff-
ness. Chen et al. (2013) completed work on estimat-
ing the axial stiffness of an umbilical cable, which 
takes into account the radius reduction effects of the 
helical armoring components when under tension. 
Ekeberg et al. (2006) reports similar trends when 
comparing calculated axial stiffness that do and don’t 
account for radius reduction.  
Mechanical fatigue due to environmental loading is 
shown to be of particular concern as a starting or 
propagating mechanism for water treeing in cable in-
sulation layers (Ildstad et al. 1990), (Wang et al. 
2012).  
This papers aims to give a better understanding of the 
distribution of mechanical stresses across the cable 
cross section, and how they will impact cable fatigue 
damage. Particular attention is given to areas of con-
cern that might serve as points of water tree initiation. 
 
The approach presented begins with a global dynamic 
model of a chosen dynamic cable, in a typical loading 
environment for a chosen site as detailed in section 2. 
The output cable loading history of the dynamic 
model, can then be used as inputs to a mechanical 
model of the cable cross section. The mechanical 
model is used to illustrate the stress distributions 
across the cables cross section as detailed in section 
3. Finally, using the stress history from the mechani-
cal model a fatigue analysis is conducted as detailed 
in section 4. Results of stress distribution and fatigue 
damage is given in section 5. Sections 6 gives a dis-
cussion to the results, with section 7 drawing some 
conclusions. Finally, section 8 highlights future work. 
2  DYNAMIC MODEL 
To give an understanding of the stresses that an 
umbilical cable would experience, the entire floating 
turbine system needs to be analyzed. This is necessary 
as the cable stresses will be sensitive to the environ-
mental loadings, motions of the platform and the mo-
tions of the cable itself. This model couples the ac-
tions of the wind on the turbine with the action of the 
waves and currents on the platform, platform tendons 
and dynamic cable. Inputs into the dynamic model re-
quired are the environmental loadings and the proper-
ties of the cable to be modelled including length and 
stiffness’.  
2.1   Software Used 
For the work completed in creating the dynamic 
model of the cable, the proprietary marine dynamics 
software OrcaFlex from by Orcina was used. Or-
caFlex was used to estimate the loadings on the cable 
in response to the wave, current, wind and therefore 
the movements of the floating platform. This software 
is a three dimensional non-linear, time domain finite 
element program. It splits the length of the cable into 
user defined lengths (0.5m for this work) and employs 
a lumped mass approach to solve the cables dynamic 
behavior.  
Shown in Figure 1 (Masciola, Nahon, and Driscoll 
2012) the cable is represented as a series of lines or 
“elements” connected by a node at each end. The line 
elements hold the axial and torsional characteristics 
while other properties such as mass, buoyancy, 
weight etc. are held by the nodes. Forces and mo-
ments are applied to the cable at the nodes, and line 
segments are weightless and straight with the axial 
and torsional spring damping characteristics. The seg-
ment ends hold a rotational damping term that is used 
to model the cable bending.  
 
FASTlink is a FAST-OrcaFlex interface package that 
was used for this work. All hydrodynamics and moor-
ing loads on the cable are solved using OrcaFlex, 
while the NREL 5MW reference turbine, tower, float-
ing platform structural dynamics, aerodynamics con-
trol and electrical drive dynamics are computed using 
FAST.    
Figure 1 The cable lumped mass model arranged in the xyz frame. 
Hx, HY, and V correspond to the applied external forces. In their ab-
sence, the cable likes in the vertical x’z’ reference frame.  
2.2 MIT/NREL Tension Leg Platform Model 
This work incorporates the MIT/NREL reference 
5MW tension leg platform (Jonkman 2016) and uses 
its modelled motions to investigate the impact on the 
dynamic cable stresses. This is a platform of 18m wa-
terline diameter with a draft of almost 50m. It has four 
27m long pontoons with two mooring lines attached 
to each pontoon. 
NREL have incorporated this model into a pack-
age known as FASTLink. This allows one to combine 
the effects of the wind on the turbine, with the effects 
of the waves and currents on the platform. The tur-
bines response to the wind loads being modelled in 
FAST and this response on the platform with the 
wave and current loads being modelled in OrcaFlex.  
2.3 Environmental Loading 
An appropriate loading environment is needed as in-
puts to the dynamic model. Wave buoy data located 
at GPS coordinates 55.238550 N, -1.09524. At a site 
10km away, coordinates 55.8500N, 0.9110W, data 
was obtained to correlated wave height with wind 
speed. Based on data from a nearby acoustic doppler 
current profiler, current at the site is assumed bi-di-
rectional and has the same max speed in both direc-
tions. Using this has resulted in the following appro-
priate environment detailed in table 1.  
 
Table 1 Environmental Loading Data for Global Cable Simulations 
Environmental Conditions 
Wave Height, Hs, m 1.75 
Wave Period, Tz, s 5.25 
Wind Velocity, V, ms-1 10m above 
sea level 
9.5 
Max Current Velocity, ms-1 0.3 
Current Directions, Deg 165, 335 
Sea Depth, m 200 
   
2.4 Dynamic Cable 
The cable modelled for this work is based on 280m 
length of a JDR dynamic cable (Featherstone 2017) 
used in previous oil and gas applications. Figure 2 
shows a schematic of the cable modelled, while table 
2 gives some of the cables mechanical parameters.  
 
Table 2 Mechanical Parameters of Dynamic Cable 
Mechanical Properties:  
Outer Diameter 154mm 
Outer Sheath Material Extruded Polyethylene 
Cable Armouring Galvanised Steel Wire 
Minimum Bend Radius 2000mm 
Safe Working Load 250 kN 
Diameter to Weight Ratio 4.27 m2/Te 
2.5 Cable Stiffness and Length 
2.5.1 Axial Stiffness 
Axial stiffness has been calculated from the following 
equation (Chen et al. 2013): 
 
𝐾𝑎 =  ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝐸𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼𝑖(𝑐𝑜𝑠
2 𝑎𝑖 − 𝑣𝑠𝑖𝑛





           (1) 
Where AiEi is the axial stiffness of the helical compo-
nents, αi is the lay angle of the helical component, n 
is the number of helical components, AjEj is the axial 
stiffness of any straight components and m is the 
number of straight components. The radius reduction 
ratio is the relationship between the radius reduction 
and the axial elongation of the helical tendon, repre-
sented by v.  
2.5.2 Bending Stiffness 
Bending stiffness has been calculated from the fol-
lowing equation (M. Raoof and Davies 2004): 
 
EI = I ∑ λi
N
i=1
Ei                                                                                  (2) 
Where, denoting the cable outside diameter by d, 






)                                                                         (3) 
 
N is the number of layers of helical wires, Ei is the 
Young’s modulus and λi
 is denoted by: 
 
λi =  
𝐼𝑛𝑖
𝐼0
                                                                         (4) 
Where Ini is the second moment of area of each layer 
and I0 is given by: 
 
Figure 2 Schematic Overview of Dynamic Subsea Cable 
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I0 = ∑ Ini
N
i=1
                                                                                       (5) 
2.5.3 Cable Length 
A sea depth of 200m was chosen, which using the rec-
ommendations laid out in (CIGRÉ 2015) gives a ca-
ble length when installed in a “lazy s” arrangement of 
280m using the equation for L0.  
 







Where d is the maximum depth, w is the submerged 
weight of 1m length of cable and H is the maximum 
expected bottom tension, which in this case is taken 
as 15kN. 
3 MECHANICAL MODEL 
For this work the mechanical model refers to the in-
teraction of the dynamic cables individual compo-
nents across its cross section. This model looks at the 
stresses across the cable cross sections individual 
components, highlighting areas of greatest mechani-
cal stress. Stresses have been resolved into their six 
degrees of freedom as well as combined into Von 
misses stress distributions. The output of the dynamic 
model is coupled with the cables cross section me-
chanical model to produce a time history of stresses 
for particular cable cross section components.  
3.1.1 Finite Element Analysis 
 
A finite element analysis, FEA, model of the cable 
cross section was constructed using ANSYS Mechan-
ical software. The finite element method is an effec-
tive option to determine the interactions between the 
dynamic cables internal components. Similar works 
by (Silva, Balena, and Lisbôa 2012) and (Gaidai et al. 
2015) both used an alternative FEA software 
UFlex2D to investigate the stresses across an umbili-
cal cross-section.  UFlex2D is custom made FE soft-
ware for umbilical cross sections however ANSYS 
was used due to its ability to be coupled with the out-
puts of the OrcaFlex software.  
 
3.1.2 Model Assumptions 
 
Some assumptions were made to perform the analysis 
of the dynamic cables. The cable stiffness was as-
sumed to be a characteristic of the cable armoring lay-
ers. Similar to (Yang, Ringsberg, and Johnson 2017) 
the armoring layers were simplified to thin walled 
tubes for the local mechanical model. This assump-
tion was made based on the principle that the cable 
armoring layers remain in stick state and that the in-
dividual armor wires do not slide over one another 
during normal operation. The cable cross section 
component materials were assumed to be linear elas-
tic, and that in the local cross section model, the com-
ponents are glued together, i.e. they cannot penetrate 
one another’s interface.  
4 FATIGUE ASSESSMENT 
The accumulated fatigue of the dynamic cables, and 
their associated fatigue lives can be calculated after 
the stresses they experience is calculated.  
Preliminary modelling of the cable showed that the 
stress levels it would experience to be much lower 
than the design yield stresses of the materials. There-
fore a stress based approach for fatigue has been em-
ployed. Stress history for the cables are temporal and 
an output of the coupled dynamic and mechanical 
models. Individual stress histories can be deduced for 
particular components of interest of the cross sec-
tions.  
The rain flow counting method is used to find the 
stress ranges and cycles from the stress history for the 
fatigue analysis. An accepted method for fatigue 
damage, D, analysis is the use of the Palmgren-Miner 
linear damage rule and the accompanying S-N curves 








Where for k different stress levels and the average 
number of cycles to failure at the ith stress, Si, is Ni 
and ni is the number of cycles are accumulated stress 
Si. No fatigue damage limit has been included for this 
initial work, and therefore all fatigue ranges contrib-
ute to the damage. The S-N curve for the XLPE insu-
lation layer in particular was obtained from (Wang et 






5.1 Dynamic Model Output 
On the x-axis is the cable installed length while the y-
axis denotes the effective tension. The upper line on 
the plot is the maximum seen tension at that specific 
point along the cable length, the middle line is aver-
age, and the bottom is the minimum.  
From the plot it can be seen greatest effective tension 
is found approximately 10m from the cable hang off 
point, with a secondary peak just after the suspended 
section of the “lazy s” cable installation configura-
tion. See Figure 4 for clarity of dynamic cable instal-
lation arrangement. Similar results on this distribution 
of effective tension along the cable length were found 
by (Thies, Johanning, and Smith 2011). 
This point 10m from the hang off point shall be 
looked at specifically now for further investigation, it 
should be noted that any point of interest along the 
cable length can be chosen.  
5.2 Stress Distribution 
While any cable component can be chosen for inves-
tigation using the presented approach, the insulation 
layers of XLPE shall be looked at specifically for fur-
ther investigation within these works.  
Outputs from the dynamic model at the chosen ref-
erence point, or node, include a time series of the 
torque, effective tension, x-bend moment, y-bend mo-
ment etc. This time series of various outputs can be 
coupled with the mechanical FE model of the cable 
cross section to produce an illustration showing how 
stresses distribute across the cable insulation layers. 
Figure 5 illustrates how the Von Misses stresses dis-
tribute across the cable insulation layers. It should be 
noted that for any component of the cable cross sec-
tion, and any of the 3D plane or shear stresses can be 
examined using the presented approach. Purely for 
comparison of the stress magnitudes between the in-
sulation and armoring layers, a plot has been included 
of the stress distribution at the same point across the 
armoring, Figure 6.   
Figure 3 Plot showing Cable Effective Tension at points along the 
installed cable length. 
Figure 4 Dynamic Cable Installation Arrangement 
Figure 3 Von Misses Stress Distribution across Cable Insulation 
Layers 




5.3 Stress Cycle Generation 
The displayed stress distributions in section 5.2 are in 
effect a snap shot in time of the stress distribution 
across the cable. As the cables for floating wind will 
be dynamic, their corresponding stress histories will 
also be dynamic. It was assumed that once one loca-
tion element of the cross section fails, failure of the 
cable has occurred. Therefore for illustration pur-
poses the stress history of the location element that 
experienced the greatest damage is presented. To un-
derstand the distribution of the fatigue damage of the 
cable insulation layers, all location elements were an-
alyzed. 
 
5.4 Fatigue Damage 
 
The stress cycles found in 5.3 were computed to de-
termine the fatigue damage for each of the location 
elements. The corresponding damages were then plot-
ted to illustrate the distribution of the damage to the 
cable insulation layers. It should be noted the use of a 
log scale for the damage allows for easier visualiza-
tion, however once the log scale is removed it is easier 
to deduce the exact location to fail first, shown in fig-
ure 9. These points of highest fatigue damage would 
be of concern as potential initiation points of water 
treeing within the insulation. 
6 DISCUSSION 
The presented work can be used to give an initial es-
timate of fatigue damage of any component of a dy-
namic cables cross section. The work focused on us-
ing Von Misses stresses as an initial estimate tool, 
where both compression and tension would contrib-
ute to damage. This work would need to be validated 
with laboratory experiments to conclude the effec-
tiveness and accuracy of the developed model. Von 
Misses stresses can be thought of as a tool to capture 
the effects of both planar stresses and shear stresses, 












     
                                                                                (8) 
Where σxx, σyy, σzz, are the planar stresses in Pa, 
while σxy, σyz, and σxz refer to the shear stresses in Pa, 
σv is the Von Misses stress in Pa. As the Von Misses 
is an amalgamation of the planar and shear stresses, a 
quick comparison of them can be used to determine 
which, if any, of the stresses is contribution most to 
the magnitude of the Von Misses stress. As a rudi-
mentary estimate of their contribution, the magni-
tudes of the fatigue damage due to each of the stresses 
is given in table 3.  
  
Figure 5 Stress Cycles of Most Damaged Location Element 
Figure 8 Log scale distribution of cable insulation layers fatigue 
damage 
Figure 9 Cable Insulation Layers Fatigue Damage with areas of 
concern for water tree initiation circled 
Table 3 Magnitude of Fatigue Damage at most damaged location 
due to corresponding stress type 









From table 3 it can be quickly deduced that the pla-
nar stress type σzz is the dominating stress contrib-
uting to the cable insulations fatigue damage. In this 
scenario it can be seen that it is the cable bending 
which dominates fatigue damage.  
 
 The magnitudes of the fatigue damage overall are 
quite small, particularly as these damages have been 
calculated for a cables expected life of 25 years. The 
simulations for the stress cycles were from a ten mi-
nute period of constant environmental scenarios. This 
time period would suffice to capture the stress cycles 
due to the higher frequency wave and wind interac-
tions on the floating platform with a constant current, 
but would miss the overall much lower frequency 
tidal cycle stresses. It is expected that the tidal cycle 
would contribute stresses of much greater amplitudes, 
and thus contributing to a much higher fatigue dam-
age.  
7 CONCLUSIONS  
This work presents a method to determine mechanical 
fatigue damage across a dynamic cables cross section 
when exposed to a dynamic marine environment. It 
can be used as a tool to compare the fatigue damage 
at differing lengths along the cables length. Individual 
components of the cable cross section can be investi-
gated, giving way to a more comprehensive fatigue 
assessment of dynamic cables. Concerns of mechani-
cal fatigue damage as an initiation point of water tree-
ing within the cable insulation layers was investi-
gated, with potential imitation points highlighted. 
Finally, the works suggests that it is the stresses due 
to cable bending, as opposed to tension that contribute 
most to a dynamic cables fatigue damage. 
8 FUTURE WORK 
Immediate future work would be to incorporate the 
stresses due to the tidal cycle and varying current 
characteristics into the model to calculate a new fa-
tigue damage estimate. This would allow the model 
users to determine if the wave characteristic or cur-
rent characteristics dominate cable fatigue. A statisti-
cal analysis of an environmental parametric study 
would follow. Finally it is envisioned this work serves 
at the first step in the development of a coupled me-
chanical and electrical fatigue model which considers 
both mechanical stresses and electrical stresses due to 
the cable being energized. 
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Offshore wind turbines are moving 
into deeper waters to take advantage 
of the greater resource further offshore. 
Floating platforms provide a solution 
to depths previously out of reach. 
Understanding how the cables attached 
to these floating platforms survive in a 
dynamic environment is crucial.
This dynamic environmental loading 
on the cable is a new consideration for 
cables that traditionally operate under 
static conditions. The resultant dynamic 
mechanical stress across the cross sec-
tion of the cable is a new consideration 
that needs to be taken into account 
when conducting fatigue assessments 
for the dynamic cable.
Approximately 80% of insurance claims 
in the offshore wind industry are linked 
to cable failures. This amounts to a cost 
in excess of hundreds of millions of 
euros annually to the industry. Despite 
cable costs typically only contributing 
up to 10% of the total initial investment 
in an offshore wind farm, their failures 
account for the longest periods of una-
vailability of a wind farm. Usually a sin-
gle export cable repair takes from three 
to five months for an unexpected fault, 
with the average repair cost estimated 
to be £ 12.5 million. These factors posi-
tion cable incidents as one of the main 
risks affecting the continued reduction 
of the levelised cost of electricity for 
offshore wind.
Subsea cable failures can be loosely cat-
egorised into failures due to mechanical 
damage, water ingress and overheating. 
All can contribute to the breakdown 
of the cable insulation layers, eventu-
ally leading to an electrical fault. A 
failure mechanism of the insulation 
layers is known as water treeing, and 
it is thought that these slowly develop-
ing trees cause the unexpected failure 
of a cable that was otherwise previ-
ously healthy. There are concerns that 
the dynamic mechanical stresses across 
the dynamic cables could initiate and 
propagate these trees further, leading to 
faster and more frequent cable failures. 
Figure 1 gives an example of water trees 
in cable insulation layers found by work 
completed by Ståle Nordås (see further 
reading).
The Offshore Renewable Energy Catapult 
(ORE Catapult) in conjunction with the 
Industrial Doctoral Centre for Offshore 
Renewable Energy (IDCORE) has been 
developing methods to investigate the 
impacts of dynamic mechanical stresses 
on the fatigue life of dynamic cables. 
The outcome is a reduction in the uncer-
tainty and an improved reliability of 
the dynamic cables for floating offshore 
wind turbines.
After completing an analysis of the 
entire floating wind turbine system, the 
cross sections of the cables were looked 
at in more detail. Figure 2 shows how 
stresses across a dynamic cable’s cross 
section are distributed across the cable 
insulation layers.
Using the stresses shown in Figure 2, 
a time history can be extracted which 
allows a fatigue damage assessment of 
the insulation layers. Figure 3 shows 
where the most damage occurs on the 
cable insulation layers, and it is from 
these most damaged locations that the 
Floating platform wind turbines will require cables to run through the water column from their platform base at the 
water surface to the touchdown point on the seabed. This trajectory exposes the cable to dynamic environmental 
forces, such as waves and currents. The Offshore Renewable Energy Catapult (ORE Catapult) and the Industrial 
Doctoral Centre for Offshore Renewable Energy (IDCORE) have been investigating the impact of this dynamic marine 
environment on a dynamic cable’s fatigue life, with the aim of reducing uncertainty and improving the reliability 
of dynamic cables. The aim of this project is to allow more effective planned maintenance offshore through the 
prediction of a failure of a dynamic cable.
Dynamic Mechanical Stresses on Fatigue Life of Dynamic Cables
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Figure 1. Differing types of water trees within cable insulation layers
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areas of potential initiation for the water 
trees can be predicted. Further detail on 
this work can be found in Young et al. 
(2018).
Using the information from these mod-
els, the growth of the water tree lengths 
due to the mechanical stresses induced 
by a dynamic marine environment can 
be simulated. By simulating the time 
taken for a water tree to grow to a length 
that could cause an electrical fault, a 
new fatigue assessment for dynamic 
cables is provided. This time taken is 
then used to predict when a dynamic 
cable may start to fail, which allows 
planning of preventive maintenance.
This can be used as a tool to compare 
the fatigue damage at differing lengths 
along the cable. Individual components 
of the cable cross section can be inves-
tigated, giving way to a more compre-
hensive fatigue assessment of dynamic 
cables.
This work serves as the first step in the 
development of a coupled mechanical 
and electrical fatigue model which con-
siders both the mechanical stresses the 
cable is subjected to and the electrical 
stresses due to the electrical field distri-
bution in an energised cable.
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Figure 2. Stress distribution across a cable’s insulation layers
Figure 3. Areas or potential water tree initiation due to mechanical damage
Distribution of Von Misses Stresses Across cable Insulation Layers
Distribution of Fatique Damage Across the Cable Insulation Layers due to Von Misses Stress Cycles
